Hand, Contractor, Garden & Agricultural Tools

THE TOOLS TO TRUST

Spear & Jackson
Brand Heritage

THE TOOLS TO TRUST

QUICK FACTS

Spear & Jackson was founded in the City of Sheffield
which is famous for the production of steel, cutlery
and hand tools and continues to be our home over
250 years later.
In 1889, James Neill formed his
own company adopting the
Eclipse brand name. Initially
manufacturing steel, he moved on
to manufacture machine knives,
woodworking tools and hacksaw
blades, for which the company is
best known.

As you would expect with over
250 years of experience, the
Spear & Jackson ground work
product offering has widened to
accommodate natural product
extensions such as contractors
shovels and rakes, agricultural
tools and landscaping products.

the Spear & Jackson Group, which
also includes within it’s other
divisions the following brands:

The Spear & Jackson range
was developed independently
of Eclipse branded products
until 1985 when James Neill
acquired the Spear & Jackson
group, subsequently renaming the
company as Spear & Jackson.

Spear & Jackson hand tools
developed alongside our ground
work ranges and include tools for
DIY and professional use, with our
market leading “Predator” branded
woodsaws being the first range to
be application lead, giving users the
most appropriate saw for the task.

Spear & Jackson also have sites
in North America, France, China,
New Zealand and Australia.

The Spear & Jackson brand is
probably best known in the UK
for our unparalleled offering of
quality ranges of garden digging
and cultivating tools and cutting
tools, all of which are designed
to appeal to all levels of garden
expertise and budget.
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• UK & Export Head office on
10 acre site based in
Sheffield, England
• 97,000 ft2 warehouse
• Over 3500 tools distributed
to both our export and UK
customers every week
• Products stocked by a large
network of major DIY retailers
and merchants

• Moore & Wright
• Eclipse Magnetics
• Bowers
• Baty
• Robert Sorby

We also sell a wide range of
builder’s tools and accessories with
prices and qualities to suit all levels
of expertise including the well
known Tyzack brand of professional
brick laying and plasterer’s tools.

Throughout development of the
Spear & Jackson brand, the
company has always continued
to innovate both in terms of new
ideas and applications, using new
technologies and combining new
and traditional materials to create
reliable, superb quality, highly
functional tools at affordable
prices, creating our enviable
reputation as a supplier of

Spear & Jackson UK is a division of

the tools to trust.
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Spear & Jackson
New Products

NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1

1

1

1

4

4

CUTTING

SPIRIT LEVELS

- Compact Topiary Shears

- 230mm Pocket Level

- Garden Wire Cutters

- 600, 900 1200 and
2000mm Spirit Levels

see pages 102 & 111

- 1200mm I Beam Spirit Level
see pages 58 - 59

2

2

5

GARDEN TIDY

CARPENTERS TOOLS

- 3 in 1 Plastic Rake (shown)

- Smoothing Planes

- Expanding Lawn Rake

- Try Squares

- Ergowide Plastic Leaf Rake

- Sliding Bevels

- Astro Turf Brush

- Marking Gauge

- Poop Scoop

- Mortice Gauge

- Collapsible Bucket

- Block Plane

- Seed Spreader

- Jack Plane

see pages 168 - 173

see pages 16 - 19

6
3

3

PLASTERERS
SPATULAS

GIFT SETS

- Gives a superfine finish

- Nylon Fibreglass
Secateurs and Loppers Set

- Easy to replace and clean blades

- Vintage Bypass
Secateurs and Snips Set
see pages 163 & 166

4

3

5

65

- Available in three sizes, 600mm,
800mm and 1000mm
- Spare blades available
see page 27
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Woodworking Tools
Predator Saws
Our range of Predator™ hardpoint saws have
been specially developed to meet the needs
of even the most demanding professional.

are quite simply
the best saws
you can buy!
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Spear & Jackson began making saws 250 years ago. The wealth
of experience gained over this period of time is just one of the many
reasons why Spear & Jackson has such a unique reputation.
The Predator™ range includes saws for four specialist purposes,
giving users the most appropriate saw for the task - first fix
woodworking, second fix woodworking, laminate, and UPVC cutting.
The range also includes our bestselling multi-purpose Universal saw,
our Triplefast saw and our Predator X fleam tooth saw. All saws are
heat-treated using the very latest technology to ensure outstanding
durability and performance.
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Woodworking Tools
Predator Saws
Our range of Predator™ hardpoint saws have been specially developed
to meet the needs of even the most demanding professional

The soft feel Suregrip® handle and finger guide have been
designed to improve cutting accuracy

B9820, B9822 - Predator Universal Saw

B98FF - Predator First Fix Saw

B98UPVC - Predator UPVC Saw

B98X - Predator X Saw

General purpose saw for use along and across
the grain, ideal for timber, hardwood, chipboard
and MDF
• Fast cut - rapid clean cutting action
• Rigid blade minimises whip and vibration
• Comfortable handle Suregrip® soft feel
ergonomic grip and finger guide for
improved accuracy, also incorporating
a useful 45/90º guide

A coarser cutting saw for use along and
across the grain
• Fast cut - rapid, clean cutting action
• Rigid blade minimises whip and vibration
• Use with all rough sawn timber
• Comfortable handle Suregrip® soft feel
ergonomic grip and finger guide for
improved accuracy, also incorporating
a useful 45/90° angle guide

A hardpoint saw for cutting UPVC and hard
plastics, ideal for cutting sills, trims and
plastic pipes
• Fast clean cutting action
• Rigid blade minimises whip and vibration
• Comfortable handle Suregrip® soft feel
ergonomic grip and finger guide for
improved accuracy, also incorporating
a useful 45/90º angle guide

Fleam teeth for fastest cut along and across
the grain on forward and reverse stroke, ideal
for timber, hardwood, chipboard and MDF
• Rigid blade minimises whip and vibration
• Comfortable handle Suregrip® soft feel
ergonomic grip and finger guide for
improved accuracy, also incorporating
a useful 45/90º angle guide

B9820: 20” x 8pts, Medium Finish, Pack Quantity 10
B9822: 22” x 8pts, Medium Finish, Pack Quantity 10

B98FF: 22” x 7pts, Rough Finish, Pack Quantity 10

B98UPVC: 20” x 14pts, Fine Finish, Pack Quantity 10

B98X: 22” x 8pts, Medium Finish, 10 Pack

B98SF - Predator Second Fix Saw

B98LAMINATE - Predator Laminate Saw

B98TRIPLE - Predator Triplefast Saw

A fine cutting saw for use along and across
the grain, ideal for planed wood, architraves,
skirting, and dado rails
• Fast cut, rapid, clean cutting action
• Rigid blade minimises whip and vibration
• Comfortable handle Suregrip®
soft feel ergonomic grip and finger
guide for improved accuracy,
also incorporating useful
45/90º angle guide

A hardpoint saw delivering a fine cut, ideal for
use on laminate flooring, formica and beading
• Fast cut, rapid, clean cutting action
• Rigid blade minimises whip and vibration
• Comfortable handle Suregrip® soft
feel ergonomic grip and finger guide
for improved accuracy, also
incorporating a useful 45/90º
angle guide

A fine cutting saw for cutting along and
across the grain, ideal for a smooth finish on
soft woods
• Triple ground tooth configuration
• Rigid blade minimises whip and vibration
• Comfortable handle Suregrip® soft feel
ergonomic grip and finger guide for
improved accuracy, also incorporating
a useful 45/90º angle guide

B98LAMINATE: 20” x 14pts, Extra Fine, 10 Pack

B98TRIPLE: 22” x 10pts, Medium Finish, 10 Pack

B98SF: 20” x 10pts, Fine Finish, Pack Quantity 10

10
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Woodworking Tools

Woodworking Tools

Professional Woodsaws

Traditional Woodsaws & Accessories

Professional woodsaws, designed for various applications,
ensuring there is always the right tool for the job!

Our range of traditional Tenon and Skew Back saws with
traditional wooden handles

B98FLOOR Predator Floorboard Saw

B9810, B9812 Predator Tenon Saws

B9814 Predator Toolbox Saw

9540B, 9550B Traditional Brass Back

5410Y Professional Tenon Saw

Specifically designed for cutting flooring, it
has a curved end to make starting cutting
easier
• Hand set and sharpened teeth for precision
• High carbon steel blade
• Comfortable handle - Suregrip® soft feel
ergonomic grip and finger guide for accuracy,
also incorporating a useful 45/90° angle guide
• Fleam tooth for cutting along and across the
grain on both the forward and reverse stroke

Ideal for cutting out a tenon and cutting
pelmets, moulding, dowelling, coving,
architraves and skirting
• A fine cut with a smooth, clean cutting action
• Solid steel back for maximum rigidity
• Comfortable handle - Suregrip® soft feel
ergonomic grip and finger guide
for accuracy, also incorporating
a useful 45/90° angle guide

Ideal for cutting pelmets, mouldings,
dowelling, coving, architraves and skirting
• A fine cut with smooth cutting via push/
pull action
• Rigid blade minimises whip and vibration
• Comfortable handle - Suregrip® soft feel
ergonomic grip and finger guide
for accuracy, also incorporating
a useful 45/90° angle guide

For joint cutting and sawing small pieces of wood and wood based
materials
• Universal teeth for general use, cuts along and across the grain
• Brass back for maximum rigidity
• Comfortable, strong wooden handle securely fixed by rivets
• High carbon steel blade
• Precision ground teeth

Used for joint cutting & sawing small pieces of wood
• Universal teeth for general use, cuts along and across the grain
• Precision cross ground teeth for extra sharpness
• Solid brass back for maximum rigidity
• Comfortable wooden handle secured with solid brass screws
• Handle can be unscrewed for resharpening

B9810: 10” x 15pts, Fine Finish, Pack Quantity 10
B9812: 12” x 15pts, Fine Finish, Pack Quantity 10

B9814: 14” x 14pts, Fine Finish, Pack Quantity 10

9540B: 10” x 15pts, Fine Finish, Pack Quantity 5
9550B: 12” x 15pts, Fine Finish, Pack Quantity 5

5410Y: 10” x 13pts, Fine Finish, Pack Quantity 5

B98FLOOR: 11” x 8pts, Medium Finish, 10 Pack

B9520, B9522 Universal Suregrip® Handle Saw

B9420, B9422 Universal Hard Feel Suregrip® Handle Saw

9500R, 9515K Traditional Skew

94-370R Saw Tooth Setter

For general use cutting along and across the grain with a
standard finish
• Finger rest for both left and right handed users
• Comfortable Suregrip® moulded handle incorporating useful
45/90° angle guide
• Precision cross ground teeth for extra sharpness

For general use cutting along and across the grain with a
standard finish
• Finger rest for both left and right handed users
• Tough hard feel moulded handle, incorporating useful 45/90° angle guide
• Precision cross ground teeth for extra sharpness

Cuts timber chipboard, plywood and other wood based materials
• Universal teeth for general use, cuts along and across the grain
• Precision cross ground teeth
• Teeth can be resharpened
• Skew back for balance and reduced friction
• Comfortable wooden handle securely
fixed by rivet
• High carbon steel blade

Used for setting teeth on most types of woodsaws

B9520: 20” x 8pts, Medium Finish, Pack Quantity 10
B9952: 22” x 8pts, Medium Finish, Pack Quantity 10

B9420: 20” x 8pts, Medium Finish, Pack Quantity 10
B9422: 22” x 8pts, Medium Finish, Pack Quantity 10

9500R: 22” x 10pts, Medium Finish, Pack Quantity 10
9515K: 24” x 7pts, Rough Finish, Pack Quantity 10

94-370R: Length 180mm, Height 90mm, 10 Pack

12
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Woodworking Tools
Predator Bow Saws
A range of professional quality Bow Saws available in a variety
of sizes and with spare blades for wet or dry cutting

*

All sizes feature adjustable tensioning and a one rivet ultra-quick
blade change system with adjustable tensioner

*

B9821 21” Predator Bow Saw

B9821TF 21” Taper Front Predator Bow Saw

B9824 24” Predator Bow Saw

B9830 30” Predator Bow Saw

•
•
•
•
•

21” (530mm)
Tension adjuster for faster, cleaner cuts for longer
Soft feel ergonomic handle/hand guard
Easy, rapid blade change
Blades available for both hard wood (Peg Tooth)
and soft/green wood (Raker Tooth)
• Sold fitted with Peg Tooth Blade

•
•
•
•
•
•

21” (530mm)
Ideal for use in restricted spaces
Tension adjuster for faster, cleaner cuts for longer
Soft feel ergonomic handle/hand guard
Easy, rapid blade change
Blades available for both hard wood (Peg Tooth)
and soft/green wood (Raker Tooth).
• Sold fitted with Peg Tooth Blade

•
•
•
•
•

24” (610mm)
Tension adjuster for faster, cleaner cuts for longer
Soft feel ergonomic handle/hand guard
Easy, rapid blade change
Blades available for both hard wood (Peg Tooth)
and soft/green wood (Raker Tooth)
• Sold fitted with Peg Tooth Blade

•
•
•
•
•

Spare Blades

Spare Blades

Spare Blades

Spare Blades

B9821WETBLADE 21” Raker Tooth Bow Saw Blade

B9821WETBLADE 21” Raker Tooth Bow Saw Blade

B9824WETBLADE 24” Raker Tooth Bow Saw Blade

B9830WETBLADE 30” Raker Tooth Bow Saw Blade

Predator Bow Saw Raker Tooth Spare Blades

Predator Bow Saw Raker Tooth Spare Blades

Predator Bow Saw Raker Tooth Spare Blades

Predator Bow Saw Raker Tooth Spare Blades

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

21” (530mm)
Ideal for soft/Green wood
Raker Tooth
4PI Carbon steel, hard pointed blade

21” (530mm)
Ideal for soft/Green wood
Raker Tooth
4PI Carbon steel, hard pointed blade

24” (610mm)
Ideal for soft/Green wood
Raker Tooth
4PI Carbon steel, hard pointed blade

30” (760mm)
Tension adjuster for faster, cleaner cuts for longer
Soft feel ergonomic handle/hand guard
Easy, rapid blade change
Blades available for both hard wood (Peg Tooth)
and soft/green wood (Raker Tooth)
• Sold fitted with Peg Tooth Blade

30” (760mm)
Ideal for soft/Green wood
Raker Tooth
4PI Carbon steel, hard pointed blade

B9821DRYBLADE 21” Peg Tooth Bow Saw Blade

B9821DRYBLADE 21” Peg Tooth Bow Saw Blade

B9824DRYBLADE 24” Peg Tooth Bow Saw Blade

B9830DRYBLADE 30” Peg Tooth Bow Saw Blade

Predator Bow Saw Raker Tooth Spare Blades

Predator Bow Saw Raker Tooth Spare Blades

Predator Bow Saw Raker Tooth Spare Blades

Predator Bow Saw Raker Tooth Spare Blades

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

21” (530mm)
Ideal for hard/dry wood
Peg Tooth
4PI Carbon steel, hard pointed blade

*Ten Year Guarantee on saw frame only
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21” (530mm)
Ideal for hard/dry wood
Peg Tooth
4PI Carbon steel, hard pointed blade

24” (610mm)
Ideal for hard/dry wood
Peg Tooth
4PI Carbon steel, hard pointed blade

30” (760mm)
Ideal for hard/dry wood
Peg Tooth
4PI Carbon steel, hard pointed blade

*Ten Year Guarantee on saw frame only
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Woodworking Tools
Carpenters’ Range
Carpenters’ Range
A carefully selected range of popular
carpenters’ tools, including sliding
bevels, carpenters’ try squares, mortice
gauges and smoothing planes. Classically
designed with rosewood-stained
hardwood handles and brass fittings,
these tools hark back to the days of
traditional craftsmanship and woodwork.

CSP3 - No.3 Smoothing Plane
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ductile cast iron painted gloss black with ground sides and bottom
Blade retaining block: Ductile cast iron painted gloss black
Block Length and Width: 110 x 44 ± 0.5mm screwed to base
Base Length: 234 ± 2mm
Base Width: 55 x 38 ± 1mm
45mm(w) high carbon steel blade

CSP4 - No.4 Smoothing Plane
•
•
•
•
•

NEW

NEW

Ductile cast iron painted gloss black with ground sides and bottom
Base Length: 248 ± 2mm
Base Width: 63 x 42 ± 1mm
Blade retaining block: Ductile cast iron painted gloss black
50mm(w) high carbon steel blade

NEW
16
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Woodworking Tools
Carpenters’ Range

CTS6 6” Try Square

CTS9 9” Try Square

CTS12 12” Try Square

CT4PS 4 Piece Tool Set

CMKG 8” Marking Gauge

CMTG 8” Mortice Gauge

• Rosewood stained hardwood with
brass top and bottom faces
• Base Length: 120 ± 1mm
• Base Depth and Width: 48 x 18.0 ± 0.5mm
• Brass Edge Thickness: 3mm
• Spring Steel Blade

• Rosewood stained hardwood with
brass top and bottom faces
• Base Length: 165 ± 1mm
• Base Depth and Width: 48 x 18.0 ± 0.5mm
• Brass Edge Thickness: 3mm
• Spring Steel Blade

• Rosewood stained hardwood with
brass top and bottom faces
• Base Length: 203 ± 1mm
• Base Depth and Width: 48 x 18.0 ± 0.5mm
• Brass Edge Thickness: 3mm
• Spring Steel Blade

• Durable hardwood handles
• Brass fittings
• Spring steel blades

• Block - Rosewood stained hardwood with
2 brass plates on the working face, round
brass bar through top section and brass lock
Screw on top
• Block size: 66 x 55 x 28 ± 1mm
• Brass Plates in Block: 7 x 3mm
• Brass Bar in Block: 12mm diameter

• Block - Rosewood stained hardwood with
2 brass plates on the working face, round
brass bar through top section and brass lock
Screw on top
• Block size: 66 x 55 x 28 ± 1mm
• Brass Plates in Block: 7 x 3mm
• Brass Bar in Block: 12mm diameter

NEW

NEW

Set Contains:
• 9”/230mm Sliding Bevel
• 9”/230mm Carpenter’s Set Square
• 8”/200mm Mortice Gauge
• No.4 Smoothing Plane

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

CSB75 71/2” Sliding Bevel

CSB9 9” Sliding Bevel

CSB105 101/2” Sliding Bevel

CBP65 No.6 1/2” Block Plane

CBP95 No.9 1/2” Block Plane

CJP5 No.5 Jack Plane

• Rosewood stained hardwood with
brass top and bottom faces
• Base Length: 136 ± 1mm
• Base Depth and Width:
26.5 ± 1mm x 18.0 ± 0.5mm
• Brass Edge Thickness: 3mm
• Spring Steel Blade

• Rosewood stained hardwood with
brass top and bottom faces
• Base Length: 162 ± 1mm
• Base Depth and Width:
26.5 ± 1mm x 18.0 ± 0.5mm
• Brass Edge Thickness: 3mm
• Spring Steel Blade

• Rosewood stained hardwood with
brass top and bottom faces
• Base Length: 179 ± 1mm
• Base Depth and Width:
26.5 ± 1mm x 18.0 ± 0.5mm
• Brass Edge Thickness: 3mm
• Spring Steel Blade

• Ductile cast iron painted gloss black with
ground sides and bottom
• Base Length: 157.0 ± 2mm
• Base Width and Depth: 44 x 28 ± 1mm
• Blade retaining block:
Ductile cast iron painted gloss black
• 35mm wide low angle cutter and fully
adjustable mouth

• Ductile cast iron painted gloss black with
ground sides and bottom
• Base Length: 157.0 ± 2mm
• Base Width and Depth: 44 x 28 ± 1mm
• Blade retaining block:
Ductile cast iron painted gloss black
• 42mm wide low angle cutter and fully
adjustable mouth

• Ductile cast iron painted gloss black
with ground sides and bottom
• Base Length: 355.0 ± 2mm
• Base Width: 63 x 47 ± 1mm
• Blade retaining block:
Ductile cast iron painted gloss black
• 50mm(w) high carbon steel blade

NEW
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NEW

NEW

NEW
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Builders Tools
Range
Tyzack
By expertly combining advanced design, technology and our commitment
to quality, Spear & Jackson offers a comprehensive range of superb
Tyzack brickwork, pointing and plastering trowels. In addition, we also
offer a comprehensive range of great quality dry-lining tools, plus
essential ancillary brickwork tools like brick jointers, joint rakers, chalk
lines and corner blocks.

Spear & Jackson
This range is designed for hardwearing performance, comfort and
ease-of-use when carrying out tasks such as brickwork, plastering,
flooring and cement work.

Craftsman-made quality for over
200 years
Craftsmanship quality dating back to 1760, our Builders’
Tools range has developed over time to meet the current
needs of modern-day building. With three different
ranges available, we provide the perfect tools for every
budget and customer, be it professionals or home DIYers.

20

Mortar Master
Our entry-level range of tools is ideal for the price-conscious
professional, handyman or DIYer, featuring weatherproofed wooden
handles and fabricated blades.
So, whatever the aim for your latest building project, Tyzack,
Spear & Jackson and Mortar Master have you covered.
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Tyzack
Brickwork Tools
Tyzack professional brickworking tools with solid
forged blades and plastic end caps for tapping down

Craftsman-made quality since 1837
Tyzack is one of the oldest builders’ tool brands,
founded in 1837 by Joseph Tyzack & Sons.
By expertly combining advanced design, technology
and our commitment to quality, Spear & Jackson
offers a comprehensive range of superb Tyzack
brickwork tools.

10110SF, 10111SF - Tyzack Soft
Feel Broad Heel Brick Trowels

10710SF, 10811SF, 10712SF Tyzack Philadelphia Soft Feel, Capped, Brick Trowel

10811V Tyzack Canadian, Leather Handle Brick Trowel

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Solid forged blade
Broad blade allows extra capacity for mortar
Soft feel handle with integral finger guard
Plastic end cap for tapping down
Taper ground for progressive flexibility

Solid forged Philadelphia blade for added balance
Soft feel handle with integral finger guard
Plastic end cap for tapping down
Taper ground for progressive flexibility

Solid forged blade
Philadelphia blade for added balance
‘Canadian’ wood handle with leather insert for comfort
Plastic end cap for tapping down
Taper ground for progressive flexibility

Each of our trowels is crafted from the finest carbon
steel with a solid forged blade and through tang
for supreme strength. Handles are available in both
traditional wood or the latest soft-feel material with
ergonomic design.
TYZACK is the first choice for ultimate comfort
and performance.

10110SF: 10” Soft Feel, 5 Pack
10111SF: 11” Soft Feel, 5 Pack

10712SF 12” Soft Feel, 5 Pack
10811V: Canadian Brick Trowel, 11”, Leather Capped, 5 Pack

10110SF, 10111SF Tyzack Soft Feel Broad
Heel Brick Trowels

11105N, 11106Q - Tyzack Short Wood Handle
Pointing Trowels

11104SF, 11105SF, 11106SF

•
•
•
•

• Solid forged blade
• High tang for good knuckle
clearance
• Short wood handle

• Solid forged blade
• Soft feel handle with integral
finger guard
• High tang for good knuckle
clearance

Solid forged blade
Broad blade allows extra capacity for mortar
Plastic end cap for tapping down
Taper ground for progressive flexibility

10110V: 10” Short Wood Capped, 5 Pack
10111N: 11” Short Wood Capped, 5 Pack
10112Q: 12” Short Wood Capped, 5 Pack
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10710SF: 10” Soft Feel, 5 Pack
10811SF: 11” Soft Feel, 5 Pack

11105N: 10” Short Wood, 10 Pack
11106Q: 11” Short Wood, 10 Pack

Tyzack Soft Feel Handle
Pointing Trowels

11104SF: 4” Soft Feel, 10 Pack
11105SF: 4” Soft Feel, 10 Pack
11106SF 6” Soft Feel, 10 Pack

11104ARCH Tyzack Archaeology Short
Wood Pointing Trowel

11104SFARCH - Tyzack
Soft Feel Archaeology
Pointing Trowel

• Solid forged blade
• Thicker, more rigid blade for
extra strength
• High tang for good knuckle
clearance
• Short wood handle

• Solid forged blade
• Thicker, more rigid blade for
extra strength
• High tang for good knuckle
clearance
• Soft feel handle with integral
finger guard

11104ARCH: 4” 10 Pack

11104SFARCH: 4” Soft Feel, 10 Pack
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Tyzack Plastering Tools
‘Ready To Go’ Finishing Trowels
Pre-worn to professional standards, our revolutionary trowel
is ‘READY TO GO’ right from the start!

Tyzack Plastering Tools
Ever since Joseph Tyzack introduced steel blades to
replace traditional wooden trowels in the late 19th century,
the TYZACK name has set the standard for quality
plastering tools. Another innovation was a patented design
enabling the blade to be attached to the tang without the
need for the rivets to go right through the blade thereby
ensuring a totally smooth finish. Importantly, all TYZACK
trowels are hand ‘dished’ by time served craftsmen to
create a convex blade, solving the problem of ‘drag lines’
when finishing.

Soft-feel or beech handle options

Pre-worn edges eliminate line
and ripple marks in the work

Stainless Steel
Cross ground for easy material
flow and reduced drag

Additional features such as hardened and spring tempered
blades also ensure that TYZACK tools are strong, durable
and give outstanding performance. Available in both
carbon and stainless steel with a variety of blade sizes
and ergonomic handle options, TYZACK is the ultimate in
comfort and performance.

24

Ergonomic thumb dimple in handle
end for easier reversed use

Protective lacquer
coating on blade for
rust resistance

Tension-rolled blade ensuring
consistent blade shape and even
application
Individually craftsman set blade
for optimum performance
Lightweight, strong, diecast
aluminium tang - specially
designed shape to eliminate
handle twist

Hardened and spring tempered
steel for optimum rigidity and
flexibility

11458BISF Ready to Go Rounded
Corner Trowel

11458BIN, 13458BIN, 14458BIN Ready To Go Rounded
Corner Trowels

13458ERTG & 14458ERTG ENHANCED Ready To
Go Trowels

• Individually craftsman set blade for optimum
performance
• Rolled tension blade ensures consistent blade
shape and even distribution
• Rounded corners to prevent digging in
• Pre-worn edges to eliminate line and ripple
marks in the work
• Cross ground for easy material flow and
reduced drag
• Soft feel handle for comfortable use
• Stainless steel blade
• Single hang

• Individually craftsman set blade for optimum
performance
• Rolled tension blade ensures consistent
blade shape and even distribution
• Rounded corners to prevent digging in
Pre-worn edges to eliminate line and
ripple marks in the work
• Cross ground for easy material flow and
reduced drag
• Traditional beech handle
• Stainless steel blade
• Single hang

• Longer tang with 14 rivets for extra strength
• Pre-worn edges to eliminate line and ripple
marks in the work
• Cross ground for easy material flow and
reduced drag
• Ergonomic thumb dimple in handle end for
easier reversed use
• Stainless steel blade for rust resistance
• Rounded corners to prevent digging in
• Rolled tension blade ensures consistent blade
shape and even distribution
• Individually craftsman set blade for optimum
performance
• Ergonomic soft
feel handle

11458BISF: 11 x 4 5/8” Soft Feel, 0.24 Thickness,
Single Hang, 10 Stud Weldings, 5 Pack

11458BIN: 11 x 4 5/8” 10 Stud Weldings, 5 Pack
13458BIN: 13 x 4 5/8” 10 Stud Weldings, 5 Pack
14458BIN: 14 x 4 5/8” 12 Stud Weldings, 5 Pack

13458ERTG: 13” Stainless Steel, 5 Pack
14458ERTG: 14” Stainless Steel, 5 Pack
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Tyzack Plastering Tools
Specialist Trowels
Constructed to professional standards with
individually craftsman set blades

Specialist trowels for specific plastering jobs, from edging
and adhesive application to gauging
13100R, 21600W - Wooden
Handle Finishing Trowels

13100RSF, 13458SSF Soft Feel Finishing Trowels

13716K, 13718G - Mahogany
Wooden Handle Flooring Trowel

11507N - Beech Handle Gauging Trowel

11507SF - Soft Feel Handle Gauging Trowel

Tyzack Beech Handle Trowel

Tyzack Soft Feel Handle Trowel

Tyzack Banana Handle Trowel

Tyzack Soft Feel Handle Trowel

Tyzack Straight Wooden Handle

• Individually craftsman set blade
• Rolled tension blade ensures consistent blade
shape and even application
• Lightweight, strong diecast aluminium tang
• Stainless steel rivets for longer life and
added strength
• Mahogany, banana handle
• Blade thickness 0.24mm
• 10 stud weldings

• Individually craftsman set blade
• Rolled tension blade ensures consistent
blade shape and even application
• Lightweight, strong diecast aluminium tang
• Stainless steel rivets for longer life and
added strength
• Soft feel handle for comfort
• Blade thickness 0.24mm
• 13100RSF & 13458SSF have 10 stud welds,
13514SSF has 12

Used for applying & finishing mortar on floors
• Rolled tension blade ensures consistent
blade shape and even application
• Lightweight, strong diecast aluminium tang
with back stay for added rigidity
• Stainless steel rivets for longer life and
added strength
• Double hang
• Blade thickness 0.56mm
• 13716K has 7 stud welds, 13718G has 8

For mixing a small amount of plaster and filling gaps.
Handy for getting into awkward places.
• Solid forged blade
• Integral finger guard
• Beech handle
• 7” blade

For mixing a small amount of plaster and filling gaps.
Handy for getting into awkward places.
• Solid forged blade
• Integral finger guard
• Soft feel handle
• 7” blade

13100R: 11 x 4 5/8”, Carbon Steel Blade, 5 pack
21600W: 11 x 4 5/8” Stainless Steel Blade, 5 pack

13100RSF: 11 x 4 5/8” Carbon Steel, 5 Pack
13458SSF: 13 x 4 5/8” Stainless Steel, 5 Pack

13716K: 16” Carbon Steel, 5 Pack
13718G: 18” Carbon Steel, 5 Pack

11507N: 7”, Beech Handle, 10 Pack

11507SF: 7” Soft Feel Handle, 10 Pack

13300K - Double Hang Wooden
Handle Cementing Trowel

13858NSF - Soft Feel Handle
Cementing Trowel

15200W - Straight Wooden
Handle Edging Trowel

PS600, PS800 & PS1000 Plasterers’ Spatulas

PS600BLADE, PS800BLADE & PS1000BLADE Plasterers’ Spatulas Spare Blades

Tyzack Wooden Handle, Straight

Tyzack Soft Feel Handle

Tyzack Mahogany Handle Trowel

• Specially designed to give a superfine finish

• Individually craftsman set blade
• Rolled tension blade ensures consistent
blade shape and even application
• Thicker blade for added rigidity
• Lightweight, strong diecast aluminium tang
with back stay for rigidity
• Stainless steel rivets for longer life and
added strength
• Straight, mahogany wooden handle
• 0.32mm thick blade
• 6 stud weldings

• Individually craftsman set blade
• Extra long blade
• Rolled tension blade ensures consistent
blade shape and even application
• Thicker blade for added rigidity
• Lightweight, strong diecast aluminium tang
• Stainless steel rivets for longer life and
added strength
• Soft feel handle for comfort
• 0.32mm thick blade
• 14 stud weldings

• Radius edge designed to produce a rounded
edge finish on freshly laid cement
• Specially profiled blade
• Double thick blade for maximised strength
and rigidity
• Double hang tang for enhanced strength
• Blade thickness 0.56mm
• 3 stud weldings

•
•
•
•

• Individual spare blades available in three sizes - 600mm, 800mm
and 1000mm

13300K: 11 x 4 5/8” Carbon Steel, 5 pack

13858NSF: 16 x 4 5/8” Carbon Steel, 5 pack

15200W: 11 x 4 1/2” Carbon Steel, 5 Pack

26

Flexible blade with rounded edges
Easy to replace and clean blade
Available in three sizes, 600mm, 800mm and 1000mm
Spare blades available in all three sizes

NEW

NEW
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Tyzack Plastering Tools
Specialist Trowels
Specialist trowels for a wide variety of jobs,
from pointing to corner jointing

The Tyzack range of floats and hawks

10565BSF - Bucket Trowel
with Soft Feel Handle

12312D Trowel and Square

12012N Leaf and Square

702S, 702L Tyzack Plastic Floats

704N Tyzack Sponge Float

700Z Tyzack Wooden Float

Ideal for mixing and removing mortar and
plaster from buckets
• Cropped blade profile for easy reach
right to the bottom of the bucket
• Extra high tang for increased knuckle
clearance
• Soft feel handle for extra comfort

Trowel and Square is used for pointing or
cementing any small scale brickwork
• Flexible blades for extra control

Leaf and Square is used for delicate work
when extra care and precision needs
to be taken
• Flexible blades for extra control

For use on concrete flooring
• Non-absorbent patterned face
• Can be nailed for scoring
• Lightweight
• Easy to clean

For finishing grainy surfaces such as sand
and cement mix
• A firm rubber strongly bonded to a plastic
base plate

For scrubbing and giving a sandy surface to
rendered concrete or plaster
• Robust solid wooden float with a comfortable
grained effect handle

10565BSF: 6 1/2” Carbon Steel, Soft Feel, 5 Pack

12312D 1/2”, 5 Pack

12012N 1/2”, 5 Pack

702S: Small 11”, 10 Pack
702L: Large 14”, 10 Pack

704N: 9 x 4”, 10 Pack

700Z: 11”, 10 Pack

715C External Corner Trowel

714B Internal Corner Trowel

11806X Harling Trowel

12712SF Tyzack Aluminium Hawk

12712H - Tyzack Aluminium,
Wooden Handled Hawk

708T Tyzack Fully Polyurethane Hawk

Tyzack Soft Feel Corner Trowel

Tyzack Soft Feel Corner Trowel

Tyzack Soft Feel Harling Trowel

Used to produce a tight, bubble free
EXTERNAL corner joint
• Stainless blade for longer life
• Offset blade allows you to work right up
to ceiling /down to the floor or skirting
• Soft feel handle for extra comfort

Used to produce a tight, bubble free
INTERNAL corner joint
• Stainless blade for longer life
• Offset blade allows you to work right up to
ceiling /down to the floor or skirting
• Soft feel handle for extra comfort

Used when pebble dashing, to throw the
pebbles onto the mortar
• Chemical blacked blade for rust resistance

For holding mixed plaster at working height,
prior to application
• Made from rolled aluminium with smooth,
straight edges and rounded corners
• Detachable soft feel handle

For holding mixed plaster at working height,
prior to application
• Made from rolled aluminium with smooth,
straight edges and rounded corners
• Detachable wooden (beech) handle

For holding mixed plaster at working height,
prior to application
• Made from lightweight moulded polyurethane
with a smooth surface finish

715C: 90º External Radius, Soft Feel, 5 Pack

714B: 90º Internal Radius, Soft Feel, 5 Pack

11806X: 6 1/2 x 6 1/2”, 2 Pack

12712SF: 12 x 12”, Aluminium Professional, 5 Pack

12712H: 12 x 12”, 5 Pack

708T: 13 x 13” Plastic, 6 Pack

28
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Tyzack
Drylining & Plastering Accessories
Accessories for plastering and drylining jobs

Tyzack jointing and taping knives
for plastering and drylining

74-PBSR - Tyzack Drywall Saw

709W - Tyzack Hand Sander

720H - Tyzack Pole Sander

718F - 4” Tyzack Jointing Knife

719G - 6” Tyzack Jointing Knife

Designed to drive through plasterboard
• Suregrip® handle
• Teeth cut on forward and reverse stroke
• Pointed to drive through plasterboard
• Ideal for use on timber, hardwood,
chipboard and MDF

For smoothing off jointing materials
• Smooth contour handle
• Aluminium base
• Neoprene pad prevents sandpaper slipping
• Uses standard sand paper - cut to size

Allows finishing of joints to ceilings
• Lightweight aluminium handle
• Fully pivoting head
• Extends to 1.5m/51”
• Uses standard sand paper cut to size

Jointing knife with handle ends for knocking back protruding nails
• Suregrip® handles
• Flexible stainless steel blades

Jointing knife with handle ends for knocking back protruding nails
• Suregrip® handles
• Flexible stainless steel blades

74-PBSR: 31cm, 5 Pack

709W: 9 1/2 x 3 1/4”, 5 Pack

720H: 10 1/4 x 3 3/8”, 5 Pack

718F: 4” Jointing Knife, 5 Pack

719G: 6” Jointing Knife, 5 Pack

713A - Tyzack Support Prop

710M - Tyzack Mixing Paddles

712Z - Tyzack Board Lifter

716D - 10” Tyzack Taping Knife

717E - 12” Tyzack Taping Knife

Provides an extra support on site by holding
plasterboards in position to ceilings
• Pistol grip extending action
• Extends from 1.15m to 2.90m
• Universally jointed feet
• Recommended load
capacity 30kg

Hard wearing paddle designed to fit a high
power drill and ensure a fast and complete
mixing process for mortars and plasters
• Anti-rust chrome finish
• Medium diameter head

Strong one-piece aluminium construction, for
the easy positioning of plasterboard and door
• Tapered front end slides easily under boards
and holds firmly in place

Spreads initial coats of compound over plaster joints and ‘beds’
the tape in it
• Suregrip® handles
• Flexible stainless steel blades
• Welded back plate for extra strength

Spreads initial coats of compound over plaster joints and ‘beds’
the tape in it
• Suregrip® handles
• Flexible stainless steel blades
• Welded back plate for extra strength

74-PBSR: 31cm, 5 Pack

710X: 10mm Shaft Dia, 100mm Mixer Dia, 5 Pack

712Z: 12 Boards, 5 Pack

716D: 10” Taping Knife, 5 Pack

717E: 12” Taping Knife, 5 Pack

30
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Tyzack
Ancillary Tools
High quality brickwork and ancillary tools, specifically
designed for use by the professional tradesman
10701S Rubber Line Blocks (1 Pair) & Line

SJ-RLB-OY Rubber Line Blocks Merchandiser

10505Z Line & Pins

PROFLPBOX -

• Line: 30m 8 strand braided nylon brick line, produces a straight line
under tension
• Blocks: are angled at 87.5° so that, when under tension, they square
up into the corner of the brick for a better grip and a more stable line
• Rubber surface and grooves help to prevent slippage
• Lightweight and easy to use
• Highly visible fluorescent colours - easy to see, not so easy to lose

• 24 fluorescent pieces, 6 pairs orange and 6 pairs yellow, each block is
individually barcoded
• Blocks are angled at 87.5° so that, when under tension, they square up
into the corner of the brick for a better grip and a more stable line
• Rubber surface and grooves help to prevent slippage whilst in use
• Lightweight and easy to use

• Cast metal pins for extended life
• 30m High visibility line

• Made from drop forged and hardened steel for strength, and resists
bending under pressure
• Tapered end ensures the line pin inserts easily into surface material
• Extra large head means the line is less likely to become detached
whilst in use
• Chrome plated to prevent rusting

10701S: 1 Pair & 1 Line, 5 Pack

SJ-RLB-OY: Merchandiser 1 Pack

10505Z: 1 x Line, 2 x Pins, 5 Pack

PROFLP2PK: Line Pins Packs of 2, 10 Pack
PROFLPBOZ: Merchandiser 30 pins, 1 Pack

SJUK-50M-8W, SJUK-50M-OY Bricklayers Line Merchandisers

SJUK-50M-8WYOP Braided Line Merchandiser

21258B Tyzack Convex Brick Jointer

707S Tyzack Joint Raker

• Strong, braided nylon bricklayer’s lines which produce a straight line
under tension, unlike twisted lines will not fray when cut
• Easy to unwind 50m spools, which prevent the lines from becoming
tangled when stored, individually barcoded
• High visibility orange and fluorescent yellow lines are easy to see on site

• Strong, braided nylon bricklayer’s lines which produce a straight line
under tension, unlike twisted lines will not fray when cut
• Easy to unwind 50m spools, which prevent the lines from becoming
tangled when stored, individually barcoded
• High visibility orange, fluorescent yellow and pink and white lines all
in one retailer friendly merchandiser

• For smooth finishing in between bricks

• Removes mortar from joint by using a pin that is
adjustable for different depths
• Robust metal wheels
• Comfortable fitted handle

SJUK-50M-8W: 12 x 50m White, 1 Pack
SJUK-50M-OY: 50m x 6 Orange x 6 Yellow, 1 pack

SJUK-50M-8WYOP: 6 x 50m White, 6 x 50m Orange, 6 x 50m Yellow, 6 x 50m Pink

21258B: 1/2” x 5/8”, 10 Pack

707S:Joint Raker, 5 Pack

32

Tyzack Line Pins
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S&J
Plastering Tools

11605PSF/14 - S&J 5” & 6” Pointing Trowel
•
•
•
•
•

For repairing mortar joints or filling cavities
Ergonomically shaped handle
Fabricated blade
Soft feel handle with integrated finger guard
Carbon steel blade

11605PSF/14: 5” Pointing Trowel, 10 Pack 11606PSF/14: 6” Pointing Trowel, 10 Pack

11611PSF/14 - S&J 11” Philadelphia Trowel

S&J
Plastering Tools

•
•
•
•

Philadelphia pattern blade for additional balance
Polished and lacquered blade
Fabricated carbon steel blade
Ergonomically shaped soft feel handle with integrated finger guard

Designed for hardwearing performance,
comfort and ease-of-use, this range
features soft-feel handles and the highest
quality blades for brickwork, plastering,
flooring and cement work. The added
feature of integral finger guards on
brickwork tools makes for safer working.

11611PSF/14: 11” Philadelphia Trowel, 10 Pack

34
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Brickwork & Plastering
Soft Feel Tools
High quality brickwork and ancillary tools, specifically designed
for use by the professional tradesman
11610BSF/14, 11611BSF/14 -

S&J Plastering Trowels

S&J Broad Heel Trowels

High quality tiling trowels and ancillary plastering tools with
soft feel handles for comfortable, sustained use
10606U S&J Hawk

10608SF S&J Mini Finishing Trowel

TILT3MM S&J 3mm Tiling Trowel

10” & 11”Soft Feel Broad Heel Trowels

Soft Feel Plastering Trowels

Plastic & Aluminium Hawk

8” Finishing Trowel

Tiling Trowels

• Fabricated carbon steel blade
• Ergonomically shaped soft feel handle with
integrated finger guard
• Polished and lacquered blade

•
•
•
•

• Lightweight but strong aluminium blade

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

11610BSF/14: 10” Broad Heel, 10 Pack
11611BSF/14: 11” Broad Heel, 10 Pack

10611CSF/14: 11” Carbon, 10 Pack
10611SF/14: 11” Stainless Steel, 10 Pack
10613CSF/14: 13” Carbon, 10 Pack
10616SF/14: 13” Stainless Steel, 10 Pack

10606U: 12 x 12”, 10 Pack

10608SF: 8” Soft Feel, 10 Pack

TILT3MM - 11” Tiling Trowel, 10 Pack

11607GSF S&J Gauging Trowel

10616SF/14 S&J Flooring Trowel

TILT6MM S&J
6mm Trowels
Tiling Trowel
S&J Tiling

TILT20MM S&J
20mmTrowels
Tiling Trowel
S&J Tiling

10565BSF - S&J Bucket Trowel
with Soft Feel Handle

7” Gauging Trowel

16” Flooring Trowel
• Carbon steel
• Soft feel handle with integrated finger guard
• Polished and lacquered blade

•
•
•
•
•

Carbon Steel Bucket Trowel

For mixing small amounts of plaster and filling
gaps in confined spaces
• Fabricated carbon blade
• Soft feel handle with integrated finger guard
• Ergonomically shaped soft feel handle
• Polished and lacquered blade

•
•
•
•
•

11607GSF: 7” Carbon Gauging Trowel, 10 Pack

10616SF/14: 16” Flooring Trowel, 10 Pack

TILT6MM: 11” Tiling Trowel, 10 Pack
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Lightweight strong diecast aluminium tang
Rivets for longer life and added strength
Available with a carbon or stainless steel blade in two sizes (11” or 13”)
Ergonomically shaped soft feel handle

Lightweight but strong aluminium tang
Soft feel handle for extra comfort
TILT6MM: 6mm sq notch
Ergonomically shaped soft feel handle
Polished and lacquered carbon steel blade

Ideal for working in confined spaces
Stainless steel blade for longer life
Soft feel handle for extra comfort
Ergonomically shaped soft feel handle

Lightweight but strong aluminium tang
Soft feel handle for extra comfort
TILT20MM: 20mm x 10mm ½ round notch
Ergonomically shaped soft feel handle
Polished and lacquered carbon steel blade

TILT20MM: 11” Tiling Trowel, 10 Pack

Lightweight but strong aluminium tang
Soft feel handle for extra comfort
TILT3MM: 3mm sq notch
Ergonomically shaped soft feel handle
Polished and lacquered carbon steel blade

Ideal for mixing and removing mortar and
plaster from buckets
• Cropped blade profile for easy reach
right to the bottom of the bucket
• Extra high tang for increased knuckle
clearance
• Soft feel handle for extra comfort

10565BSF: 6 1/2” Carbon Steel, Soft Feel, 5 Pack
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Mortar Master
Brickwork & Plastering Trowels

Mortar Master

38

Mortar Master Brickwork and Plastering Tools feature
wooden handles and fabricated steel blades

Range

Broad Heel Trowels

Plastering Trowels

10511P - Philadelphia Trowel

Mortar Master 10 and 11”

Mortar Master Plastering Trowels

Mortar Master Philadelphia Trowel

This entry level range of tools is ideal for
the price conscious professional, jobbing
builder or DIYer. Featuring weatherproofed
wooden handles and fabricated blades.

• Fabricated blade
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle

• Lightweight strong diecast aluminium tang
• Stainless rivets for longer life and
added strength
• Carbon steel blade
• 11 or 14” sizes available
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle

• Philadelphia pattern blade provides
additional balance
• Fabricated blade
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle

10510B: 10” Broad Heel, 10 Pack
10511B: 11” Broad Heel, 10 Pack

10611W: 11” Wooden Handle, 10 Pack
10614W: 14” Wooden Handle, 10 Pack

10511P: 11” Wooden Handle, 10 Pack

10565B - Bucket Trowel

Pointing Trowels

10507G - Gauging Trowel

Mortar Master Bucket Trowel

Mortar Master 5 & 6”

Mortar Master 7” Gauging Trowel

• Fabricated blade
• Cropped blade profile to allow easy reach to
bottom of bucket
• High tang for knuckle clearance

• Fabricated blade
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle
• For repairing mortar joints or filling cavities

• Fabricated blade
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle
• For mixing small amounts of plaster and filling
gaps in confined spaces

10565B: 6 1/2” Wooden Handle, 10 Pack

10505P: 5” Wooden Handle, 10 Pack
10506P: 6” Wooden Handle, 10 Pack

10507G: 7”, Wooden Handle, 10 Pack
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Spear & Jackson
Hammers

Hammers Range
A toolbox essential for professionals and DIYers alike,
all Spear & Jackson hammers are made from first-class
materials and manufactured to the highest product
specifications. Forged heads are expertly heat-treated,
finished and fixed to hickory, steel or fibreglass shafted
handles, ensuring maximum strength, reliability and safety.

Carpenters’ Claw
Hammers
Used by carpenters for fixing and
removing nails. Should never be used
for striking implements such as cold
chisels
• Polished striking face and back of claw
• High quality forged head
• Choice of hickory, tubular steel or solid forged
steel shafts
• Solid forging provides a shaft integral with the
head for superior strength

SJ-CAH16 Adze Eye Claw, 454gm, Hickory Handle, 5 PK
SJ-CAH20 Adze Eye Claw, 567gm, Hickory Handle, 5 PK
SJ-CSS20, Claw, 567gm, Solid Steel Handle, 5 PK
SJ-CTS16, Claw, 454gm, Steel Handle, 5 PK

Club Hammers
Used in the building and construction
industry for delivering short heavy
blows, eg. with cold chisels
and brick bolsters
• Polished striking face
• Hickory or fibreglass handle

SJ-MCH40 21⁄2lb, Hickory Handle, 4 PK
SJ-MCH64 4lb, Hickory Handle, 4 PK
SJ-MCH40FG 21⁄2lb, Fibreglass Handle, 4 PK
SJ-MCH64FG 4lb, Fibreglass Handle, 4 PK

All SPEAR & JACKSON hammers are made in general accordance
with British Standard BS876. This standard is very stringent in terms
of hardness testing and crack detection and demands 100% testing.
SPEAR & JACKSON sample test for hardness and cracks in order to
offer a more competitive product.
40
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Spear & Jackson
Hammers
All our Hammers are manufactured to the highest product
specifications ensuring maximum strength

All our Hammers are manufactured in general
accordance with British Standard BS876

Bricklayers Hammers

Engineers’ Ball Pein Hammers

Ball Pein Pin/Telephone Hammer

Mortar Picks

Used by bricklayers for cutting and fitting bricks and stonework

A universal hammer with 1 flat and 1 ball pein end.
Used for striking metal objects

Lightweight hammer with a long shaft used by fitters for
assembly work

Used by bricklayers for cleaning worn and broken debris from
brick and stonework prior to re-pointing

• Polished and chamfered striking face to avoid chipping
• Polished and hardened ball end
• Hickory handle

• Polished striking face and pein edges
• Hickory handle

• Chisel and point or double point end available which
are hardened for strength
• Hickory shaft

•
•
•
•

Square end for tapping bricks into place Chisel end for cutting bricks
Choice of hickory or fibreglass shaft
Polished head
Fibreglass shafts provide oil, chemical and water resistance, 10 times
stronger than timber and 8 times stronger than steel

SJ-BPH4 113gm (¼lb) Hickory Handle, 5 PK
SJ-BPH8 227gm (½lb) Hickory Handle, 5 PK
SJ-BPH12 340gm (¾lb) Hickory Handle, 5 PK
SJ-BPH16 454gm (1lb) Hickory Handle, 5 PK
SJ-BPH24 680gm (1½lb) Hickory Handle, 5 PK
SJ-BPH32 908gm (2lb) Hickory Handle, 5 PK
SJ-BPH40 1134gm (2½lb) Hickory Handle, 5 PK
SJ-BPH48 1361gm (3lb) Hickory Handle, 5 PK

SJ-CPP4 113gm (4oz) Hickory Handle, 5 PK

SJ-MPHCP Chisel & Point, Hickory Handle, 5 PK
SJ-MPHDP Double Point, Hickory Handle, 5 PK

Scutch Hammers

Double Faced Sledge Hammers

Slaters’ Ripper

Slaters’ Axe

Similar in shape to a brick hammer but with a single or double
ended grooved end for taking scutch combs; replaceable bits
used for cutting stone, brickwork, or for removing mortar prior
to repointing.

Used in all industries for heavy work such as demolition or
where a strong blow has to be given, eg. driving home stakes
• Longer handle for a greater striking force

RIPPER - Used by slaters for the removal of old roofing slates

AXE - Used for cutting and dressing slates and tiles prior to fixing

• Hardened and spring tempered blade to allow access between slates
• Specially designed ground hook for easy contact with nails and easier
withdrawal
• Slight incline on handle to allow easier access of the hand

• Fine, honed blade for accurate cutting
• Spiked hook used for piercing slates

SJ-SLR Slaters’ Ripper, 1 PK

SJ-SARH Slaters’ Axe - Right Hand, 5 PK

SJ-BSH25 Bricklayers’ Short Pattern, 708gm, Hickory Handle, 5 PK
SJ-BSF25 Bricklayers’ Pattern, 680gm, Fibreglass Handle, 5 PK

• Single ended with one striking face and one grooved end
• Double ended with both ends grooved Hickory handle

SJ-SSH28 Single End, 567gm, Hickory Handle, 5 PK
SJ-SDH22 Double End, 624gm, Hickory handle, 5PK
SJ-CC10 10” Scutch Comb, 10 PK
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• Polished striking face with chamfered edges to avoid chipping
• Choice of hickory or fibreglass shaft

SJ-DSH112 7lb, Hickory Handle, 1 PK
SJ-DSH160 10lb, Hickory Handle, 1 PK
SJ-DSH224 14lb, Hickory Handle, 1 PK
SJ-DSH160FG 10lb, Fibreglass Handle, 1 PK
SJ-DSH224FG 14lb, Fibreglass Handle, 1 PK
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Eclipse
Cold Chisels

Eclipse
Cold & Wood Chisels
and Wrecking Bars
Specifically designed for cutting brick,
concrete, paving slabs and metal, the
Eclipse range of top-quality chisels and
wrecking bars is manufactured to British
Standard specifications. Using the latest
production methods and equipment, you
can count on these tools for maximum
strength and durability.
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Cold chisels and bolsters manufactured from hard wearing chrome
vanadium, so need re-sharpening less often, and are also even
more resistant to mushrooming after prolonged use
Guarded Chisels

Concrete Pointing Chisels

Hand guarded cold chisels fitted with strong guard designed to
withstand the heaviest hammer blow and protect the user’s hand
from injury

For breaking up concrete

Part No.

Type

Length

Blade W

Hex Dia.

QTY

Part No.

Blade Length

Width

Hex Dia.

QTY

22-410R/07
22-208R/07
22-210R/07
22-639R/07
22-649R/07
22-509R/07

Grooving
Flat
Flat
Brick Cutting
Brick Cutting
Floorboard

250mm
205mm
250mm
230mm
230mm
230mm

6.35mm
19mm
25.4mm
75mm
100mm
63.5mm

15.9mm
15.9mm
22.2mm
19mm
25mm
17.5mm

5
5
5
5
5
5

CB292R/07
CB313P/07
CB353G/07

250mm (10”)
300mm (12”)
300mm (12”)

4mm
(5/32”)
205mm
250mm

15.9mm (5/8”)
19mm (3/4”)
25mm (1”)

10
10
5

Flat Chisels

Part No.

Length

Blade Width

Hex Dia.

QTY

For general cutting and chipping of metals, and for shaping,
facing and cutting of stonework

CB24A/07
CB28G/07
CB46T/07
CB48E/07
CB68V/07
CB70H/07
CB72F/07
CB73N/07
CB88R/07
CB89H/07
CB90M/07
CB92N/07
CB108D/07
CB110T/07
CB111G/07
CB112E/07
CB113V/07
CB116M/07
CB150E/07
CB151V/07
CB152R/07
CB153H/07
CB156N/07

100mm (4”)
150mm (6”)
125mm (5”)
150mm (6”)
150mm (6”)
205mm (8”)
250mm (10”)
300mm (12”)
150mm (6”)
180mm (7”)
205mm (8”)
250mm (10”)
150mm (6”)
205mm (8”)
230mm (9”)
250mm (10”)
300mm (12”)
450mm (18”)
205mm (8”)
230mm (9”)
250mm (10”)
300mm (12”)
450mm (18”)

6.35mm (1/4”)
6.35mm (1/4”)
9.5mm (3/8”)
9.5mm (3/8”)
12.7mm (1/2”)
12.7mm (1/2”)
12.7mm (1/2”)
12.7mm (1/2”)
15.9mm (5/8”)
15.9mm (5/8”)
15.9mm (5/8”)
15.9mm (5/8”)
19mm (3/4”)
19mm (3/4”)
19mm (3/4”)
19mm (3/4”)
19mm (3/4”)
19mm (3/4”)
25.4mm (1”)
25.4mm (1”)
25.4mm (1”)
25.4mm (1”)
25.4mm (1”)

6.35mm (1/4”)
6.35mm (1/4”)
9.5mm (3/8”)
9.5mm (3/8”)
12.7mm (1/2”)
12.7mm (1/2”)
12.7mm (1/2”)
12.7mm (1/2”)
12.7mm (1/2”)
12.7mm (1/2”)
12.7mm (1/2”)
12.7mm (1/2”)
15.9mm (5/8”)
15.9mm (5/8”)
15.9mm (5/8”)
15.9mm (5/8”)
15.9mm (5/8”)
15.9mm (5/8”)
22.2mm (7/8”)
22.2mm (7/8”)
22.2mm (7/8”)
22.2mm (7/8”)
22.2mm (7/8”)

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
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Eclipse

Eclipse

Cold Chisels, Bolsters & Wrecking Bars

Wood Chisels
Eclipse Wood Chisels are available individually and also in sets
containing a range of sizes

Our Wrecking Bars are made from heat treated, solid forged steel
for maximum strength
Brick Bolsters

Floorboard Chisel

Plugging Chisel

For cutting bricks

For cutting floorboard tongues before lifting

For cutting out mortar from between bricks

Wood Chisels
Soft feel ergonomic handle

Resharpenable Heat treated
blades for maximised safety
and strength

Part No
Length
CB730K/07 230mm
CB740K/07 230mm
100V*
230mm
*with rubber grip

Blade W
75mm
100mm
100mm

Hex Dia.
19mm
25mm
25mm

Qty
5
5
5

Part No
Length
CB770K/07 230mm

Blade W Hex Dia. Qty
6mm 17.5mm 5

Part No
Length Width
CB827V/07 250mm 6.35mm

Hex Dia. Qty
15.9mm 5

Built in striking cap

Part No.

Length

QTY

BEWC3/8E
BEWC1/4E
BEWC5/8E
BEWC3/4E
BEWC1/2E
BEWC1E
BEWC11/4E
BEWC11/2E
BEWC2E

3/8” (9mm) Bevel Edge
1/4” (6mm) Bevel Edge
5/8” (15mm) Bevel Edge
3/4” (19mm) Bevel Edge
1/2” (12mm) Bevel Edge
1” (25mm) Bevel Edge
1.1/4” (32mm) Bevel Edge
1.1/2” (38mm) Bevel Edge
2” (50mm) Bevel Edge

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Chrome vanadium steel

Wrecking Bars

Blister Packs

Wallet

Boxed Sets

• Made from heat treated, solid forged steel for maximum strength.
• 30” and 36” are for demolishing large timber structures and
dismantling concrete and metal constructions.

• 3 piece set contains 1/2”, 3/4” and 1”
wood chisels
• 4 piece set contains 1/4”, 1/2”, 3/4” and 1”
• 6 piece set contains 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”,
1” and 1.1/4”

• 3 piece set containing 1/2”, 3/4” and 1”
wood chisels

• 6 piece boxed set containing 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”,
3/4”, 1” and 1.1/4” wood chisels

BEWC3BCE Blister packed
BEWC4BCE Blister packed
BEWC6BCE Blister packed

BEWC3PSE wallet 5 PK

BEWC6PSE Boxed Set 5 PK

• 18”and 24” size are ideal for demolishing plasterboard,
dismantling timber frames and pulling up floorboards.
RIPPA3PS
3 Piece Set Contains
14” (355mm)
Crowbar
24” (610mm) Crowbar
36” (910mm)
Crowbar

• 14” is designed to pull large nails and prise or dismantle
constructed items.
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Part No.

Size

QTY

RIPPA14
RIPPA18
RIPPA24
RIPPA30
RIPPA36
RIPPA3PS

355mm (14”)
450mm (18”)
600mm (24”)
750mm (30”)
900mm (36”)g
Boxed set contains:
14” 24” 36” Wrecking bars

1
1
1
1
5
5

5PK
5PK
5PK
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Spear & Jackson
Screwdrivers

Spear & Jackson
Screwdrivers
No toolkit is complete without a range
of reliable screwdrivers. All Spear & Jackson
screwdriver blades are made from chrome
vanadium steel and are hardened and tempered
for strength and longer life. A choice of different
heads and ergonomic handle design ensures a
good fit for the job and you.

Slotted Parallel Tip
Slotted is the most common type of screw head
• Bright chrome vanadium steel bars for strength and rust protection
• Black oxidised tip for wear resistance
• Trilobular handle with tapered neck for ergonomic fit
• Dual material handle for comfort in use
• Integral moulded finger grips around neck to allow increased torque
PA100X3: 100mm (4”) 3mm, (1/8”) 6 PK
PA200X5: 200mm (8”) 5mm, (3/16”) 6 PK

Slotted Flared Tip
•
•
•
•
•

Bright chrome vanadium steel bars for strength and rust protection
Black oxidised tip for wear resistance
Trilobular handle with tapered neck for ergonomic fit
Dual material handle for comfort in use
Integral moulded finger grips around neck to allow increased torque
FL100X5: 100mm (4”) 5mm (3/16”) 6 PK
FL150X8: 150mm (6”) 8mm (5/16”) 6 PK

Phillips
Phillips tips have a positive location, reducing the danger of the
screwdriver slipping.
• Bright chrome vanadium steel bars for strength and rust protection
• Black oxidised tip for wear resistance
• Trilobular handle with tapered neck for ergonomic fit
• Dual material handle for comfort in use
• Integral moulded finger grips around neck to allow increased torque
PH100X2: 100mm (4”) No2, 6 PK
PH150X3: 150mm (6”) No3, 6 PK
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Spear & Jackson
Screwdrivers
Spear & Jackson Screwdrivers feature bright chrome vanadium
steel bars for strength and rust protection

Screwdriver sets are available, containing a
selection of sizes from the range

Ratchet

SD8SET - 8 Piece Set

Pozidriv tips reduce the risk of slippage
• Bright chrome vanadium steel bars for strength and rust protection
• Black oxidised tip for wear resistance
• Trilobular handle with tapered neck for ergonomic fit
• Dual material handle for comfort in use
• Integral moulded finger grips around
neck to allow increased torque

• Three position ratchet screwdrivers
• Ergonomically designed hardwood handles
• Blades are machined from high quality chrome vanadium steel,
fully hardened, bead blasted and lacquered
• Especially attractive to carpenters and other discerning tradesman

• Bright chrome vanadium steel bars for
strength and rust protection
• Black oxidised tip for wear resistance
• Trilobular handle with tapered neck for
ergonomic fit
• Dual material handle for comfort in use
• Integral moulded finger grips around
neck to allow increased torque

PO2CH: Chubby 40mm (11⁄2”) No2, 6 PK
PO75X0: 75mm (3”) No0, 6 PK

6204: 100mm (4”) 6mm (1/4”) Flared Tip, 6 PK

PA75X3: Parallel 75mm x 3mm
PA150X5: Parallel 150mm x 5mm

Pozidriv

PO75X1: 75mm (3”) No1, 6 PK
PO100X2: 100mm (4”) No2, 6 PK

Torx

Terminal - Extra Light Duty

FL6CH: Flared Chubby 45mm x 6mm
FL75X5: Flared 75mm x 5mm

PO75X1 Pozi 75mm x No1
PO100X2 Pozi 100mm x No2

FL150X8: Flared 150mm x 8mm
PO2CH: Pozi Chubby 40mm x No2

PO75X1: Pozi 75mm x No1
PO100X2: Pozi 100mm x No2

SD10SET - 10 Piece Set In Zipper Wallet

Torx® screws are generally used for engineering and automotive
applications. This type of screw enables very high torque levels
to be applied without danger of slipping
• Chrome vanadium steel bars for strength and rust protection
• Fluted handles ideal for engineering and automotive environments
giving maximum grip in greasy conditions
• Integral moulded finger grips around neck
to allow increased torque

• Chrome vanadium steel bars for strength and rust protection
• Fluted handles for maximum grip

• Bright chrome vanadium steel bars for strength and
rust protection
• Black oxidised tip for wear resistance
• Trilobular handle with tapered neck for ergonomic fit
• Dual material handle for comfort in use
• Integral moulded finger grips around neck to allow
increased torque

39-T10:
39-T10: 60mm
60mm (23⁄8”)
(23/8”)T10,
T10,66PK
PK
39-T15:
39-T15: 100mm
100mm (4”)
(4”) T15,
T15, 66 PK
PK
39-T20:
39-T20: 100mm
100mm (4”)
(4”) T20,
T20, 66 PK
PK

P18/2-NEW: 63mm, 3mm, 10 PK
P18/4-NEW: 100mm, 3mm, 50 PK
P18/0-NEW: 63mm, No0 Phillips, 50 PK

PA75X3 Parallel 75mm x 3mm
PA100X3 Parallel 100mm x 3mm
PA150X5 Parallel 150mm x 5mm
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FL100X5 Flared 100mm x 5mm
PH1CH Philips Chubby 40mm x No1

FL6CH Flared Chubby 45mm x 6mm
FL75X5 Flared 75mm x 5mm
FL100X6: Flared 100mm x 6mm
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Measure, Cut & Mark
Range
Tape Measures

Utility Knives & Blades

Chalk Line

Heavy Duty Stapler/Nail Tacker

Mark, Measure and Cut Range
The small tools are just as important as the large ones. Every successful
project will need to be measured and marked out. Spear & Jackson metric
and imperial tape measures, combined with spirit levels and chalk lines, are
perfect for project preparation. Utility, trimming and craft knives allow for
precise finer-detail cutting.
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Measure, Cut & Mark
Range
Essential measuring tools...

30435HD Heavy Duty 5m Tape Measure
•
•
•
•

30440HD Heavy
S&J
30mDuty
Mini 8m
RoadTape
LineMeasure

Plastic case with impact absorbing soft feel rubber casing
25mm wide blade
Class II accuracy
Magnetic metal end hook

•
•
•
•

NEW

3m, 5m & 8m Tape Measures
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated belt clip and wrist band
Impact absorbing rubber casing offers a better grip and greater comfort
Auto lock blade system with a push release button
Zero point magnetic end hook for internal & external measurement
Metric & imperial graduations
Accuracy class II

30430: 3m (10ft), 12 Pack 30435: 5m (16ft), 12 Pack 30440: 8m (26ft), 6 Pack
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COSMOSABS Plastic Cosmos Chalk Line

Plastic case with impact absorbing soft feel rubber casing
25mm wide blade
Class II accuracy
Magnetic metal end hook

•
•
•
•
•

Durable, impact resistant ABS plastic case
30m double twisted poly cotton line
Rapid 4 to 1 rewind for extra fast line storage
Nickel steel handle (lockable in one position)
Capacity 100gm

MINIRL Mini
Road
S&J
30m
MiniLine
Road Line
•
•
•
•
•
•

30m line
High capacity 200gm chamber
Unique quick change refill facility with no spillage
Hi-visibility yellow plastic case
Nickel steel handle (lockable in one position)
2.5mm braided cotton line

NEW
COSMOSABS: 30M, 12 Pack

MINIRL: 30M, 12 Pack

Chalk Refills Red or Blue Chalk Refills

HDTACKCOMBI Heavy Duty Stapler/Nail Tacker

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

High capacity 200gm chamber
Unique quick change refill facility with no spillage
Hi-visibility yellow plastic case
Refills Chalk Lines
For use with MINIRL and COSMOSABS

CHALK224: Blue Chalk Refill, 224gm, 12 Pack
CHALK224RED: Red Chalk Refill, 224gm, 12 Pack

Nickel finish to resist rusting & corrosion
Durable all-steel construction
Anti-slip handle
Bottom loading system for easy loading and jam clearing
Interchangeable with:
- Arrow T50 or Rapid 140/6-14mm staples
- Rapid 8 & Arrow 18 brads

HDTACKCOMBI: Heavy Duty, 5 Pack
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Measure, Cut & Mark
Range
Utility knives and blades, part of any tradesman’s
essential tool kit
SJ1700 Convertible Trimming Knife

SJ1710 Dual Blade Trimming Knife

SJ1720 Auto Load Trimming Knife

E1770 Eclipse Standard Utility Knife

E1780 Eclipse Heavy Duty Utility Knife

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• Standard retractable utility knife with
a zinc alloy body
• Supplied with one blade

• Heavy duty retractable utility knife designed
to fit the hand and maintain a strong grip.
• Ideal for cutting tough materials such as
carpets, roofing felt and vinyl.
• Hinged body assists quick blade change.
• Supplied with one blade

E1770: Standard Utility Knife, 12 Pack

E1780: Heavy Duty Utility Knife, 8 Pack

Light but strong diecast aluminium alloy body
Non-slip, soft feel grip and thumb catch
Integral plastic blade cartridge
Supplied with 4 spare blades

NEW

Light but strong diecast aluminium alloy body
Non-slip, soft feel grip
Integral plastic blade cartridge
Carries 2 loaded blades simutaneously ideal for carpet / lino fitting
• Supplied with 2 spare blades
(1standard and 1 hook)

Light but strong diecast aluminium alloy body
Non-slip, soft feel grip
Integral plastic blade cartridge
Replacement blade automatically loads once
existing loaded blade is removed
• Supplied with 9 spare blades

NEW

SJ1730 - 9mm Dual Action
Craft Knife

SJ1740 - 18mm Dual Action
Craft Knife

SJ1735 - 15 x Spare Blade Pack
for SJ1730

SJ1745 - 15 x Spare Blade
Pack for SJ1740

1720R Eclipse Utility Blades

1702BP Eclipse Utility Blades

• Light but strong diecast aluminium alloy body
• Dual action catch provides option of either
standard sliding blade action or safety knife
• Non-slip, soft feel grip
• Stainless steel blade holder
• Blade length 75mm (3”)
• Spare blades available
(our ref: SJ1735)

• Light but strong diecast aluminium alloy body
• Dual action catch provides option of either
standard sliding blade action or safety knife
• Non-slip, soft feel grip
• Stainless steel blade holder
• Blade length 93mm (35/8”)
• Spare blades available
(our ref: SJ1745)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• Supplied in a handy dispenser which allows
easy access to one blade at a time and
minimises contact with the blade
• Fits E1770 & E1780

• Pack of 100 spring loaded dispenser
• Fits E1770 and E1780

1720R: Straight Blades, 10 Pack

1702BP: Straight Blades, 100 Pack

NEW
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NEW

To fit SJ1735 9mm Dual Action Craft Knife
15 spare snap-off blades 75mm (3”) long
9mm (3/8”) wide
Plastic blade case

NEW

To fit SJ1740 18mm Dual Action Craft Knife
15 spare snap-off blades 93mm (35/8”) long
18mm (11/16”) wide
Plastic blade case

NEW
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Measure, Cut & Mark
Range
Spirit Level Range
Being lightweight is key when it comes to spirit levels. Our range is all super light, but
made with very strong aluminium. Along with crystal clear vials, mean that getting
the straight line will be accurate. Spear & Jackson spirit levels range from 230mm to
2,000mm and are accurate to within 0.5mm per metre.

SL230 - 230mm Pocket Level

SL600 - 600mm Spirit Level

SL900 - 900mm Spirit Level

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Light but strong aluminium body
3 vials - horizontal, vertical and 45 degrees
0.5mm/m accuracy
Non-slip, soft feel hand grips
Double milled base with ‘v’ groove to help
balance on pipes
• Top edge viewing window to read
vertical vial from front elevation

Compact Design
Light but strong aluminium body
2 vials - horizontal and vertical
0.5mm/m accuracy
Double milled magnetic base

NEW

NEW

NEW

SL1200 1200mm Spirit Level

SL2000 2000mm Spirit Level

SLIBEAM1200 - 1200mm
I Beam Section Spirit Level

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Light but strong aluminium body
3 vials - horizontal, vertical and 45 degrees
0.5mm/m accuracy
Non-slip, soft feel hand grips
Double milled base with ‘v’ groove to help
balance on pipes
• Top edge viewing window to read vertical
vial from front elevation

NEW
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Light but strong aluminium body
3 vials - horizontal, vertical and 45 degrees
0.5mm/m accuracy
Non-slip, soft feel hand grips
Double milled base with ‘v’ groove to help
balance on pipes
• Top edge viewing window to read
vertical vial from front elevation

Light but strong aluminium body
3 vials - horizontal, vertical and 45 degrees
0.5mm/m accuracy
Non-slip, soft feel hand grips
Double milled base with ‘v’ groove to help
balance on pipes
• Top edge viewing window to read
vertical vial from front elevation

NEW

Light but strong aluminium body
3 vials - horizontal, vertical and 45 degrees
1mm/m accuracy
I Beam section for easy grip
Shock absorbing end caps

NEW
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Colours
Contractors’
Tools
Range

Contractors’ Tools Range
No one demands more from their tools than the professionals
who work in environments where performance is a must. At
Spear & Jackson, we have been supplying contractors with
reliable, professional-quality hand and groundwork tools for
over 250 years.

A range of contractor tools as
tough as Britain’s contractors
Britain’s contractors choose Spear & Jackson because they know
the tools can be trusted to give outstanding performance in rigorous
onsite conditions, day after day, year after year.
This isn’t just because our professional tools are designed to the very
highest international quality BS EN ISO 9001:2000 standards - it’s
also because our products are developed through unique insights into
what the trade really needs. We’ve done extensive research to make
sure our specialist tools look, feel and work right every time.
So, when a tradesman reaches for a Spear & Jackson tool, they
know it’s a tool they can trust.
No wonder that thousands of contractors, ground workers,
Local Authorities and National Utilities around the UK rely on
Spear & Jackson professional hand and groundwork tools to
get the job done. Your customers demand the best, offer them
the best - Spear & Jackson.
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Contractors’ Tools
Specifications
Head Types - Some ranges feature treaded heads for more comfortable digging

Handle Types
Metal MYD

Fixed with waterproof adhesive
and steel pins to withstand
*47Nm2 torque

Polypropylene PYD

UV stabilised to UK climate
conditions

Crutch T

Fixed with waterproof adhesive
and a wooden peg to withstand
47Nm2 torque

Long Knob

Contoured shaft available in 48”
and 54” lengths. Lacquered for
weatherproofing

Square Mouth

5 sizes: 000, 0, 2, 4 & 6. General
purpose contractors’ shovel for
shovelling out and refilling trenches,
mixing concrete and moving tarmac.

Newton Metre Pressures (Nm2)*

Taper Mouth

General purpose tapered blade
shovel, traditionally popular in the
Midlands. For shoveling tarmac,
mixing concrete and clearing and
refilling trenches.

Round Mouth

Trenching

Ideal for shoveling gravel and other
loose materials. The pointed blade
gives easier ground penetration.

A general trenching shovel ideal
for narrow work such as pipe and
cable laying.

The ability to withstand an applied pressure before the seal between the surfaces is broken, causing rotation.

Newcastle Draining

Shaft Types
Strapped

Tubular

Polyfibre

A strong, lightweight and durable
material which is oil, chemical and
water resistant

Unique streamlined shaft, contoured
to fit the hand. Rotary welded to
ensure perfect alignment of weld

Fibrelite
Fibrelite

Shorter socket length making it
easier to avoid touching metal whilst
in use to increase safety

General Service

West Country

Wood
Wood

14” or 16”. Long narrow blade
makes it perfect for extending
trenches in terms of width and
particularly depth. Lugs provide
greater foot hold.
Strapped and double riveted for
power and extra strength

Draining Tool

A long narrow blade makes this
tool ideal for digging trenches in
terms of width and depth. Useful
for digging cable, pipe and drain
channels.

Treaded general purpose shovel,
traditionally popular in Scotland.

Long handled shovel with hardened
and tempered head to enable use as
a digging tool. Originally designed for
the West Country and Wales

Hardwood shaft for maximum
strength and comfort in use

Cable Laying

Grafting

Irish Round

Trenching Fork

Insulated
Insulated

Polyfibre shaft with D grip handle.
Two layers of insulating material.
When white material shows through
the tool needs replacing

Specially designed for digging
trenches for cables. Generally used
in conjunction with the trenching
shovel.

Specially designed for clay digging
or heavy work (grafting). With dished
blade and rounded point suitable for
removal of heavy materials.

Long handled general purpose
shovel with a hardened and
tempered head for use as a digging
tool. Originally designed for use
in Ireland.

Heavy duty contractors or
trenching fork. Extra strong square
prongs with chisel points make it
ideal for heavy clay or stony ground.
Lightweight version also available.

Our Shovel ranges are tested to exceed British Standards
62
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Contractors’ Tools
Open Socket Shovels
Open Socket
Shovels
A traditional style and a popular
range. Used for general-purpose
work, an open socket shovel
is the ideal tool for scooping
and shifting loose material
such as sand or gravel. The
solid hardwood shaft offers a
natural, comfortable grip with a
responsive lightweight feel.

A variety of handle and head types are
available to suit individual preferences

Hardwood Ash
Shaft for strength
and comfort

All easily exceed
BS3388 load test
Aluminium rivet
secures the handle
in the socket and
provides maximum
stability

High quality
carbon steel for
a longer life
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Clear polyester powder
coat varnish protects
against rusting

Rounded corners
reduce risk of
damage to pipes
and cables
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Contractors’ Tools
Open Socket Shovels
A variety of handle and head types are available to suit
individual preferences
2521NC - Square Mouth No. 6

2521AU - Square Mouth No. 2

2521WE - Square Mouth No. 6

2531UH - Square Mouth No. 2

2530BW - West Country 54”

• Handle Type: Crutch T
• Blade Size: 370mm (14½”) x 305mm (12”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Crutch T
• Blade Size: 302mm (12”) x 250mm (10”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: PYD
• Blade Size:
370mm (14½”) x 305mm (12”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Long Knob
• Blade Size:
302mm (12”) x 250mm (10”)
• Handle Length: 1220mm (48”)

• Handle Type: Long Knob
• Blade Size:
305mm (12”) x 255mm (10”)
• Handle Length: 1372mm (54”)

2540HU - Irish Round 54”

2540JV - Irish Round 60”

IRISHDS - Irish Digging Shovel

• Handle Type: Long Knob
• Blade Size: 355mm (14”) x 240mm (9½”)
• Handle Length: 1372mm (54”)

• Handle Type: Long Knob
• Blade Size: 355mm (14”) x 240mm (9½”)
• Handle Length: 1524mm (60”)

• Handle Type: Parallel
• Blade Size: 330mm (13”) x 240mm (9½”)
• Handle Length: 1200mm (47”)

2521UA Square Mouth No. 2

2521HT Square Mouth No. 4

2521VC Square Mouth No. 4

• Handle Type: PYD
• Blade Size:
302mm (12”) x 250mm (10”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Crutch T
• Blade Size:
345mm (13½”) x 280mm (11”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: PYD
• Blade Size:
345mm (13½”) x 280mm (11”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)
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Contractors’ Tools
Solid Socket Shovels
All easily exceed BS3388 load test

Specially specified
‘A’ grade density
timber to maximise
durability

Extra long
sockets give
added strength
at the tool’s
potentially
weakest point

Solid forged head
& socket from one
piece of steel

Heat treated
and tempered
to give quality,
performance
and long life

Made from carbon/
manganese steel for
maximum strength

1307HDS Heavy Duty Spade

2061TP Square Mouth No. 000

2064GH Square Mouth No. 0

2029AV Square Mouth No. 2

2029RW Square Mouth No. 2

2028RS Taper Mouth No. 2

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Socket Size: 305mm (12”)
• Blade Size:
305mm (12¼”) x 200mm (8”)
• Handle Length:
711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Crutch T
• Socket Size: 305mm (12”)
• Blade Size:
265mm (10½”) x 205mm (8”)
• Handle Length:
711mm (28”)
• Overall length:
950mm (37.5”)

• Handle Type: Crutch T
• Socket Size: 305mm (12”)
• Blade Size:
290mm (11½”) x 245mm (9½”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Crutch T
• Socket Size: 305mm (12”)
• Blade Size:
302mm (12”) x 250mm (10”)
• Handle Length:
711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Socket Size: 305mm (12”)
• Blade Size:
320mm (12”) x 250mm (10”)
• Handle Length:
711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Socket Size: 305mm (12”)
• Blade Size:
315mm (12½”) x 218mm (83/4”)
• Handle Length:
711mm (28”)

2050AV Round Mouth Shovel

2061LH Square Mouth Shovel

2026AG Trenching Shovel

2028AZ Taper Mouth No. 2

1047MY Rabbiting Spade

2027AC Cable Laying Shovel

• Handle Type: PYD
• Socket Size: 305mm (12”)
• Blade Size: 305mm
(12¼”) x 240mm (9½”)
• Handle Length: 705mm (27½”)

• Handle Type: Crutch T
• Socket Size: 305mm (12”)
• Blade Size: 265mm (10½”)
x 205mm (8”)
• Extra Long Handle
• Handle Length:
915mm (36”)
• Overall length:
1170mm (46”)

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Socket Size: 305mm (12”)
• Blade Size:
280mm (11”) x 190mm (7½”)
• Handle Length:
711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Crutch T
• Socket Size: 305mm (12”)
• Blade Size:
315mm (12½”) x 218mm (83/4”)
• Handle Length:
711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Socket Size: 320mm (12.5”)
• Blade Size:
276mm (11”) x 133mm (51/8”)
• Handle Length:
711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Socket Size: 305mm (12”)
• Blade Size:
280mm (11”) x 115mm (4½”)
• Handle Length:
711mm (28”)

Powder coated heads
for reduced soil
adhesion

Trials using this timber produce an average 138kg
breaking strain which is over double the requirement
of BS3388 (BS3388 - British Standard covering the
manufacture of Spades, Forks & Shovels)
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A solid hardwood shaft is fitted into an extra long socket to give this range added strength
where it’s needed most. So even the toughest task can be tackled with confidence

NEW
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Contractors’ Tools
Tubular Steel Shovels
A tough, reliable no nonsense range of
professional shovels, designed to give
great performance in all conditions

Made from carbon /
manganese steel
for maximum
performance.
Heat treated and
tempered to give
quality, performance
and long life

Solid forged
head and
socket from
one piece
of steel

2000AC - Taper Mouth No. 2

2002AR - Square Mouth No. 2

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Blade Size: 318mm (12½”) x 222mm (8¾”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Blade Size: 302mm (12”) x 250mm (10”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

2131GZ - Grafting Spade

2001AD - Round Mouth No. 2

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Blade Size: 320mm (13”) x 165mm (6½”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

•
•
•
•

Unique streamlined
shaft contoured to
comfortably fit
the hand

Automatically rotary
welded to ensure
perfect alignment of
weld for maximum
strength
Powder coated
heads for reduced
soil adhesion

Handle Type: Metal MYD
Socket Size: 305mm (12”)
Blade Size: 305mm (12”) x 240mm (9.5”)
Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

All easily exceed
BS3388 load test
70
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Contractors’ Tools
Tubular Steel Shovels & Forks
Quality materials and a superb, handcrafted finish ensure a well balanced,
highly durable fork well suited to the demands of site work

The unique method of manufacture ensures a strong,
comfortable tool that’s lightweight and easy to use
2006AP - Trenching Shovel

2007AP - Cable Laying Shovel

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Blade Size: 276mm (11”) x 172mm (7”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Blade Size: 276mm (11”) x 119mm (43/4”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

1700AV Tubular Fork
• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Head Size: 325mm (13”) x 215mm (8½”)
• Handle Length: 760mm (30”)

2153AA Newcastle 14” Shovel

2153AE Newcastle 16” Shovel

2154HK Draining Shovel 16”

1710AW Tubular Lightweight Fork

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Blade Size: 355mm (14”) x 105mm (4”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Blade Size: 405mm (16”) x 105mm (4”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Blade Size: 405mm (16”) x 105mm (4”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: Metal MYD
• Head Size: 325mm (13”) x 210mm (8¼”)
• Handle Length: 760mm (30”)
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Contractors’ Tools

Contractors’ Tools

Strapped Tools

Polyfibre Range

Combines the extra strength of steel strapping with the
comfort of a shaft such as ash

Lightweight professional shovels combining polyfibre shafts and extra long sockets for
added strength and resistance to oil, chemicals and water
Hilt size:
112mm opening

Polyfibre shaft construction:
A strong, lightweight and
durable material which is oil,
chemical & water resistant

Extra long sockets
to give added strength
Double riveted - a
minimum of two rivets
for maximum strength
and durability

2136NM General Service Treaded

1072AY Irish Spade

•
•
•
•
•

• Handle Type: Crutch T
• Blade Size:
330mm (13”) x 165mm (6½”) x
140mm (5½”)
• Strap Size: 255mm (10”)
• Handle Length: 762mm (36”)
• 3 Rivets

Handle Type: Crutch T
Blade Size: 255mm (10”) x 205mm (8”)
Strap Size: 255mm (10”)
Handle Length: 711mm (28”)
2 Rivets

Steel strapped shaft
provides superior
strength

Heat treated
tempered steel
for a longer life

Fully Forged
Powder coated
heads for added
strength and
reduced soil
adhesion

2159PF/C - Newcastle Drainer

2026PF/C - Trenching

• Handle Type: YD
• Blade Size:
405mm (16¼”) x 105mm (4”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: YD
• Blade Size:
276mm (11”) x 172mm (7”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

One piece head
and socket forged
from carbon/
manganese steel
for maximum
strength
Powder coated
for reduced
soil adhesion
and maximum
durability.
Heat treated
and tempered
to give quality,
performance

Made from high-strength
carbon/manganese steel

All easily exceed
BS3388 load test
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All easily exceed
BS3388 load test
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Contractors’ Tools
Fibrelite Range
Fibrelite Range
A range of lightweight
professional shovels designed
to reduce the risk of personal
injury when working near
live cables

The Fibrelite shaft is lightweight, durable
and extremely strong
2731TFL - Square Mouth

2701TFL - Trenching Shovel

2702TFL - Taper Mouth

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Handle Type: Metal MYD
Socket Size: 190mm (71/2”)
Blade Size: 302mm (12”) x 250mm (10”)
Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

Handle Type: Metal MYD
Socket Size: 190mm (71/2”)
Blade Size: 276mm (11”) x 172mm (7”)
Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

Handle Type: Metal MYD
Socket Size: 190mm (71/2”)
Blade Size: 315mm (121/2”) x 218mm (8¾”)
Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

The Fibrelite shaft is not
only lightweight and
extremely strong, but also
fire and water resistant.
The shorter socket length
minimises the risk of
touching metal whilst in
use, thereby increasing
safety

One piece head and
socket forged from
manganese steel for
maximum strength

2711TFL - Cable Layer

2753TFL - Newcastle Drainer

Round bar treaded
heads for more
comfortable digging

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Handle Type: Metal MYD
Socket Size: 190mm (7 1/2”)
Blade Size: 276mm (11”) x 119mm (4¾”)
Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

Handle Type: Metal MYD
Socket Size: 190mm (7 1/2”)
Blade Size: 405mm (16 1/4”) x 105mm (4”)
Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

Heat treated and
tempered to give
quality, performance
and long life
Rounded corners
reduce the risk of
damage to pipes
and cables

All easily exceed
BS3388 load test
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Contractors’ Tools
Insulated Range
Insulated Range

All of the Spear & Jackson range of Neverbend Insulated tools are manufactured
and supplied in accordance with British Standard number BS8020:2011

A comprehensive range of high
quality insulated shovels for
working on, or near live cables
ONE PIECE
Polyfibre shaft with integral
D-Grip 112mm opening

2029PF/INS12 Square Mouth No. 2

2028PF/INS12 Taper Mouth

2030PF/INS12 Round Mouth

• Handle Type: YD Insulated
• Blade Size: 302mm (12”) x 250mm (10”)
• Handle Length: 733mm (287/8”)

• Handle Type: YD Insulated
• Blade Size: 315mm (12½”) x 218mm (83/4”)
• Handle Length: 733mm (287/8”)

• Handle Type: YD Insulated
• Blade Size: 305mm (12¼”) x 240mm (9½”)
• Handle Length: 733mm (287/8”)

ULTIMATE STRENGTH
& DURABILITY
Oil, chemical & water
resistant polyfibre shafts

SAFETY
Two layers of insulating material
- when white material shows
through, it warns the user that
the tool needs replacing.
Exceptionally high resistance
to abrasion
SAFETY
Integrated hand stop to help
prevent the hand slipping
onto forged head
TREADED
For user
comfort

Rounded corners
reduce risk of
damage to pipes
and cables

All of the Spear & Jackson range of Neverbend Insulated tools are manufactured and supplied in accordance with British Standard number BS8020:2011.
This exacting standard was introduced to ensure the best possible protection from potential harm when working in close proximity to live conductor cables.
To comply with this standard we need to demonstrate full conformity to exacting detailed manufacturing and testing procedures:
• Insulation is provided by two layers of polypropylene sheathing
• The inner white sheath consists of an environmentally friendly, flexible, flame retardant polypropylene
• The orange outer sheath (also referred to as the abrasive guard) has excellent high voltage protection, is environment sealed and resistant to impact and abrasion
• Our shovels and contractors fork also incorporate the added safety feature of an integrated collar / hand stop designed to minimise the risk of the user’s hand slipping
on to the metal component of the tools
• When the outer orange sheath abrades to the extent that the inner white sleeve is visible, the tool should be removed from use around live working conditions
The product is considered to comply with the British Standard only if no electric breakdown occurred and the leakage current did not exceed 1mA specified.
Each tool is marked with the BS8020:2011 mark, a unique reference number for traceability and is certified, guaranteeing full conformity to live-working specifications.

Solid forged from carbon/manganese steel for
maximum strength. Heat treated and tempered
to give quality, performance and a long life
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• Rated working voltages at 1,000 Volts A.C. and 1,500 Volts D.C.
• Tested to 10 Kva. Issued with a Certificate of Conformity
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Contractors’ Tools
Insulated Range
The orange outer sheath (also referred to as the abrasive guard) has excellent high voltage
protection, is environment sealed and resistant to impact and abrasion
2026PF/INS12 - Trenching Shovel

2027PF/INS12 - Cable Laying

2861PF/INS12 - Grafting Spade

• Handle Type: YD Insulated
• Blade Size:
276mm (11”) x 172mm (7”)
• Handle Length: 733mm
(287/8”)

• Handle Type: YD Insulated
• Blade Size:
276mm (11”) x 119mm (4¾”)
• Handle Length: 733mm
(287/8”)

• Handle Type: YD Insulated
• Blade Size:
320mm (125⁄8”) x 160mm (6¼”)
• Handle Length: 733mm
(287/8”)

2159PF/INS12 Newcastle Drainer

2036PF/INS12 General Service

1180PF/INS12 Digging Spade

• Handle Type: YD Insulated
• Blade Size:
405mm (16¼”) x 105mm (4”)
• Handle Length: 733mm (287/8”)

• Handle Type: YD Insulated
• Blade Size:
240mm (9½”) x 195mm (7¾”)
• Handle Length: 733mm (287/8”)

• Handle Type: YD Insulated
• Head Size:
289mm (113⁄8”) x 190mm (7½”)
• Handle Length: 733mm (287/8”)

The product is considered to comply with the British Standard only if no electric breakdown
occurred during testing and the leakage current did not exceed 1mA specified
CBCP114/INS Crowbar Chisel & Point

CBCB114/INS Crowbar Chisel & Blunt

DSH/INS Double Shovel Holer

• Handle Type: Insulated
• Blade Width: 43mm (15/8”)
• Overall Length: 1840mm (72”)

• Handle Type: Insulated
• Blade Width: 43mm (15/8”)
• Overall Length: 1840mm (72”)

•
•
•
•
•
•

1712PF/INS12 - Trenching Fork

2PF/INS12 - 2 Prong Fork*

• Handle Type: YD Insulated
• Head Size: 325mm (13”)
x 215mm (8½”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)

• Handle Type: YD Insulated
• Head Size: 195mm (7¾”)
x 76mm (3”)
• Handle Length: 730mm (28¾”)
• Ideal for use in confined
spaces, minimises potential
cable damage

Handle Type: Insulated
Handles: 32mm (1¼”) Dia
Blade Length: 355mm (14”)
Max Open Width: 370mm (14½”)
Overall Length: 1710mm (67¼”)
Weight: 7.7kgs

*Load test not applicable
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Contractors’ Tools

Contractors’ Tools

Insulated Range

Tarmac & Asphalt Tools

Each tool is marked with the BS8020:2011 mark, guaranteeing
full conformity to live-working specifications

Tools designed for working with tarmac and asphalt.
Rakes are available with flat or round teeth

RAM10LB/INS 10lb Rammer

DSH160FG/INS 10lb Sledge Hammer

DSH224FG/INS 14lb Sledge Hammer

3886AA Asphalt Rake

3886BC Asphalt Rake

3887AE Tarmac Rake

3887AD Tarmac Rake

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• Handle Type: Wood
• Head Size:
90mm (31/2”) x 380mm (15”)
• Handle Length:
1750mm (69”)
• No of Teeth: 16 Flat

• Handle Type: Tubular
• Head Size:
90mm (31/2”) x 380mm (15”)
• Handle Length:
1750mm (69”)
• No of Teeth: 16 Flat

• Handle Type: Wood
• Head Size:
90mm (31/2”) x 380mm (15”)
• Handle Length:
1750mm (69”)
• No of Teeth: 16 Round

• Handle Type: Tubular
• Head Size:
90mm (31/2”) x 380mm (15”)
• Handle Length:
1750mm (69”)
• No of Teeth:w16 Round

Handle Type: Insulated
Head Size: 130mm (5”) x 130mm (5”)
Overall Length: 1235mm (48½”)
Weight: 10lb

Handle Type: Insulated
Head Size: 178mm (7”) x 64mm (2½”)
Overall Length: 850mm (33”)
Integrated hand stop to help prevent the hand
slipping onto the metal head
• Strong Polyfibre shaft has excellent
insulating and shock properties

Handle Type: Insulated
Head Size: 193mm (7½”) x 68mm (25/8”)
Overall Length: 850mm (33”)
Integrated hand stop to help prevent the
hand slipping onto the metal head
• Strong Polyfibre shaft has excellent
insulating and shock properties

5000/INS 7lb Pick Chisel & Point

5020/INS Pick Handle

5005AX 10lb Square Tamper

5006AX 22lb Asphalt Tamper

3888AS Aluminium Spazzle

3889WS Wooden Spazzle

• Handle Type: Insulated
• Head Size:
158mm (6”) x 54mm (2”)
• Overall Length: 910mm (36”)
• Integrated hand stop to help
prevent the hand slipping
onto the metal head
• Strong Polyfibre shaft
has excellent insulating
and shock properties

• Handle Type: Insulated
• Overall Length: 910mm (36”)

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Weight: 10.2kg (22lbs)
• Handle Length: 1380mm (54”)
• Head Size:
310mm (12”) x 125mm (5”)
• Drop forged steel head
• Tubular steel handle
• Non-slip rubber grip

For smoothing and levelling
materials including asphalt,
tarmac, concrete and soil

For smoothing and levelling
materials including asphalt,
tarmac, concrete and soil

• Lightweight but strong
aluminium blade 605mm
(24”) wide
• Head bracket for extra
strength and rigidity
• Long wooden handle
for optimum reach
1580mm (62”)

• Solid hard wood blade
605mm (24”) wide
• Head bracket for extra
strength and rigidity
• Long wooden handle
for optimum reach
1580mm (62”)
• Spare blade
available
(3889WSBLADE)

Weight: 4.5kg (10lbs)
Handle Length: 1345mm (53”)
Head Size: 125mm (5”) square
Drop forged steel head
Tubular steel handle
Non-slip rubber grip

NEW
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Contractors’ Tools
Contractor & Landscaping Tools
A range of tools for creating holes for fencing
and cables and tamping down

From picks and scrapers to post hole diggers,
we’ve got it all!
3420BC, 3421AW* Floor Scraper

3422HD7 Heavy Duty Scraper 7”

3422HD4 Heavy Duty Scraper 4”

5000BT Navy Pick Chisel and Point

5020AP Hardwood Pick Handle

FB72 Fencing Bar

• Handle Type: Tubular
• Blade Size:
75mm (3”) x 205mm (8”)
• Handle Length:
1220mm (48”)

• Handle Type: Wood
• Blade Size:
175mm (7”) x 360mm (14”)
• Overall Length:
1250mm (50”)

• Handle Type: Wood
• Blade Size:
100mm (4”) x 360mm (14”)
• Handle Length:
1250mm (50”)

• Weight: 3.2kg (7lbs)
• Heat treated carbon steel
• For use with 5020AP or 5020/ins

• Length: 910mm (36”)
• Hardwood for use with 5000BT
and 5002AE

• Diameter: 25mm (1”)
• Length: 1830mm (72”)
• Blade Width: 65mm (2½”)

MALLET 24 24oz Rubber Mallet

RMAUL Rubber Maul

5002AE Grubbing Mattock

CBCP114 (1¼”) Chisel and Point Crowbar

FG-HD54 Cable Grafter

5004AX 10lb Square Rammer

•
•
•
•

• Handle Length: 1066mm (42”)
• Head Size:
329mm (13”) x 129mm (5”)
• High grade rubber head
• Extra long handle
• Handle & head available
separately

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• Handle Type: Tubular steel
• Blade Size: 100mm (4”) x 360mm (14”)
• Handle Length: 1620mm (63”)

•
•
•
•
•

* 3421AW Spare blade
only

Handle Length: 275mm (10¾”)
Head Size: 110mm (4¼”) x 63mm (2½”)
High grade rubber head
Handle & head available separately

Weight: 2.3kg (5lbs)
Heat treated carbon steel
For use with 5020AP or 5020/ins
Ideal for breaking up heavy ground

Length: 1540mm (60”)
Bar Width: 28mm (11/8”)
Chisel Width: 31mm (11/4”)
Hardened and tempered to
BS standards

Weight: 4.5kg (10lbs)
Handle Length: 1372mm (54”)
Head Size: 125mm (5”) square
Forged steel head
Ash handle

RMAUL
RMAUL-HD (head only)
RMAUL-HANDLE
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Contractors’ Tools
Contractor & Landscaping Tools
Landscaping and Contractors tools, including rakes, and tools for
digging post holes and micro shovels for small scale digging
PHD-WH (Wood) Post Hole Digger

DSH/WH (Wood) Double Shovel Holer

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Handle Length: 1470mm
Head Length: 245mm (9½”)
Blade Size: 230mm (9”) x 120mm (4”)
Max open width: 140mm (5½”)
Hardened carbon steel blades
Wooden handle

Handle Length: 965mm
Blade Size: 355mm (14”) x 220mm (8½”)
Max open width: 280mm (11”)
Hardened and tempered carbon steel blades
Ash handle

PHAUG - Post Hole Auger

PHR5 - Post Rammer

8208ST - Landscaping Rake

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Weight: 4kg (8.5lbs)
Length: 1105mm (43½”)
Depth: 230mm (9”)
Width: 155mm (6”)
Hardwood ‘T’ handle
Steel shaft and corkscrew blade
Hardened tip

Weight: 14.4kg (31.7lbs)
Length: 700mm
Overall Width: 360mm (14”)
Diameter: 165mm (6”)
Solid metal end cap
530mm (207/8”)
long steel
handles

Handle Type: Wood
Head Size: 630mm (24½”)
Overall Length: 1555mm (61”)
Tooth Length: 118mm 45⁄8”)
No of Teeth: 18

DSH/TH (Tubular) Double Shovel Holer

3872HD 48”, 3872HDLH - 54” Heavy Duty Lawn Rake

8206AH Alloy Rake

MICROSQUARE Micro Shovel Square

MICROROUND Micro Shovel Round

•
•
•
•

• Heat treated tines are designed to withstand the toughest
use whilst maintaining their shape and flexibility
• The rake’s 20 tines wrap around the rivets at the back
of the plate to reduce the likelihood of them becoming
detached during use
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft for greater durability
• Available in two handle sizes 48” & 54”
• Handle Type: Wood
• Head Size: 203mm (8”)
• No of Teeth: 20

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Handle Length: 1725mm (68”)
Blade Size: 355mm (14”) x 220mm (8½”)
Max open width: 280mm (11”)
Hardened and tempered
carbon steel blades
• Tubular steel handles
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Handle Type: Wood
Head Size: 700mm (271/2”)
Handle Length: 1778mm (70”)
Tooth Length: 85mm (33⁄8”)
No of Teeth: 18

Overall Length: 710mm (28”)
Blade Size: 210mm (8¼”) x 160mm (6¼”)
High quality carbon steel head for longer life
Clear polyester powder coat varnish helps
protect against rusting
• Treaded blade
• Tough fibreglass shaft
• Soft feel ergonomic hilt

Overall Length: 695mm (271/2”)
Blade Size: 210mm (8¼”) x 150mm (6”)
High quality carbon steel head for longer life
Clear polyester powder coat varnish helps
protect against rusting
• Treaded blade
• Tough fibreglass shaft
• Soft feel ergonomic hilt
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Garden Tools
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Razorsharp
Range
Razorsharp® PRO
The Razorsharp® PRO cutting tool range has been designed to meet the needs of
professional gardeners and landscapers. Competitively priced, the range features drop-forged
carbon steel interchangeable blades, forged aluminium handles for strength and durability and
adjustable blade tensioning.

Razorsharp® Advance
The Razorsharp® Advance collection incorporates innovative technology like geared and
ratchet mechanisms, ergonomic design and new materials to make gardening so much
easier and more enjoyable.

Razorsharp® Advantage
The Razorsharp® Advantage collection features the finest precision cutting range of
tools and is the obvious choice for gardeners who demand and expect precise, powerful
performance.

Razorsharp
Garden Cutting

Razorsharp® Steel
A super-tough range, the Razorsharp® Steel collection is designed to meet the most
demanding standards, with tubular steel handles for extra strength and durability.

“Making gardening easier and more enjoyable”
Our Razorsharp Garden Cutting range includes a wide
selection of mechanical advantage, high-performance
secateurs, shears and loppers to reduce the effort needed to
tackle the smallest to the largest of garden cutting jobs. Let
Razorsharp take the load! Razorsharp products promise not
to disappoint and come with a 10-year guarantee.
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Razorsharp® Active
Our Razorsharp® Active collection combines quality with excellent value for money to
appeal to those with a newfound love of gardening.
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Razorsharp PRO
Secateurs
The Razorsharp® PRO range of secateurs features drop forged
blades, aluminium handles and rubber shock absorbers

Razorsharp - Added Mechanical Advantage
Many of our Secateurs and Loppers have added machanical advantage to make cutting easier with less
effort needed by the user.
Gearing gives you 20% more cutting
+20%
MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE
power than standard pivot joints

Dual compound cutting action gives you 80%
+80%
MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE
more cutting power than standard pivot joints

Dual gearing gives you 25% more
+25%
MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE
cutting power than standard pivot joints

+110%
MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE

6657BS Short Blade Bypass Secateurs

6659BS Heavy Duty Bypass Secateurs

6959BS - Ergo Twist Handle
Bypass Secateurs

• Drop forged, high carbon steel blades
with sap groove
• Blade notched for cutting thicker stems
• Lightweight forged aluminium handle
• Adjustable blade tension
• Two step catch providing a choice of
cutting widths
• Rubber shock absorber

• Drop forged, high carbon steel blades
with sap groove
• Blade notched for cutting thicker stems
• Lightweight forged aluminium handle
• Adjustable blade tension
• Two step catch providing a choice of
cutting widths
• Rubber shock absorber

• Drop forged, high carbon steel blades
with sap groove
• Blade notched for cutting thicker stems
• Lightweight forged aluminium handle
• Adjustable blade tension
• Two step catch providing a choice of
cutting widths
• Rubber shock absorber

6657BLADE Spare blade & spring pack
Sold separately

6659BLADE Spare blade & spring pack
Sold separately

6959BLADE Spare blade & spring pack
Sold separately

Max Cut 20mm (¾”)

Max Cut 20mm (¾”)

Max Cut 20mm (¾”)

6657TITAN - Titanium Coated
Short Blade Bypass Secateurs

6659TITAN - Titanium Coated
Heavy Duty Bypass Secateurs

• Titanium coated blade for increased strength, smoother
cutting and rust resistance
• Blade notch for cutting thicker stems
• Sap groove and riveted lower blade
• Lightweight forged aluminium handle construction
• Rubber shock absorber

• Titanium coated blade for increased strength, smoother
cutting and rust resistance
• Blade notch for cutting thicker stems
• Sap groove and riveted lower blade
• Lightweight forged aluminium handle construction
• Rubber shock absorber

Ratchet cutting action gives you 110% more
cutting power than standard pivot joints

Compound cutting action gives you 60% more
+60%
MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE
vcutting power than standard pivot joints
Max cut 20mm (¾”)
94

Max cut 20mm (¾”)
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Razorsharp Advance
Secateurs
The Razorsharp® Advance collection incorporates innovations
such as geared and ratchet mechanisms, ergonomic design
and new materials to make gardening easier

Added mechanical advantage on our secateurs helps to make
gardening easier

6258RS - Compact Ratchet
Anvil Secateurs

7358RS - Convertible Ratchet
Anvil Secateurs

6358RS Ratchet Anvil Secateurs

6259BS Ergo Twist Bypass Secateurs

6160BS Premium Bypass Secateurs

6758GS Geared Anvil Secateurs

• High carbon steel, PTFE coated for smooth
cutting
• Ratchet action means easier pruning in
4 short steps
• Ideal design for smaller hands
• Metal locking catch
• Cast aluminium body
• Non-slip soft feel handle insert

• Conversion switch allows either ratchet or
standard cutting action
• Ratchet action means easier pruning in 4
short steps
• Standard cutting action can be preferable for
thinner stems
• PTFE coated blade for rust resistance and
smoother cutting
• Cast aluminium body
• Non slip soft grip for comfort

• Ratchet action means easy pruning in
4 short steps
• High carbon steel blade, PTFE coated for
smooth cutting
• Lightweight cast aluminium body
• Metal locking catch
• Finger guard for safety

• Auto-rotating lower handle helps to minimise
strain and fatigue
• SK5 blades
• Stepped locking catch for either wide or
narrow cutting width
• PTFE coated for smooth cutting
• Lightweight cast aluminium body

• SK5 blades
• Ergonomic lightweight aluminium handles
• Adjustable hand-opening for individual
user comfort
• PTFE coated for smooth cutting and rust
resistance

•
•
•
•

+110%

+110%

+110%

MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE

MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE

MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE

Max Cut 18mm (11/16”)

Max Cut 20mm (¾”)

+20%
MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE

Max Cut 15mm (5⁄8”)

Max Cut 15mm (5⁄8”)

6458RS - Ratchet Twist
Anvil Secateurs

7458AS Geared Anvil Secateurs

7459BS Geared Bypass Secateurs

• Ratchet action means easy pruning in
4 short steps
• Auto-rotating lower handle helps to
minimise strain and fatigue
• High carbon steel blade, PTFE coated for
smooth cutting
• Lightweight cast aluminium body

• Geared cutting action - more cut less effort
• Carbon steel blades for lasting sharpness
• PTFE coated blade for rust resistance and
smoother cutting
• Soft feel ergonomic handle

• Geared cutting action - more cut less effort
• Carbon steel blades for lasting sharpness
• PTFE coated blade for rust resistance and
smoother cutting
• Soft feel ergonomic handle

Max Cut 20mm (¾”)

+110%
MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE

Max Cut 20mm (¾”)

96

Geared action for easier cutting
SK5 steel blade for lasting sharpness
Lightweight cast aluminium body
PTFE coated for smooth cutting and
rust resistance
• Comfort grip
• Ambidextrous locking catch
• Finger guard for safety

Max Cut 15mm (5⁄8”)

Max Cut 15mm (5⁄8”)

+20%
MECHANICAL

+20%
MECHANICAL

ADVANTAGE

ADVANTAGE

Max Cut 15mm (5⁄8”)
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Razorsharp Advantage
Secateurs
The Razorsharp® Advantage collection features the finest precision
cutting range of tools and is the obvious choice for gardeners who
demand and expect precise, powerful performance

The Razorsharp® Advantage collection features both Anvil and
Bypass Secateurs that can cut a range of branch widths

6057BS Small Bypass Secateurs

6059BS Medium Bypass Secateurs

6060BS Large Bypass Secateurs

6558AS Adjustable Anvil Secateurs

6058AS Medium Anvil Secateurs

7158AS Anvil Secateurs

• Small handle ideal for smaller hands
• SK5 carbon steel blades
• Bi-material non-slip comfort grips and
contoured handles
• PTFE coated blades for rust resistance and
smooth cutting
• Drop nose blades for easier pruning
• Ambidextrous locking catch
• Sap groove in blade
• Shock absorber
• Stem crusher

• Medium sized handle
• SK5 carbon steel blades
• Bi-material non-slip comfort grips and
contoured handles
• PTFE coated blades for rust resistance and
smooth cutting
• Drop nose blades for easier pruning
• Ambidextrous locking catch
• Sap groove in blade
• Shock absorber
• Stem crusher
Also available as part of a twin pack - 6070TP

• Large handle ideal for larger hands
• SK5 carbon steel blades
• Bi-material non-slip comfort grips and
contoured handles
• PTFE coated blades for rust resistance and
smooth cutting
• Drop nose blades for easier pruning
• Ambidextrous locking catch
• Sap groove in blade
• Shock absorber
• Stem crusher

•
•
•
•

• SK5 carbon steel blades
• Bi-material non-slip comfort grips and
contoured handles
• PTFE coated blades for rust resistance
• Drop nose blades for easier pruning
• Ambidextrous locking catch
• Sap groove in blade
• Shock absorber
• Stem crusher

• Anvil action minimises stem twisting on
woody branches
• SK5 carbon steel upper blade for lasting
sharpness
• PTFE coated upper blade for rust resistance
• Hard chromed lower blade for rust resistance
• Ergonomic handles with soft feel
grip for increased comfort
• Locking catch

Two adjustable widths
Smaller handle width ideal for smaller hands
SK5 carbon steel blades
PTFE coated blades for rust resistance and
smooth cutting
• Ergonomic soft-grip handles

75mm

114mm

Max Cut 15mm (5⁄8”)

Max Cut 10mm (3⁄8”)

Max cut 15mm (5⁄8”)

6559BS - Adjustable Bypass Secateurs

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

98

Max Cut 15mm (5⁄8”)

Max Cut 15mm (5⁄8”)

Razorsharp Active
Secateurs

Two adjustable widths
Smaller handle width ideal for smaller hands
SK5 carbon steel blades
PTFE coated blades for rust resistance and smooth cutting
Ergonomic soft-grip handles

75mm

Max Cut 15mm (5⁄8”)

Max Cut 15mm (5⁄8”)

Max Cut 20mm (¾”)

7159BS - Bypass Secateurs
Bypass action minimises stem bruising on green stems
SK5 carbon steel upper blade for lasting sharpness
PTFE coated upper blade for rust resistance
Hard chromed lower blade for rust resistance
Ergonomic handles with soft feel grip for increased comfort
Ambidextrous locking catch

Also available as part of
a twin pack - 6070TP

5959RSA Medium Bypass Secateurs

5958RSA Medium Anvil Secateurs

5960RSA Large Bypass Secateurs

• Bypass action minimises stem bruising on
green stems
• Extra large safety thumb catch
• Hardened carbon steel blade
• PTFE coated blade for rust resistance
and smooth cutting
• Contoured ergonomic
handles

• Anvil action minimises stem twisting on
woody branches
• Extra large safety thumb catch
• Hardened carbon steel blade
• PTFE coated blade for rust resistance
and smooth cutting
• Contoured ergonomic
handles

• Bypass action minimises stem bruising on
green stems
• Extra large safety thumb catch
• Hardened carbon steel blade
• PTFE coated blade for rust resistance
and smooth cutting
• Contoured ergonomic
handles

Max Cut 15mm (5⁄8”)

Max Cut 15mm (5⁄8”)

Max Cut 20mm (¾”)

114mm
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Razorsharp Advantage
Shears
Our Razorsharp® Advance shears combine performance with
extra features such as adjustable tensioning and geared action
for easier cutting

The Razorsharp® Advantage collection features a precision range of
cutting tools and is the obvious choice for gardeners who demand
and expect precise, powerful performance

4888HS Wishbone Hand Shears

8260RS Single Handed Grass Shears

8170RS Hand Shears

•
•
•
•
•
•

• 150mm Carbon steel blades for lasting
sharpness
• PTFE coated blades for rust resistance
and smooth cutting
• 360° rotating head allows you to cut at
any angle
• Adjustable height feature for cutting
parallel to ground
• Single handle operation

• S50C carbon steel blades for lasting sharpness
• 200mm PTFE coated upper blade for rust
resistance and smooth cutting
• Light, but strong, tubular aluminium handles
• Soft feel, non slip grips for comfort

Blade length 150mm (6”)

Blade length 200mm (8”)

Adjustable tensioning
230mm Notched blade for cutting thicker stems
Shock Absorbers
Soft-grip handles for user comfort
Wishbone shaped handles
Chrome plated C50 carbon steel blade for
resistance to rust, and strength and durability

4867RS - Lawn Shears
• 230mm C50 carbon steel blades,
hardened and tempered
• PTFE coated blades for rust resistance
and smooth cutting
• Longer handles to enable a comfortable,
upright position
• Non-slip comfort grips

4870RS - Edging Shears
• 230mm C50 carbon steel blades, hardened
and tempered for durability
• PTFE coated blades for rust resistance and
smooth cutting
• Longer handles to enable a more comfortable,
upright position
• Non-slip comfort grips

Blade length 230mm (9”)

Blade length 230mm (9”)

4873MS - Multi-Shears

8110RS - Hedge Shears

8120RS - Telescopic Shears

• 150mm C50 carbon steel blades rotate 180° to allow
use as either lawn shears or edging shears
• Adjustable head angle - can also operate as
straight, long reach shears
• Extendable hand grip
• Adjustable setting of blade angle and head
angle allows user to achieve neater, tidier
cutting and edge finishing

• 230mm chrome plated blades for
rust resistance
• Notched for cutting thicker stems
• Shock absorber
• Soft-feel grips

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blade length 230mm (9”)

Adjustable blade tension nut
Lightweight aluminium telescopic handles
Twist and lock mechanism
Shock absorber
Soft-feel grips
Handle extends from 340mm to 500mm
PTFE coated blade for smooth cutting
and resistance to rust
• Wavy edge blades to trap stems for
more efficient cutting

MAX LENGTH
500mm

Blade length 150mm (6”)

100

Blade length 230mm (9”)

Blade length 230mm (9”)
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Razorsharp Advantage

Razorsharp Steel

Shears

Shears

Razorsharp® Advantage shears, topiary shears and single handed
grass shears

A super tough range - the Razorsharp® Steel collection is designed
to meet the most demanding standards, with tubular steel handles
for extra strength and durability.

8150RS - Shears

4868SS - Wooden Wishbone Handle Shears

4875RSS - Wood Handle Shears

4901RSS - Lawn Shears

4900RSS - Edging Shears

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Notched for cutting thicker stems
• Chrome plated for rust resistance
• Ergonomically designed wishbone shaped,
weather proofed hardwood handles

• Blade notched for cutting thicker stems
• 200mm hollow ground C50 carbon steel
blades for lasting sharpness
• Solid hardwood handles
• Chrome plated blades for
rust resistance

• Tubular steel handles for maximum strength
• 230mm hollow ground C50 carbon steel
blades for lasting sharpness
• Soft-feel grips
• Polished & lacquered blades
for rust resistance

• Tubular steel handles for maximum strength
• 230mm hollow ground C50 carbon steel
blades for lasting sharpness
• Soft-feel grips
• Polished & lacquered blades
for rust resistance

Blade length 203mm (8”)

Blade length 200mm (8”)

Blade length 230mm (9”)

Blade length 230mm (9”)

C50 carbon steel blades for lasting sharpness
Tubular steel handles for strength
Shock absorbers
Non-slip soft feel grips for comfort
Blade length: 200mm (8”)
Handle length: 340mm (13 3/8”)
Adjustable tensioning

Blade length 200mm (8”)

4855TS Topiary Shears

4755TS Compact Topiary Shears

8130RS Single Handed Grass Shears

4904RSS Telescopic Shears

4911RSS Telescopic Lawn Shears

4912RSS Telescopic Edging Shears

• 180mm high carbon steel blades
• Soft-feel handles for extra comfort
• Safety lock catch

• Compact design, ideal for both small and
large hands
• Shorter blades allow closer, more
precise cutting
• Great for working in confined
spaces
• Carbon steel blades
• Non slip PVC grip for safety
and comfortable use

•
•
•
•
•

• Telescopic tubular steel handles for
maximum strength
• Blade notched for cutting thicker stems
• C50 carbon steel blades for lasting sharpness
• Polished and lacquered
blades for rust resistance
• Soft-feel grips
• Handles extend from
340mm to 525mm

• Tubular steel handles for maximum strength
• Variable length telescopic handles extend to
max of 1125mm
• Hollow ground C50 carbon steel
blades for lasting sharpness
• Soft-feel grips
• Polished and lacquered
blades for rust resistance

• Tubular steel handles for maximum strength
• Variable length telescopic handles extend to
max of 1125mm
• Hollow ground C50 carbon steel
blades for lasting sharpness
• Soft-feel grips
• Polished and lacquered
blades for rust resistance

Cuts at any angle
Twist to required position
Bi-material non-slip comfort grips
Single handed operation
180mm PTFE coated blades
for rust resistance and
smooth cutting

MAX LENGTH
525mm

NEW
Blade length 164mm (6½”)
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Blade length 107mm (41/4”)

Blade length 180mm (7”)

Blade length 230mm (9”)

MAX LENGTH
1125mm

Blade length 230mm (9”)

MAX LENGTH
1125mm

Blade length 230mm (9”)
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Razorsharp Active

Razorsharp Advance

Shears

Loppers
The Razorsharp® Advance collection incorporates innovations such
as geared and ratchet mechanisms, ergonomic design and new
materials, to make gardening so much easier and more enjoyable

Soft grip hand shears, complete with a 5 year guarantee for added
peace of mind.
4862RSA - Soft Grip Hand Shears

8211RS - 27” Dual Geared Bypass Lopper

8271RS - 27” Dual Geared Anvil Lopper

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

230mm hardened carbon steel blades, chrome plated for rust resistance
Notched for cutting thicker stems
Tubular steel handles, vinyl coated for rust resistance
Soft feel grips

Dual geared cutting action for powerful cutting
Bypass action best suited to living branches up 40mm (1.6”)
PTFE coated blade for smooth precise cutting
Serrated lower blade to minimise twisting
Light yet strong aluminium handles
Non-slip grips for safety and comfort
Overall length 675mm (27”)

Dual geared cutting action for powerful cutting
Anvil action best suited to dead branches up to 40mm (1.6”)
PTFE coated blade for smooth precise cutting
Serrated lower blade to minimise twisting
Light yet strong aluminium handles
Non-slip grips for safety and comfort
Overall length 675mm (27”)

Blade length 230mm (9”)

Razorsharp PRO
Loppers
8310RS - Heavy Duty Bypass Loppers 23 ½”

8330RS - Heavy Duty Bypass Loppers 27 ½”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drop forged, carbon steel blades
Forged aluminium shoulders
Lightweight but strong aluminium handles
Adjustable blade tension
Shock absorbers
Soft feel non-slip grips
Spare blade available (8310BLADE)

Drop forged, carbon steel blades
Forged aluminium shoulders
Lightweight but strong aluminium handles
Adjustable blade tension
Shock absorbers
Soft feel non-slip grips
Spare blade available (8310BLADE)

+25%
MECHANICAL

+25%
MECHANICAL

ADVANTAGE

ADVANTAGE

Max Cut: 40mm (1½”)

Max Cut: 40mm (1½”)

8230RS 17 ½” Mini Geared Bypass Lopper

8290RS Heavy Duty Telescopic Ratchet Anvil Lopper

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Ratchet action gives easy cutting in short steps - ideal for cutting
thicker, harder branches
• SK5 carbon steel upper blade for lasting sharpness
• PTFE coated blade for rust resistance
• Light, but strong, tubular aluminium handles
• Soft feel, non slip grips for comfort
• Locking catch for safe storage
• Extends 710mm - 1030mm

S50C carbon steel blades for lasting sharpness
PTFE coated upper blade for rust esistance
Light, but strong, tubular aluminium handles
Soft feel, non slip grips for comfort
Total length 450mm
Geared mechanism for easier cutting

MAX LENGTH
1030mm

+20%
MECHANICAL
Suggested max cut 32mm (1¼”)

104

Suggested max cut 32mm (1¼”)

Max Cut: 30mm (1¹⁄8”)

+110%
MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE

ADVANTAGE

Max Cut: 50mm (2”)
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Razorsharp Advance

Razorsharp Advantage

Loppers

Loppers
The Razorsharp® Advantage collection features a precision cutting
range of tools and is the obvious choice for gardeners who demand
and expect precise, powerful performance

Razorsharp® Advance loppers are available in a variety of sizes to
cut different diameter branches
8160RS - 26” Heavy Duty Anvil Lopper

8280RS - 26” Bypass Lopper with 2R Blade

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

4930FZ - Telescopic Tree Pruner

8031RS - 28” Dual Compound Bypass Lopper

SK5 carbon steel upper blade for lasting sharpness
PTFE coated blade for rust resistance
Light, but strong, tubular aluminium handles
Soft feel, non slip grips for comfort
2R double radius blade which allows a
more ergonomic cutting action
• Total length 665mm

PTFE coated anvil for rust resistance and smooth cutting
Guillotine cutting action
Non-slip comfort grips
Lightweight aluminium handles
Serrated anvil for extra grip when cutting,
minimising twisting action
• Total length 660mm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dual compound action for an amplified cutting force
Bypass action best suited to living branches up to 40mm (1.6”)
PTFE coated blade for smooth precise cutting
Serrated lower blade to minimise twisting
Light yet strong aluminium handles
Non-slip grips for safety and comfort
Overall length 710mm (28”)

MAX LENGTH
2340mm

• SK5 carbon steel upper blade
stays sharp for longer
• Variable length telescopic
handle extends up to 2340mm (92”)
• Lopper for cutting branches up
to 30mm
• 33cm (13”) saw for cutting larger
branches

+80%
MECHANICAL

+20%
MECHANICAL

ADVANTAGE

ADVANTAGE

Max Cut: 45mm (1¾”)

Max Cut: 35mm (13⁄8”)

8011RS - 22” Dual Compound Bypass Lopper

8021RS - 22” Dual Compound Anvil Lopper

8041RS - 28” Dual Compound Anvil Lopper

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dual compound action for an amplified cutting force
Bypass action best suited to living branches up to 40mm (1.6”)
PTFE coated blade for smooth precise cutting
Serrated lower blade to minimise twisting
Light yet strong aluminium handles
Non-slip grips for safety and comfort
Overall length 570mm (22”)

Max Cut: 40mm (1½”)

106

Max Cut: 30mm (1¹⁄8”)

Dual compound action for an amplified cutting force
Anvil action best suited to dead branches up to 40mm (1.6”)
PTFE coated blade for smooth precise cutting
Serrated lower blade to minimise twisting
Light yet strong aluminium handles
Non-slip grips for safety and comfort
Overall length 570mm (22”)

Max Cut: 40mm (1½”)

Dual compound action for an amplified cutting force
Anvil action best suited to dead branches up to 40mm (1.6”)
PTFE coated blade for smooth precise cutting
Serrated lower blade to minimise twisting
Light yet strong aluminium handles
Non-slip grips for safety and comfort
Overall length 710mm (28”)

+80%
MECHANICAL

+80%
MECHANICAL

+80%
MECHANICAL

ADVANTAGE

ADVANTAGE

ADVANTAGE

Max Cut: 40mm (1½”)

Max Cut: 40mm (1½”)
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Razorsharp Advantage

Razorsharp Steel

Loppers

Loppers
A super tough range - the Razorsharp® Steel collection is designed
to meet the most demanding standards, with tubular steel handles
for extra strength and durability

Twist & Lock variable length telescopic handles can be adjusted
mid use, making it easy to reach even the tallest branches
8071RS Dual Compound Telescopic Bypass Lopper

8081RS Dual Compound Telescopic Anvil Lopper

• Dual compound action for an amplified cutting force
• Twist & lock variable telescopic handles 480mm - 800mm
• Bypass action best suited to living branches up
to 40mm (1.6”)
• PTFE coated blade for smooth precise cutting
• Serrated lower blade to minimise twisting
• Light yet strong aluminium handles
• Non-slip grips for safety and comfort

• Dual compound action for an amplified cutting force
• Twist & lock variable telescopic handles 480mm - 800mm
• Anvil action best suited to dead branches up to
40mm (1.6”)
• PTFE coated blade for smooth precise cutting
• Serrated lower blade to minimise twisting
• Light yet strong aluminium handles
• Non-slip grips for safety and comfort

4903RSS - Telescopic Bypass Lopper

4902RSS - Telescopic Anvil Lopper

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Polished and lacquered blades for rust resistance and smooth cutting
Tubular steel handles for maximum strength
PVC coated for rust resistance & durability
Compound cutting action for easier cutting
Twist and lock variable telescopic
mechanism
• Soft-feel grips
• Extends 610mm - 940mm

MAX LENGTH
940mm

Polished and lacquered blades for rust resistance and smooth cutting
Tubular steel handles for maximum strength
PVC coated for rust resistance and durability
Compound cutting action for easier cutting
Twist and lock variable telescopic
mechanism
• Soft-feel grips
• Extends 610mm - 940mm

MAX LENGTH
940mm

+60%
MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE

+80%
MECHANICAL

+80%
MECHANICAL

ADVANTAGE

ADVANTAGE

Max Cut: 40mm (1½”)

8090RS Telescopic Ratchet Bypass Lopper

8100RS Telescopic Ratchet Anvil Lopper

• Twist and lock variable telescopic mechanism
• C50 carbon steel blades, hardened and tempered for durability
• PTFE coated blade for rust resistance and
smooth cutting
• Non-slip comfort grips
• Lightweight aluminium handles
• Extends 460mm - 720mm

• Twist and lock variable telescopic mechanism
• C50 carbon steel blades, hardened and tempered for durability
• PTFE coated blade for rust resistance and
smooth cutting
• Non-slip comfort grips
• Lightweight aluminium handles
• Extends 460mm - 720mm

MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE

Max Cut: 42mm (15/8”)

108

Max Cut: 42mm (15/8”)

Loppers

MAX LENGTH
720mm

+110%

ADVANTAGE

Razorsharp Active

Max Cut: 40mm (1½”)

MAX LENGTH
720wmm

Max Cut: 42mm (15/8”)

4822RSA - Bypass Lopper

4826RSA - Anvil Lopper

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hardened carbon steel blades
PTFE coated blade for rust resistance and smooth cutting
Tubular steel handles, vinyl coated for rust resistance
Soft-feel grips
Shock absorber
Total length 560mm

Hardened carbon steel blades
PTFE coated blade for rust resistance and smooth cutting
Compound cutting action for easier cutting
Tubular steel handles, vinyl coated for rust resistance
Soft-feel grips
Shock absorber
Total length 660mm

+60%
MECHANICAL

+110%
MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE

Max Cut: 42mm (15/8”)

+60%
MECHANICAL

ADVANTAGE

Max Cut: 32mm (1¼”)

Max Cut: 32mm (1¼”)
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Predator

Razorsharp

Bow Saws

Other Cutting
A range of garden saws and pruning saws designed to tackle most
cutting jobs in the garden

A range of professional quality Bow Saws available in a variety
of sizes and with spare blades for wet or dry cutting
B9821 21” Predator Bow Saw

B9821TF - 21” Taper Front
Predator Bow Saw

B9824 24” Predator Bow Saw

4938PS - Fixed Blade
Pruning Saw

4948PS Large Pruning Saw

4933PS - Retractable
Pruning Saw

4960RSA - Small
Folding Pruning Saw

• 21” (530mm)
• Tension adjuster for faster, cleaner cuts
for longer
• Soft feel ergonomic handle/hand guard
• Easy, rapid blade change
• Blades available for both hard wood
(Peg Tooth) and soft/green wood (Raker Tooth)
Sold fitted with Peg Tooth Blade

• 21” (530mm)
• Ideal for use in restricted spaces
• Tension adjuster for faster, cleaner cuts
for longer
• Soft feel ergonomic handle/hand guard
• Easy, rapid blade change
• Blades available for both hard wood
(Peg Tooth) and soft/green wood (Raker Tooth).
Sold fitted with Peg Tooth Blade

• 24” (610mm)
• Tension adjuster for faster, cleaner cuts
for longer
• Soft feel ergonomic handle/hand guard
• Easy, rapid blade change
• Blades available for both hard wood
(Peg Tooth) and soft/green wood (Raker Tooth)
Sold fitted with Peg Tooth Blade

• Cuts branches up to 3½”/90mm
• Ultra sharp precision
ground teeth
• 9” (225mm) Carbon steel
blade for durability
• Non slip ergonomic soft feel
handle
• Scabbard with belt hook for
safe carrying and storage

• 12” (305mm) SK5 carbon steel
blade for lasting sharpness
• Ultra sharp 7ppi precision
ground teeth
• Chrome plated blade for rust
resistance
• Blade locks in open and closed
position

• 6” (150mm) carbon steel blade
• 6ppi teeth are hardened and
tempered for strength and
durability
• Retractable blade can be stored
safely inside handle when not
in use
• Handy belt clip

• 7” (178mm) carbon steel blade
• Hollow ground blade for
enhanced cutting performance
• Ultra sharp 7ppi precision
ground teeth
• Folds for storage and blade
protection
• Blade locks in open and closed
position

Spare Blades
B9821WETBLADE 21” Raker Tooth Bow Saw Blade
B9821DRYBLADE 21” Raker Tooth Bow Saw Blade

Spare Blades
B9821WETBLADE 21” Raker Tooth Bow Saw Blade
B9821DRYBLADE 21” Raker Tooth Bow Saw Blade

Spare Blades
B9824WETBLADE 24” Raker Tooth Bow Saw Blade
B9824DRYBLADE 24” Raker Tooth Bow Saw Blade

Total length 450mm

Blade length 305mm

Blade length 150mm

Total length 685mm

B9830 - 30” Predator Bow Saw

3621K - 21” Bowsaw

3624Z - 24” Bowsaw

• 30” (760mm)
• Tension adjuster for faster, cleaner cuts
for longer
• Soft feel ergonomic handle/hand guard
• Easy, rapid blade change
• Blades available for both hard wood
(Peg Tooth) and soft/green wood (Raker Tooth)
Sold fitted with Peg Tooth Blade

• Hardpoint blade which stays sharp up to
5 times longer than untreated blades
• Teeth designed for fast and free cutting
on forward and backward strokes
• Lever tension device for simple blade changing
• Angled frame for cutting in
restricted areas
• 3ppi

• Hardpoint blade which stays sharp up to
5 times longer than untreated blades
• Teeth designed for fast and free cutting
on forward and backward strokes
• Lever tension device for simple blade
changing
• 3ppi

4943BE Garden Saw

4950WC Garden Wire Cutters

8200RS Easy Reach Pruner

•
•
•
•

• SK5 Steel blades
• Clean precise cutting action eliminates
frayed ends
• Cutting capacity for wire rope Maximum 4mm
• Cutting capacity for high tensile steel Maximum 2mm
• Cutting capacity for spring wire Maximum 1.5mm

• Rotating body and cutting head
• Carbon steel bypass action blades for
a clean cut on green stems up to
7.5mm thick
• Lightweight long handle
• PTFE coated cutting blade for
easier, smooth cut
• Cut and hold mechanism
for fruit/flowers

Ideal for cutting wet (green) wood
Fast cut, rapid, clean cutting action
Rigid blade minimises ‘whip’ and vibration
Comfortable handle - Suregrip® soft feel
ergonomic grip and finger guide for accuracy,
plus a 45/90° angle guide
• 7ppi

NEW
Spare Blades
B9830WETBLADE 30” Raker Tooth Bow Saw Blade
B9830DRYBLADE 30” Raker Tooth Bow Saw Blade

110

Spare blade 3921W

Spare blade 3924C

Spare blade 3921W
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Razorsharp
Other Cutting
Razorsharp patio knives and blade sharpeners...

4854WP - Weed Puller

4152GS - All Purpose Scissors

4152GSSF - Comfort Garden Scissors

• Rust resistant Stainless Steel claws insert in
the ground and close around weeds for
effective removal
• Long nylon and fibreglass handle that is
lightweight, strong and durable, with a
sliding mechanism that allows for
easy ejection of pulled weeds
• The fold-away step plate allows for
extra force to be applied when
inserting the weed puller in the
ground

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Stainless steel blades for
Ergonomic soft feel handles
Locking catch for safer storage
Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use

Spring action
Durable carbon steel blades with chrome finish
Shock absorbers
Soft feel ergonomic handles
Locking catch for safer storage

NEW

4053BS Blade Sharpener
• Durable tungsten carbide
sharpening blade
• Removable oil-soaked sponge
for extra rust protection
• Durable lightweight body with
non-slip grip
• Finger guard safeguards fingers
from harm when sharpening

4056BS - 6 in 1
Blade Sharpener

4153PK Patio Knife

5253PK - Telescopic
Patio Knife

• 4 sharpening options to cover a
wide range of different
blade types
• Cleaning sponge and lubricating/
anti-corrosion oil stored
inside handle
• Soft-feel non-slip grip
• Built-in hand guard

• Stainless steel blade
• 2 cutting edges for hard to
reach places
• Ergonomic soft-grip handle

• Telescopic handle extends to
1525mm (60”) to suit all heights
• Stainless steel blade for rust
resistance
• Double riveted blade for
extra strength
• Non-slip grip for
easier use

4352MS - Multi-Function Scissors

3152HS - Herb Scissors

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for kitchen or garden
Stainless steel blades
Soft feel ergonomic handles
Handles can be separated to form two distinct knife blades
Functions include cutting, scraping, bottle opener,
nut cracker and garlic crusher

Overall length 7½”(190mm)
Stainless steel blades
ABS plastic handles and sheath
Dishwasher safe
Five pairs of blades for fast herb chopping
Also great for shredding documents or for
arts and crafts

MAX LENGTH
1525mm

112
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Razorsharp
Other Cutting
The Razorsharp range of Axes, Hatchet
and Log Splitting Maul

The Razorsharp
range of Cutting
Axes and
Splitting Mauls
• Carbon steel head for
strength and durability

3715AB 1.5lb Hatchet

3725CD 2.5lb Axe

3745EF 4.5lb Axe

3765LM - 6.5lb
Log Splitting Maul

• Made to internationally
recognised DIN standard
• Drop forged carbon steel head,
hardened and tempered
• Hickory shaft for strength
• Blade guard for added safety
when not in use

• Made to internationally
recognised DIN standard
• Drop forged carbon steel head,
hardened and tempered
• Hickory shaft for strength
• Blade guard for added safety
when not in
use

• Made to internationally
recognised DIN standard
• Drop forged carbon steel head,
hardened and tempered
• Hickory shaft
for strength
• Blade guard for added
safety when not in use

• Made to internationally
recognised DIN standard
• Drop forged carbon steel head,
hardened and tempered
• Hickory shaft
for strength
• Blade guard for
added safety when
not in use

Handle length 380mm

Handle length 485mm

Handle length 845mm

Handle length 885mm

• Lightweight but strong
nylon/fibreglass handle
moulded around axe
head for maximised
safety

7704FG 0.4kg Cutting Axe

7706FG 0.6kg Cutting Axe

7710FG 1kg Cutting Axe

7718FG 1.8kg Cutting Axe

• Ideal for one handed use
• For cutting small limbs
and felling

• Ideal for one handed use
• For cutting small limbs
and felling

• For cutting larger
limbs and felling

• For cutting larger
limbs and felling
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SPLITTER - Wood Splitter

4752SS - 12” Scythette

4731SL - Little Giant Grass Hook

• All metal construction
• Angled contour to maximise the 4 way grain
splitting action

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Overall height 170mm

Handle length 890mm

12” (305mm) blade
Replaceable blade
Tubular steel handle
PVC grip
Spare blade - 4732SY

12” (305mm) blade
Replaceable blade
Weatherproofed hardwood handle
Cranked hilt for ease of use
Spare blade 4732SY

Handle length 345mm
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Traditional Stainless
Range

Traditional Stainless
Our Traditional Stainless range combines modern and
natural materials with the latest manufacturing technology
to create timeless classics. Featuring weatherproofed
hardwood handles and mirror-polished stainless steel
heads, these digging and cultivating tools appeal to those
who prefer the traditional look, but still want the rust-free,
low-soil adhesion benefits.

The Traditional Stainless
Range has been created by
combining modern and
natural materials to create an
authentic and timeless classic

Weatherproofed
hardwood shaft for
greater durability

Mirror-polished
stainless steel heads
for rust resistance and
reduced soil adhesion
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Traditional Stainless

Traditional Stainless

Digging

Cultivating

The Traditional range of digging tools has been created by
combining modern and natural materials to create a
timeless classic

The Traditional range of cultivating tools feature mirror
polished stainless steel heads and weatherproofed
hardwood handles

4450DS - Digging Spade

4550DF - Digging Fork

4581DH - Dutch Hoe

4860SW - Angled Hoe

4850SR - Soil Rake

• Ideal for heavy digging and turning over soil
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft for greater
durability
• One-piece hardwood shaft, split to form a
wishbone handle
• Treaded for user comfort

• Ideal for digging and breaking up soil
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft for greater
durability
• One-piece hardwood shaft, split to form a
wishbone handle

• Cuts through the roots of
weeds under the surface
• Two chamfered edges so you
can hoe on both the forward
and backward stroke
• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood
shaft for greater durability

• Cuts through the roots of
weeds under the surface
• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood
shaft for greater durability
• Ideal for working around
established plants

• Ideal for raking soil into a
fine tilth
• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood
shaft for greater durability

4812FR - Lawn Rake (Flexo)

4811EK - Edging Knife

RIDDLE - Garden Riddle

• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
for greater durability
• Excellent for removing moss and
thatch and light aeration

• Designed to cut edges of lawns
• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood
shaft for greater durability
• Treaded blade

•
•
•
•

4454BS Border Spade

4552BF Border Fork

4813BP Long Handle Bulb Planter

• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood
shaft for greater durability
• One-piece hardwood shaft,
split to form a wishbone
handle
• Smaller head for digging and
turning over in borders and
between plants
• Treaded for user comfort

• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood
shaft for greater durability
• One-piece hardwood shaft,
split to form a wishbone handle
• Lighter fork with a smaller
head for use in borders and
between plants

• Stainless steel head
• Mirror polished for rust
resistance, minimal soil
adhesion and easy cleaning
• Weatherproofed hardwood
shaft for strength and durability
• Wide T grip handle for comfort
and ease of use
• Extra long handle reduces the
need for bending and helps to
minimise back strain
• Treaded head gives a firm base
under the foot giving more
force when breaking the soil
• Metric and Imperial depth
markings for accurate planting

Ideal for sifting soil and removing stones
330mm diameter
10mm square base plate holes
Chrome plated steel for durability

NEW
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Traditional Stainless
Hand Tools
This range of Traditional stainless hand tools includes
a variety of sizes of handle for different applications
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5030TR - Trowel
5 ½” Handle

5040WF - Weed Fork
5 ½” Handle

5090PW - Planting and
Weeding Knife

• Essential planting and weeding tool, ideal for
use in borders, tubs and pots
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle for greater
durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Leather wrist strap

• Ideal for breaking up compacted soil around
shrubs and plants
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle for
greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Leather wrist strap

• Mirror polished stainless steel head for
minimal soil adhesion and rust resistance
• Serrated edge for increased cutting power
through thin roots
• Pronged blade for removing weeds and daisies
• Chamfered notch for slicing twine
• Graduated blade for easier measurement
when planting
• Hardwood handle weather proofed
for greater durability
• Leather wrist strap for
easy storage

5080TT Transplanting Trowel

5060SS Soil Scoop

5010TR Trowel 12” Handle

5110WF Weed Fork 12” Handle

• A narrow blade ideal for
transplanting plants
• Features blade depth markings
• Stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil
adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood
handle for greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance

• Deeply dished to hold extra soil
• Stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil
adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood
handle for greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Leather wrist strap

• Ideal for use in borders, pots
and tubs
• Stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil
adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood
handle for greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Longer handle for
additional reach and
leverage

• For breaking up compacted soil
• Stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil
adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood
handle for greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Longer handle for
additional reach and
leverage
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Traditional Stainless
Hand Tools
The Traditional stainless range of garden tools includes a ten
year guarantee

Weatherproofed hardwood handles offer durability and appeal to those
gardeners who prefer garden tools with a ‘traditional’ appearance

5210PC 12” Handle 3 Prong Cultivator

5070DG Daisy Grubber

5310TR Trowel 42” Handle

5100BP Bulb Planter

5710BP Midi Bulb Planter

7946SH Single Handed Topiary Shear

• Ideal for breaking up topsoil without digging,
combines forking and raking actions
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle for greater
durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Leather wrist strap

• Designed for removing daisies and weeds
from lawns with minimal damage
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle for
greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Leather wrist strap

• Longer handle provides better reach
• Mirror polished stainless steel head
for rust resistance and minimal soil
adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
for greater durability
• Ideal for breaking up and
turning soil between plants
and shrubs

• Stainless steel head with leading edge for
easier insertion into the ground
• Mirror polished for rust resistance, minimal soil
adhesion and easy cleaning
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft with handy
leather wrist/storage strap

• 370mm overall length
• Bright finish for reduced soil adhesion
• Easy to read depth
graduation

• Weatherproofed hardwood handles for
greater durability
• Durable hardened carbon steel blades
• Use for trimming and shaping topiary
and privet

NEW

5510WF Weed Fork 42” Handle

5050OH Onion Hoe

5610DB Dibber

7945HS Hand Shear

4350CS Children’s Stainless Steel Spade

4250CF Children’s Stainless Steel Fork

4035SET Trowel & Weed Fork Set

• Longer shaft provides
better reach
• Mirror polished stainless
steel head for rust
resistance and minimal
soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed
hardwood shaft for
greater durability
• Ideal for breaking
up soil between
plants and shrubs

• Designed for hoeing between
crops such as onions
• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
for greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Leather wrist strap

• Use for forming holes in the soil
for planting seeds and seedlings
quickly and easily
• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
for greater durability
• Leather wrist strap

• Weatherproofed hardwood
handles for greater durability
• Durable hardened carbon
steel blades
• Shock absorbers

• Mirror polished stainless steel head for
rust resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft for
greater durability
• One-piece hardwood shaft, split
to form a wishbone handle
• Scaled down in size, but
not quality!

• Mirror polished stainless steel head for
rust resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft for
greater durability
• One-piece hardwood shaft, split
to form a wishbone handle
• Scaled down in size, but
not quality!

• Mirror polished stainless steel heads for
rust resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood handles for
greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Leather wrist strap
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Neverbend
Carbon Range

Supergrip® handle is
forward tilting to give
the ideal digging angle
The Neverbend® Carbon
digging range easily
exceeds the BS3388 load
test, thanks to the head
and extra long socket
being forged from one
piece of carbon steel for
added strength.

Neverbend Carbon Range

Solid forged carbon steel
head and extra long
socket for strength. Up
to 50% stronger than
stainless steel

The Neverbend Carbon range features
spades and forks as well as long-handled
cultivators and hand tools. Solid forged
carbon steel heads give them optimum
strength and durability, while the Supergrip®
handle’s forward tilt gives the ideal
digging angle.
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Neverbend
Carbon Range
Neverbend Carbon digging range

Neverbend Carbon long handled cultivating
tools and rakes

1180NB - Digging Spade

1184NB - Border Spade

3818NB - Edging Knife

3588NB - Draw Hoe

2422NB - Root Breaker

• Solid forged carbon steel head and extra long
socket for strength
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
for greater durability
• Supergrip® handle - forward tilt
gives the ideal digging angle
• Treaded for more comfortable
digging

• Smaller headed, lighter alternative to a
Digging Spade
• Solid forged carbon steel head and extra
long socket for strength
• Hammer finish powder-coated head
for improved resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity and alkalis
in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
for greater durability
• Supergrip® handle - forward tilt
gives the ideal digging angle
• Treaded for more
comfortable digging

• Hammer finish powder-coated head
for improved resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity and alkalis
in the soil
• Tubular aluminium shaft,
powder-coated
• Polypropylene T-grip
• Treaded blade

• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Tubular aluminium shaft,
powder-coated
• Long, soft-feel grip
• Ideal for creating a smooth tilth
through a pull-push action

• 100mm (4”) wide, heavy duty
forged carbon steel
• Tubular steel shaft
• Tilted ergonomic hilt for
easier use
• Chops through roots and
root systems with ease

Overall length 1160mm (45 ½”)

1680NB - Digging Fork

1684NB - Border Fork

2581NB - Shovel

• Solid forged carbon steel head and extra
long socket for strength
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft for
greater durability
• Supergrip® handle - forward tilt
gives the ideal digging angle

• Smaller headed, lighter alternative to a
Digging Fork
• Solid forged carbon steel head and extra
long socket for strength
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
for greater durability
• Supergrip® handle - forward tilt
gives the ideal digging angle

• Square, open socket shovel
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
for greater durability
• Supergrip® handle - forward tilt
gives the ideal wrist angle
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3580NB Dutch Hoe

3882NB Adjustable Lawn Rake

3881NB Deluxe Lawn (Flexo) Rake

• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Tubular aluminium shaft,
powder-coated
• Long, soft-feel grip
• Two chamfered edges, to hoe
on forward and backward
stroke
• Cuts through the roots
of weeds below the
surface of the soil

• Fully adjustable 15 steel tined rake head
• Adjusts from 7” to 24” span to suit
all raking applications
• Lightweight aluminium shaft
• PVC grip

• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Tubular steel shaft, powder-coated
• Long, soft-feel grip
• 20 spring steel tines
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Neverbend
Carbon Range
Cultivating tools, including rakes
and our 3 pronged cultivator

Neverbend Carbon hand tools feature hammer finished heads for
improved resistance to rust, scratches and alkalis in the soil

3880NB - Soil Rake

3884WNB - Plastic Leaf Rake

3884NB - Plastic Leaf Rake

4090NB - Hand Trowel

4094NB - Weed Fork

4092NB - Transplanting Trowel

• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Tubular aluminium shaft, powder-coated
• Long, soft-feel grip

• Lightweight plastic head
• Hardwood shaft
• 24” head, 24 plastic tines

• Tubular aluminium shaft, powder-coated
• Long, soft-feel grip
• 24” head, 24 plastic tines

• Carbon steel head
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle
for greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• 5” handle

• Carbon steel head
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle
for greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• 5” handle

• Carbon steel head
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle
for greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• 5” handle

3883NB - Cultivator

4096NB - Daisy Grubber

• Hammer finishpowder-coated head for improved resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Extra long, weatherproofed hardwood shaft for greater durability
• 3 prongs

• Carbon steel head
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle for
greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• 5” handle
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Neverbend
Stainless Range

Neverbend Stainless Range
The Neverbend Stainless range includes
digging, cultivating, lawn-care and hand
tools. A mirror-polished stainless steel finish
provides rust-resistant tools with the added
bonus of minimal soil adhesion, making your
job easier and your tools longer lasting.

Supergrip® handle is
forward tilting to give
the ideal digging angle
The Neverbend®
Stainless digging range
easily exceeds the
BS3388 load test.

Extra long socket
for added strength
Mirror polished
stainless steel head for
rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
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Neverbend
Stainless
The Neverbend Stainless tool features long handled cultivating
tools along with hand tools
1160SP - Digging

1560SF - Digging Fork

1161BS - Border Spade

1561BF - Border Fork

• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Extra long socket for strength
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
for greater durability
• Supergrip® handle forward tilt gives the
ideal digging angle

• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Extra long socket for strength
• Weatherproofed hardwood
shaft for greater durability
• Supergrip® handle forward tilt gives the
ideal digging angle

• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Extra long socket for strength
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
for greater durability
• Supergrip® handle forward tilt gives the
ideal digging angle
• Smaller head for
digging & turning
in borders and
between plants

• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Extra long socket for strength
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
for greater durability
• Supergrip® handle forward tilt gives the
ideal digging angle
• Lighter fork with a
smaller head for
use in borders
and between
plants

3981EK Edging Knife

3983DH Dutch Hoe

3980SR Garden Rake

3982FR Lawn (Flexo) Rake

• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Treaded blade
• Weatherproofed
hardwood shaft for
greater durability
• Supergrip® handle forward tilt gives the
ideal digging angle

• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Long weatherproofed
hardwood shaft for
greater durability
• Two chamfered edges
so you can hoe on
both the forward and
backward stroke

• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Long weatherproofed
hardwood shaft for
greater durability
• 12 teeth

• Ideal for raking soil into a
fine tilth
• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Long weatherproofed
hardwood shaft for
greater durability
• 16 stainless steel tines
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3010TR - Trowel

3060WF - Weed Fork

3020SP - Transplanting Trowel

• Handle length 127mm (5“)
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle for
greater durability
• Stainless steel ferrule
• Tanged for knuckle clearance

• Handle length 127mm (5“)
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle for
greater durability
• Stainless steel ferrule
• Tanged for knuckle clearance

• Handle length 127mm (5“)
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for
rust resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood handle for
greater durability
• Stainless steel ferrule
• Depth gauge
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Neverbend Professional
Spades, Forks, Cultivating & Lawn Care

Neverbend
Professional Range
The Neverbend Professional Range of solid
forged spades are designed to be hard
wearing featuring a double riveted lip socket
for extra strength. A carbon steel finish
provides rust-resistant tools with the added
bonus of minimal soil adhesion, making your
job easier and your tools last longer.

All easily exceed
BS3388 load test

Lip socket double
riveted for extra
strength front
and side
Solid forged
carbon steel
head and socket
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Neverbend Professional
Spades, Forks, Cultivating & Lawn Care
The Neverbend Professional range of solid forged
spades are specially designed to be hard wearing
1070AK - Digging Spade

1071AL - Treaded Digging Spade

1307HDS - Heavy Duty Spade

1570AL - Digging Fork

1650SN - Potato Fork

3805AS - Edging Knife

3540BT - Dutch Hoe

• MYD handle
• Solid forged carbon steel head and socket
• Long lipped socket, riveted for
added strength
• Hammer finish powder coated head
for improved resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity alkalis in
the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood
shaft for greater durability

•
•
•
•

• MYD handle
• Oversized solid forged carbon steel head
and socket
• Part polished blade
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
for greater durability

• MYD handle
• Solid forged carbon steel head
and socket
• Long lipped socket, riveted for
added strength
• Hammer finish powder coated
head for improved resistance
to rust, scratches, humidity
and alkalis the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood
shaft for greater durability

• MYD handle
• Solid forged carbon steel head
and socket
• Extra wide tines for lifting
potatoes
• Hammer finish powder
coated head for improved
resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity and
alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed
hardwood shaft for
greater durability

• T handle
• Solid forged carbon steel head
• Hammer finish powder coated
head for improved resistance
to rust, scratches, humidity
and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood
shaft for greater durability

• Long handle
• Carbon steel head and socket
• Hammer finish powder coated
head for improved resistance
to rust, scratches, humidity
and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed
hardwood shaft for
greater durability

MYD handle
Solid forged carbon steel head and socket
Long lipped socket, riveted for added strength
Hammer finish powder coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
for greater durability
• Treaded for more comfortable
digging

3840EY - Garden Rake

Flexo Lawn Rakes

8208ST - Landscaping Rake

• Long handle
• Heavy duty carbon steel head
• Hammer finish powder coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood
shaft for greater durability
• 12 teeth

• Two handle sizes 48” & 54”
• Heat treated tines designed to withstand
the toughest use
• The rake’s 20 tines wrap around
the rivets at the back of the
plate to reduce the risk of
them becoming detached
during use
• Weatherproofed hardwood
shaft for greater durability

•
•
•
•

Carbon steel head for strength
Metal brackets for increased rigidity
Powder coated head for rust resistance
Weatherproofed wood handle for
extended life
• 18 steel teeth

3872HD 48” 3872HDLH 54”
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Elements
Range

Elements Range
The Elements range of digging
and cultivating tools is a firm
favourite amongst gardeners
seeking a range of tools that
offers value for money without
compromising on quality,
durability and appearance.
The combination of a hardened
carbon steel head and lacquered
ash handle made this range
the ideal choice for the
Spear & Jackson ‘Grow Your
Own’ programme.

Soft feel for
comfortable use
and extra grip

Weatherproofed
(clear lacquer)
ash wood shaft for
greater durability

Treaded heads for
comfortable use

The Elements digging
range easily exceeds
the BS3388 load test.
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Elements

Elements

Digging Tools

Cultivating Tools

Weatherproofed ash shafts with soft feel grips for
comfortable use

Elements long handled cultivating tools with carbon steel heads
for strength and durability

4190NB - Digging Spade

4990NB - Digging Fork

4135NB - Dutch Hoe

4160NB - Angled Hoe

• Heat treated (hardened) carbon steel head for
strength and durability
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for improved
resistance to rust, scratches, humidity and alkalis
in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood shaft
for greater durability
• Integral ergonomic forward tilted handle, for
comfortable use at the ideal digging angle
• Polypropylene ‘D’ handle

• Heat treated (hardened) carbon steel head for strength
and durability
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for improved
resistance to rust, scratches, humidity and alkalis
in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood shaft
for greater durability
• Integral ergonomic forward tilted handle, for
comfortable use at the ideal digging angle
• Polypropylene ‘D’ handle

• Heat treated (hardened) carbon steel head for
strength and durability
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood
shaft for greater durability
• Two chamfered edges so you can hoe on both
the backward and forward stroke
• Soft-feel grip

• Heat treated (hardened) carbon steel head for
strength and durability
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood
shaft for greater durability
• Soft-feel grip for comfortable use

4194NB - Border Spade

4994NB - Border Fork

4175NB - Draw Hoe

4145NB - Soil Rake

• Heat treated (hardened) carbon steel head for
strength and durability
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood
shaft for greater durability
• Integral ergonomic forward tilted handle, for
comfortable use at the ideal digging angle
• Polypropylene ‘D’ handle

• Heat treated (hardened) carbon steel head for
strength and durability
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood
shaft for greater durability
• Integral ergonomic forward tilted handle, for
comfortable use at the ideal digging angle
• Polypropylene ‘D’ handle

• Heat treated (hardened) carbon steel head for
strength and durability
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood
shaft for greater durability
• Soft-feel grip

• Heat treated (hardened) carbon steel head for
strength and durability
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood
shaft for greater durability
• Soft-feel grip
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Elements
Cultivating Tools
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4183NB - 3 Prong Cultivator

4164NB - Edging Knife

Ideal for breaking up topsoil without digging, combining
forking and raking actions
• Heat treated (hardened) carbon steel head for strength
and durability
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for improved resistance
to rust, scratches, humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood shaft for
greater durability
• Soft-feel grip

• Heat treated (hardened) carbon steel head for strength
and durability
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for improved resistance
to rust, scratches, humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood shaft for
greater durability
• Soft-feel handle for comfortable use and extra grip
• Treaded blade

4184NB - Plastic Leaf Rake

4063NB - Aerator

4155NB - Flexo Lawn Rake

• Tough but flexible plastic rake head with
24 tines
• Weather proofed (clear lacquered)
ash wood shaft for greater durability
• Soft-feel grip

• Hammer finish powder-coated carbon steel
frame for improved resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Reduces compaction and improves soil
drainage

• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weather proofed (clear lacquered)
ash wood shaft for greater durability
• Soft-feel grip
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Elements
Hand Tools
Elements Hand Tools
Durable, high-performing and affordable, the
Elements Hand Tools range was integral to the
Spear & Jackson ‘Grow Your Own’ programme.
Weatherproofed ash handles together with
hardened carbon steel heads make for a firm
favourite amongst home gardeners who like
reliability in their trowels, forks, hoes and dibbers.
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4058NB - Trowel

4053NB - Weed Fork

• Essential planting and weeding tool, ideal for
use in borders, tubs and pots
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood
handle for greater durability
• Durable leather strap
• 5” handle

• Ideal for breaking up compacted soil around
shrubs and plants
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood
handle for greater durability
• Durable leather strap
• 5” handle

4064NB Planting & Weeding Knife

4054NB Transplanting Trowel

4055NB Soil Scoop

• Powder-coated carbon steel head for
resistance to rust, scratches, humidity and
excessive acidity or alkalis in the soil
• Serrated edge for increased cutting power
through thin roots
• Pronged blade for removing weeds and daisies
• Chamfered notch for slicing twine
• Graduated blade for easier measurement
when planting
• Hardwood handle weather
proofed for greater durability
• Leather wrist strap for
easy storage

• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash
wood handle for greater durability
• Graduation markings on blade
• Narrow blade for transplanting
plants
• 5” handle

• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash
wood handle for greater durability
• Durable leather strap
• Deep dish blade for a
greater capacity
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Elements

Grow Your Own

Hand Tools

Cold Frames & Raised Bed Kits

Hammer finished powder-coated heads, with durable leather
straps for easy storage

Easy to assemble with tanalised finish for weather protection

4062NB - Dibber

4059NB - Dandelion Weeder

4057NB - Daisy Grubber

Cold Frames

Used for forming holes in the soil for planting
seeds and seedlings quickly and easily
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood
handle for greater durability

• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood
handle for greater durability
• Strong round bar and notched tip for weeding
dandelions, with long shaft to reach tap roots

Used for removing daisies and weeds from
lawns with minimal damage
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash wood
handle for greater durability
• Durable leather strap

Protects plants from adverse weather
• Made from timber, sourced from well
managed forests
• Tanalised wood finish for higher degree of
weatherproofing
• Durable plastic panes
• Fasteners and assembly instructions included
• Available in 3 sizes

COLDFRAME1

COLDFRAME1
900 x 460 x 450mm
COLDFRAME2
900 x 800 x 590mm
COLDFRAME3
690 x 490 x 1200mm
COLDFRAME2

4052NB Onion Hoe

4061NB Long Handled Trowel

4060NB Long Handled Weed Fork

Designed for hoeing between crops
and lifting onions
• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered) ash
wood handle for greater durability
• Durable leather strap

• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered)
ash wood handle for greater
durability
• Soft-feel handle for comfortable
use and extra grip
• Long handle helps to
reduce back strain

• Hammer finish powder-coated head for
improved resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed (clear lacquered)
ash wood handle for greater
durability
• Soft-feel handle for comfortable
use and extra grip
• Long handle helps to
reduce back strain

COLDFRAME3

Raised Bed Kits
Perfect for creating a vegetable patch or
raised flower bed for easier access with
less bending/back strain
• Made from timber, sourced from well
managed forests
• Tanalised wood finish for higher degree
of weatherproofing
• Fasteners and assembly instructions
included
• Available in 4 sizes

RAISEDBED1
1200 x 1200 x 300mm
RAISEDBED2
1250 x 1250 x 180mm
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RAISEDBED3
1800 x 1200 x 300mm

NEW

RAISEDBED4
1800 x 1200 x 180mm

NEW
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Select Stainless
Range

Extra wide handle
for comfort

Polypropylene shaft
with integral ergonomic
forward tilting handle

Select Range
Our Select Stainless range combines
attractive contemporary styling
and the latest in ergonomic design
for digging, cultivating and hand
tools. Manufactured using the latest
techniques and materials, yet still
very affordable, this range provides
all the solutions you need without
costing the earth.
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Mirror polished stainless
treaded steel head
for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion

The Select digging
range easily exceeds
the BS3388 load test.
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Select Stainless

Select Stainless

Digging

Cultivating

Mirror polished stainless steel heads for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
1190EL - Digging Spade

1990EL - Digging Fork

3135EL - Dutch Hoe

3166EL - Rapid Hoe

3167EL - Allotment Hoe

Ideal for digging and turning over soil
• Mirror polished stainless steel treaded head
for rust resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Polypropylene shaft with integral,
ergonomic forward tilting extra wide handle
• Manufactured to exceed BS3388 British
Standard load tests

Ideal for digging over and breaking up
compacted soil
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance & minimal soil adhesion
• Polypropylene shaft with integral, ergonomic
forward tilting extra wide handle
• Manufactured to exceed BS3388 British
Standard load tests

• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Lightweight aluminium shaft
• Long, soft-feel grip
• Two chamfered edges so you can
hoe on both the forward and
backward stroke

• Oscillating head for optimum pull/push hoeing
• Stainless steel blade for minimal soil
adhesion and rust resistance
• Light but strong aluminium handle
with non-slip soft grip

• Multi-purpose head can serve to hoe, rake
and create neat furrows
• Stainless steel blade for minimal soil
adhesion and rust resistance
• Light but strong aluminium handle
with non-slip soft grip

1994EL - Border Fork

1194EL - Border Spade

3145EL - Soil Rake

3155EL - Flexo Lawn Rake

3164EL - Edging Knife

A lighter alternative to the digging fork with a smaller
head, ideal for use in between established plants
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust resistance
and minimal soil adhesion
• Polypropylene shaft with integral, ergonomic forward
tilting extra wide handle
• Manufactured to exceed BS3388 British
Standard load tests

A lighter alternative to the digging spade with
a smaller head, ideal for use in between
established plants
• Mirror polished stainless steel treaded head
for rust resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Polypropylene shaft with integral, ergonomic
forward tilting extra wide handle
• Manufactured to exceed BS3388 British
Standard load tests

Used for raking soil into a fine tilth
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Lightweight aluminium shaft
• Long, soft-feel grip

Excellent for moss & thatch removal
and light aeration
• Mirror polished stainless steel head
for rust resistance and minimal
soil adhesion
• Lightweight aluminium shaft
• Long, soft-feel grip

Used for creating a neat edge around
a lawned area
• Mirror polished stainless steel
head for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Treaded blade for comfort
• Lightweight aluminium shaft
• Plastic “T” handle
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Select Stainless
Hand Tools
Select Stainless hand tools are tanged for knuckle clearance and
ease of use and feature a handy hanging hole on the handle
3053EL - Weed Fork

3058EL - Hand Trowel

3062EL - Transplanting Trowel

3048EL - Weeder & Fulcrum

3063EL - Mini Hand Rake

Ideal for weeding and breaking up soil
around plants and shrubs
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Bi-material contoured handle
• Tanged for knuckle clearance

Essential planting and weeding tool, ideal for
use in pots, tubs and borders
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Bi-material contoured handle
• Tanged for knuckle clearance

Ideal for accurate planting and transplanting
of shrubs and plants.
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Bi-material contoured handle
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Thinner blade for transplanting
plants and seedlings
• Depth gauge on blade to
assist with transplanting

Ideal for levering out stubborn weeds.
• Mirror polished stainless steel head
for rust resistance and minimal
soil adhesion
• Fulcrum provides extra leverage when
removing deep rooted weeds
• Bi-material contoured handle

Ideal for creating a finer tilth in small spaces such as pots and tubs.
• Bi material contoured comfort grip handle
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion

3060EL - Bulb Planter

SELECT3PS

3064EL - Weeder Hoe

3065EL - Mini Patio Knife

• Stainless steel body for rust
resistance and minimal
soil adhesion
• Spring loaded adjustable
handle for faster and easier
release of soil

Select Stainless trowel, weed fork
and transplanting trowel set
• Mirror polished stainless
steel heads for rust
resistance
• Ergonomic soft feel handles
• Tanged for knuckle clearance

Ideal for hoeing weeds in smaller spaces.
• Bi material contoured comfort grip handle
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion

Ideal for removing moss and thatch from smaller spaces
such as rockeries.
• Bi material contoured comfort grip handle
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Mirror polished stainless steel head for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
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Select Carbon
Digging, Cultivating & Hand Tools
Soft-grip, forward
tilt gives the ideal
digging angle

Select Carbon
Range

2190NS Digging Spade

2990NS Digging Fork

Our range of Select Carbon digging,
cultivating and hand tools is highly
affordable. Featuring powder-coated
carbon steel heads, the tools are not
only super strong but have the added
benefit of being scratch resistant - an
added bonus for those who like tools
to retain that ‘new’ look.

Ideal for digging and turning
over soil
• Carbon steel head and socket
heat treated for strength
• Powder coated head for
resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity
and alkalis in soil
• Soft-grip - forward tilt
for ideal digging angle
• Made to exceed
BS3388 British
Standard
load tests

Ideal for digging over and
breaking up compacted soil
• Carbon steel head and socket
heat treated for strength
• Powder coated head for
resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity
and alkalis in soil
• Soft-grip - forward tilt
for ideal digging angle
• Made to exceed
BS3388 British
Standard
load tests

Powder coated, head for
improved resistance to
rust, scratches, humidity
and alkalis in the soil
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2145NS
Soil Rake

2155NS
Flexo Lawn Rake
• Carbon steel head heat
treated for strength
• Powder coated head for
resistance to rust,
scratches and humidity
• Tubular steel shaft
• Long soft feel grip
• 16 spring steel tines

• Carbon steel head heat
treated for strength
• Powder coated head
for resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity
and alkalis in soil
• Tubular steel shaft
• Long soft feel grip
• 12 teeth

Carbon steel head
and socket heat
treated for strength

2135NS Dutch Hoe

2164NS Edging Knife

2194NS Border Spade

2994NS Border Fork

2058NS Trowel

2053NS Weed Fork

• Carbon steel head heat treated
for strength
• Powder coated head for improved
resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in
the soil
• Tubular steel shaft
• Long soft feel grip

• Carbon steel head heat treated
for strength
• Epoxy coated head for improved
resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Treaded for more
comfortable edging
• Tubular steel shaft

Lighter alternative to the digging
spade with a smaller head
• Carbon steel head and socket
heat treated for strength
• Powder coated head
for resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity
and alkalis in soil
• Soft-grip - forward tilt
for ideal digging angle
• Made to exceed
BS3388 British
Standard load tests

Lighter alternative to the digging
fork with a smaller head
• Carbon steel head and socket
heat treated for strength
• Powder coated head
for resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity
and alkalis in the soil
• Soft-grip - forward tilt
for ideal digging angle
• Made to exceed
BS3388 British
Standard load tests

• Carbon steel head heat treated
for strength
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Powder coated head for
resistance to rust, scratches,
humidity and alkalis in soil
• Ergonomic soft-grip
handle
• 5” handle

Ideal for breaking up compacted
soil around plants
• Carbon steel head heat treated
for strength
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Powder coated head
for resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity
and alkalis in soil
• Ergonomic soft-grip
handle
• 5” handle
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Colours
Range

Bypass Secateurs
• Metal handle Bypass Secateurs
• Soft grip handle for comfortable use
• Cuts stems, twigs and branches up to a maximum diameter of 15mm

56526G Green, 56526B Blue, 56526P Pink

Shears

Colours Range

•
•
•
•

Shears for tidying and trimming shrubs, hedges and grass
9” wavy edge blades
Light but strong aluminium handles
Non-slip grips for comfort

A range of garden secateurs and shears
that comes in three eye-catching colours.
Designed and priced to appeal to the
recreational or new gardener, these will
brighten up your toolkit and won’t get lost
amongst the foliage. A great way to treat
yourself - or someone else!

55509G Green, 55509B Blue, 55509P Pink
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Colours

Colours

Snips

GiftRange
Sets

Colours
Garden Snips
The perfect complement to
your Colours secateurs, these
garden snips are perfect for
the finer detail of your garden.
Prune, cut and trim smaller
plants with these precision
snips that are available in
three vibrant colours. Ideal for
the recreational or budding
gardener.

56418B Garden Snips in Blue

56418P Garden Snips in Pink

56418G Garden Snips in Green

• SK5 steel blades for lasting sharpness
• Complete with a built-in locking catch
for safe handling and storage
• Available in three eye-catching colours

• SK5 steel blades for lasting sharpness
• Complete with a built-in locking catch
for safe handling and storage
• Available in three eye-catching colours

• SK5 steel blades for lasting sharpness
• Complete with a built-in locking catch
for safe handling and storage
• Available in three eye-catching colours

NEW
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NEW

NEW

COLOURS3PS

CUTTINGSET9P

COLOURS3PSSS

Trowel, Weed Fork and Transplanting
Trowel Set
• Carbon steel heads for strength and durability
• Weatherproofed wooden handles and leather
strap for easy storage
• Epoxy coated for resistance to rust

Bypass Secateurs and Mini Snips Set in pink
• SK5 secateur blades for lasting sharpness
• Cast aluminium handles
• Soft grip inserts
• Locking safety catches

Stainless Weed Fork, Trowel and
Transplanting Trowel Set
• Stainless steel heads for rust resistance and
minimal soil adhesion
• Ergonomic soft feel handles for user comfort

CUTTINGSET10G

CUTTINGSET10P

CUTTINGSET11B

Bypass Secateurs and Wavy Blade Hand
Shears Set in green
• Secateurs with SK5
blades, shears with C50
• Lightweight
aluminium handles
• Soft feel inserts on
secateurs, plus cushion
grips on shears
• Locking catch on
secateurs for safety

Bypass Secateurs and Wavy Blade Hand
Shears Set in pink
• Secateurs with SK5
blades shears with C50
• Lightweight
aluminium handles
• Soft feel inserts on
secateurs, plus cushion
grips on shears
• Locking catch on
secateurs for safety

Bypass Secateurs and Geared Action Bypass
Lopper Set in blue
• Secateurs with SK5
blades, lopper with C50
• Lightweight
aluminium handles
• Soft feel inserts on the
secateurs plus cushion
grips on loppers
• Locking catch for safety
on
secateurs
• Geared cutting action
on lopper, more cutting
power for less effort
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Colours
Gift
Sets
Range
Gift Sets Range
Spear & Jackson gift sets feature great quality tools attractively packaged to create
the perfect gift! Choose from our Hand Tool and Cutting Tool sets, Colours range or our
Occasions range, with those special events etched onto the tools - a great keepsake!
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Tool sets containing a trowel, weed fork and a transplanting
trowel in a choice of tool ranges
TRAD3PS - Traditional Stainless weed fork,
trowel and transplanting trowel set

3056GS - Neverbend Stainless weed fork, trowel
and transplanting trowel set

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Mirror polished stainless steel heads for rust resistance
Weatherproofed hardwood handles for greater durability
Tanged for knuckle clearance
Leather wrist straps

Mirror polished stainless steel heads for rust resistance
Weatherproofed hardwood handles for greater durability
Tanged for knuckle clearance
Stainless steel ferrules

ELEMENTS3PS - Hand trowel, weed fork
and transplanter set

4035SET - Tiny Traditions Childrens Trowel and
Weed Fork Set

• Carbon steel heads for maximised strength
• Hammer finish epoxy coated heads for improved resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity and alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood
handles for greater
durability
• Durable leather straps

• Mirror polished stainless steel heads for rust
resistance and minimal soil adhesion
• Weatherproofed hardwood handles
for greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Leather wrist strap
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Spear & Jackson
Gift Sets
Hand tool & cutting gift sets, perfect presents for
any gardener

Vintage styling, ideal gifts for the traditional gardener

HANDTOOLSET1 - Stainless steel weed fork
and trowel set

POTTING3PS - 3 piece stainless steel mini
potting tools set

CUTTINGSET8 - Traditional secateurs set, drop
forged bypass and anvil secateurs

CUTTINGSET7 - Pruning holster set, bypass
secateurs and pruning knife

• Mirror polished stainless steel heads for rust resistance
• Weatherproofed hardwood handles for greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance

• Mirror polished stainless steel heads for rust resistance
• Weatherproofed hardwood handles for greater durability
• Ideal for use in pots, tubs and
balcony gardens
• Contains:
- Hand Trowel
- 3 Prong Cultivator
- Transplanting Trowel

• Drop forged carbon steel blades for strength and durability
• Non-slip cushion grips for increased comfort

• Drop forged secateurs blades for strength and durability
• Handy, folding pruning knife, ideal for pruning or budding
roses and small shrubs
• Canvas holster with two pockets

SELECT3PS - Select Stainless trowel, weed fork
and transplanting trowel set

CUTTINGSET6 - Bypass secateurs and stainless
steel snips set

CUTTINGSET17 Secateurs & Snips

6070TP - Medium bypass and anvil secateurs
twin pack

• Mirror polished stainless steel heads for rust resistance
• Ergonomic soft feel handles
• Tanged for knuckle clearance

• Cast aluminium alloy handles for strength
• Snips with stainless steel
blades and soft feel handles
for comfortable use

• Drop-forged carbon steel blades for strength and durability
• Non-slip cushion grips for increased comfort
• Contains a pair of Bypass Secateurs for cutting live green
stems and a pair of Snips for precision pruning

• Medium bypass secateurs - 6059BS
• Medium anvil secateurs - 6058AS

NEW
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Spear & Jackson
Gift Sets
Cutting gift sets combine secateurs with a wide range of other cutting
tools to create the perfect choice for any requirement

The Occasions Range consists of 4 beautifully packaged
etched trowel gift sets and a merchandiser for displaying

CUTTINGSET2 - Bypass and anvil
secateurs set

CUTTINGSET1 - Ratchet anvil secateurs and
blade sharpener set

OCCTY - “Thank you”
Etched Trowel Gift

OCCGQ - “Gardening Queen”
Etched Trowel Gift

• SK5 carbon steel upper blades for lasting sharpness
• PTFE coated upper blades and hard chromed
lower blades for rust resistance
• Ergonomic, soft feel
handles for comfort
• Ambidextrous
locking catch

• Secateurs - High carbon steel blade for lasting sharpness
• Ratchet action secateurs with light weight aluminium body
and metal locking catch
• Blade sharpener with 4 options
• Blade sharpener handle
contains sponge
and lubricating/
anticorrosion oil

Stainless steel etched hand trowel,
packaged to make the perfect gift

Stainless steel etched hand trowel,
packaged to make the perfect gift

CUTTINGSET3 - Adjustable width secateurs
and gloves set

CUTTINGSET4 - Bypass secateurs and
holster set

OCCWBG - “World’s Best Gardener”
Etched Trowel Gift

OCCHB - “Happy Birthday”
Etched Trowel Gift

• SK5 carbon steel upper blades coated
with PTFE for rust resistance
• Two cutting widths
• Smaller handle width, ideal
for ladies
• Ergonomic soft feel handles
• Ambidextrous locking catch

• SK5 carbon steel blades for rust resistance
• Forged aluminium handle
• Sap groove and riveted
lower blade
• Rubber shock absorber
• Notched blade for thicker
stems
• Real leather holster with
belt clip

Stainless steel etched hand trowel,
packaged to make the perfect gift

Stainless steel etched hand trowel,
packaged to make the perfect gift
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• Mirror polished stainless steel
resistance
• Weatherproofed hardwood handles
for greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Leather wrist straps
• Merchandiser available

• Mirror polished stainless steel
resistance
• Weatherproofed hardwood handles
for greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Leather wrist straps
• Merchandiser available

heads for rust

heads for rust

• Mirror polished stainless steel
resistance
• Weatherproofed hardwood handles
for greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Leather wrist straps
• Merchandiser available

• Mirror polished stainless steel
resistance
• Weatherproofed hardwood handles
for greater durability
• Tanged for knuckle clearance
• Leather wrist straps
• Merchandiser available

heads for rust

heads for rust
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Spear & Jackson
Gift Sets
Cutting gift sets combine secateurs with a wide range of other cutting
tools to create the perfect choice for any requirement
MINI3PS - 3 Piece Stainless
Mini Hand Tool Set

SCISSORS3PS - 3 Piece
Scissors Set

CUTTINGSET15 Occasions Set

• Small Trowel, Cultivator & Transplanting Trowel
• Stainless heads for minimal soil adhesion
• 10 Year Guarantee

Set includes snips, general purpose scissors
and multi-purpose scissors that include a
bottle opener, can opener and nut cracker.
• Stainless steel blades
• Ideal for use in the home or garden
• Ergonomic soft feel handles for comfort
• Dishwasher safe

Anvil Secateurs and Bypass Secateurs Set
•
•
•
•

Anvil action - less twisting on woody stems
Bypass action - less bruising on green stems
SK5 carbon steel blade for lasting sharpness
PTFE coated blade for smoother cutting and
rust resistance
• Ergonomic hardwearing handles
• Ultra compact, ideal for precision pruning

4941MP - Mini Pruner Set
with mini secateurs and mini snips

CUTTINGSET18 Nylon Fibreglass Secateurs and Loppers

• Carbon steel blade
• PTFE coated blade for rust resistance
and smooth cutting
• Soft-grip handles
• Straight blade pruner for
general pruning

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ratchet loppers - for cutting thicker,
harder branches
Non-ratchet at the flick of switch
SK5 blades for lasting sharpness
PTFE coated blades for rust resistance
and a smoother cut
70% nylon 30% fibreglass lightweight
but very strong
Handles with non-slip comfort grips

NEW
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CUTTINGSET18
Nylon Fibreglass Secateurs and Loppers
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Garden Tidy
Range
3 in 1 Plastic Rake
An innovative, multi-purpose tool that makes clearing
away the autumn leaves a whole lot easier.

Garden Tidy
Once you’ve used our superb range of garden cutting,
digging and cultivating tools, you’ll need to tidy up. Our
Garden Tidy Range helps keep your garden neat and
tidy whatever the season.

NEW

DETACHABLE LEAF
GRABBERS

3IN1RAKE
• Multi purpose rake featuring:
- 30” Leaf Rake ideal for lawns,
- Shrub Rake for flower beds and tighter spaces
- Detachable 11” Leaf Grabbers
• Patented modular rake head design
• Strong but lightweight tubular aluminium handle
• Long non-slip comfort grips

SHRUB RAKE
EASILY DETACHES
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Garden Tidy
Range
Everything you need to keep your
garden looking at it’s best...
LEAFGRABBER Plastic Leaf Grabber

4865RB Rake Brush

4866PR Ergowide Plastic Leaf Rake

• 500mm (19½”) wide collecting blades
• Overall length of 920mm (36”) which allows
user to collect up leaves without bending
• Non-slip grips

•

• 25 strong but
flexible tines
• Extra wide head covers
a greater area helping
to save time and effort
when tidying the lawn
• Extra long handle
reduces the need to
bend helping to avoid
back strain

Curved bristles for enhanced sweeping action
• Telescopic extending handle to suit the user
• Compact size when handle is retracted
for easy storage when not in use
• Ideal for use with artificial grass

NEW

NEW

LITTERPICKER - Litter Picker

4859PC - Block Paving Cleaner

4864GB - Garden Brush

• 1070mm (42”) long handle for
extra reach
• Firm, clean claw action
• Locking catch for safer storage

•
•
•
•

• 275mm (10 7/8”) Beech head
• 75mm polypropylene bristles combined
with 70mm wire bristles for enhanced
performance
• Metal bracket for strength
• Weatherproofed 1445mm (57”)
hardwood handle

Hardwood head and handle
Angled head for easy application
Durable wire bristles
Scraper blade

BUCKETB 10L Blue Collapsible Bucket

BUCKETP 10L Pink Collapsible Bucket

BUCKETG 10L Green Collapsible Bucket

• Highly portable and folds flat for easy storage
• Perfect for gardening, cleaning, camping
and caravaning
• Made from a heavy duty, non-porous
silicone material
• Plastic rim and base provide extra strength
• Easy pour rim helps keep liquid on target
when pouring out

• Highly portable and folds flat for easy storage
• Perfect for gardening, cleaning, camping
and caravaning
• Made from a heavy duty, non-porous
silicone material
• Plastic rim and base provide extra strength
• Easy pour rim helps keep liquid on target
when pouring out

• Highly portable and folds flat for easy storage
• Perfect for gardening, cleaning, camping
and caravaning
• Made from a heavy duty, non-porous
silicone material
• Plastic rim and base provide extra strength
• Easy pour rim helps keep liquid on target
when pouring out

NEW
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NEW

NEW
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Garden Tidy
Range
Expanding Lawn Rake
A useful adaptation of a traditional lawn rake that offers
flexible solutions to tidying lawns and borders

NEW

A range of products designed to help you keep your
garden tidy, from tool hooks to dust pans...
DUSTPAN Dustpan and Brush

TOOLHOOKS 5 Double Hooks

ACCESS71PS 71 Piece Garden Accessories Kit

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Brush pan features reinforced front
edge for durability
Extra deep for increased capacity
Wooden handle brush with bassine bristles

5 Double hooks & fixing screws
Zinc plated for rust resistance
75mm (3”) x 70mm (2¾”)

25 x Large Plant Clips
25 x Small Plant Clips
20 x Plant Ties - 225mm (9”)
Coated Wire Plant Tie - 30m (98ft)

Ideal for general tidying of garden
cuttings and light debris

NEW
MAX LENGTH
1550mm

STRING Garden String

SPREADER 1.5 Litre Seed Spreader

4863PS Small Poop Scoop

4864PS Large Poop Scoop

• 75m x 2mm ø String
• Ideal for various jobs around
the garden
• Self colour - no troublesome dyes

• Adjustable lid settings to
accomodate different seed sizes
• Easy to gauge when to refill
• Handy seed scoop included

•

• 2 part set comprising collection
pan and scoop rake
• Tubular steel handles for
strength and durability
• Long handles reduce
the need to bend down
to collect waste
• Double riveted pan
for added strength
• Pan and rake clip
together and have
handy hooks for
convenient storage

•
•

•
•

EXPRAKE Expanding Lawn Rake
Adjustable rake head and handle length
15 zinc-plated steel tines
Tine span fully open 575mm (22”)
Tine span fully closed 180mm (7”)
Maximum handle length fully
extended 550mm (61”)
• Minimum handle length when
retracted 1215mm (47”)

2 part set comprising collection
pan and scoop rake
Tubular steel handles for
strength and durability
Long handles reduce
the need to bend down
to collect waste
Double riveted pan
for added strength
Pan and rake clip
together and have
handy hooks for
convenient storage

•
•
•
•
•
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Watering & Irrigation
Pressure Sprayers

5 Litre Pressure Sprayer
Twin Pack
5LPAPSTWIN

Keep weed killer and plant food separate with this
twin pack of colour coded 5 litre pressure sprayers
Easy pump action
Adjustable nozzle
Pressure release valve
Carrying strap

&
TER FE

ED

PE

ST

ED

WA

•
•
•
•

S & WE

5 Litre Garden
Pressure Sprayer
5LPAPS

•
•
•
•

5 litre capacity
Easy pump action
Adjustable nozzle
Adjustable carrying strap & push lock

Pressure Sprayers
The Spear & Jackson range of garden pressure
sprayers comes in 2-litre, 5-litre, 8-litre and 15-litre
options, catering for all sizes of gardens. Make
weed control and plant feeding simple with these
pump-action sprays, featuring adjustable straps for
ease and comfort.

FULL INSTRUCTIONS
ON THE BOTTLE
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Watering & Irrigation
Pressure Sprayers

2LPAPS - 2 Litre
Garden Pressure Sprayer

8LPAPS - 8 Litre
Garden Pressure Sprayer

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

2 litre capacity
Easy pump action
Adjustable nozzle
Pressure release valve
Push lock
Full instructions on the bottle

8 litre capacity
Easy pump action
Adjustable nozzle
Pressure release valve
Adjustable carrying strap
and push lock
• Full instructions on the bottle

15LPAPS - 15 Litre
Backpack Style Pressure Sprayer

5LPAPSWOOD - 5 Litre
Pressure Sprayer for Wood Stain

•
•
•
•
•

Suitable for spraying water and chemicals
with pH values between 5 and 9, including
water-based wood stains.
• 5 litre capacity
• Easy pump action
• Built in pressure gauge
• Brass wand and nozzle with
adjustable angled head
• Foot plates for stability
• Adjustable carrying strap
• Press release safety valve
• Push lock
• Full instructions on the bottle

•
•
•
•
•
•
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15 litre capacity
Easy pump action
Can be operated from left or right
Adjustable nozzle
Ergonomic shaped sprayer bottle
for increased comfort
Adjustable shoulder straps
All metal safety clips
Push Lock
Full instructions on the bottle
Supplied with 3 extra nozzles
Spare O rings, seals
and nozzles are
available for
this model

2LPAPSKIT

58LPAPSKIT

5LPAPSWOODKIT

15LPAPSKIT

6 piece set of spare O rings and
seals to fit 2 Litre Pump Action
Pressure Sprayers

11 piece set of spare O rings and
seals to fit 5 and 8 Litre Pump
Action Pressure Sprayers

13 piece set of spare O rings and
seals to fit 5 Litre Wood Stain
Pump Action Pressure Sprayers

19 piece set of spare O rings,
seals and spare parts to fit
15 Litre Backpack Style Pump
Action Pressure Sprayers
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Watering & Irrigation
Hose Attachments & Brass Water Fittings
Hose attachments for garden watering including
a spray gun and sprinkler.
BWF19 Spray Gun
• Adjustable flow soft grip metal body
• Durable brass connector

BWF26 Multi Function Spray Gun
A choice of seven flow functions for all your watering
needs: mist, jet, cone, shower, flat, centre and soaker.
• Contoured soft grip handle over a metal body
for durability and a comfortable grip
• Durable brass connector

NEW
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BWF22 Oscillating Sprinkler

BWF23 Spare O Rings, 20 Pack

• 18 Nozzles
• Aluminium tube
• Durable brass connector

• Compatible with brass water fittings:
BWF2, BWF3, BWF5, BWF7, BWF8, BWF9,
BWF10, BWF11, BWF12, BWF14, BWF18,
BWF19, BWF20, BWF21, BWF22
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Watering & Irrigation
Brass Water Fittings
We offer a variety of sizes of quality brass connectors and
repairers for different sized taps and hoses.
BWF1 ½” Female Hose Connector

BWF2 ½” Male Hose Connector

BWF3 - ½” Female and
½” Male Hose Connector

BWF10 - 5/8” Female Threaded
Tap Connector

BWF11 - ¾” Female Threaded
Tap Connector

BWF12 - ½” Male Threaded
Tap Connector

BWF4 ¾” Female Hose Connector

BWF5 ¾” Male Hose Connector

BWF6 Hose Connector & Water Stop

BWF13 - ¾” Male Threaded
Tap Connector

BWF14 - ¾” Two Way
Tap Connector

BWF15 - Tap Connector
With Hose Clip

BWF7 ¾” Double Male Hose Connector

BWF8 Triple Male Hose Connector

BWF9 - ½ Female Threaded Tap
Connector

BWF16 - ½” Hose Repairer

BWF17 - ¾” Hose Repairer

BWF18 - Spray Nozzle
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Landscaping and Fencing
Spades and Shovels
Professional quality landscaping & fencing tools
for sustained use

Landscaping and
Fencing
Gardens are no longer just a patch
of grass and borders. Now often
considered as an ‘outdoor room’,
there has been a huge increase in
demand for landscaping products
for both professional and domestic
use. New additions to our existing
range supply the appropriate
tools to transform gardens into
an extension of living space.

1070AK - Digging Spade

1071AL - Treaded Digging Spade

•
•
•
•

MYD handle
Solid forged carbon steel head and socket
Long lipped socket, riveted for added strength
Hammer finish powder coated head for improved
resistance to rust, scratches, humidity and
alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
for greater durability
• Easily exceeds BS3388 load test

•
•
•
•

1570AL - Digging Fork

2029RW - Square Mouth No.2 Shovel

•
•
•
•

• MYD Handle
• Extra long socket adds strength at the potentially
weakest point
• Made from high strength carbon/manganese steel
• Heat treated tempered steel for a longer life
• Powder coated head for reduced soil adhesion and rust
• Fully forged head for added strength
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft for greater durability
• Socket Size: 300mm (12”)
• Blade Size: 302mm (12”) x 250mm (10”)
• Handle Length: 711mm (28”)
• Easily exceeds BS3388 load test

MYD handle
Solid forged carbon steel head and socket
Long lipped socket, riveted for added strength
Hammer finish powder coated head for improved
resistance to rust, scratches, humidity and
alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft for
greater durability
• Easily exceeds BS3388 load test
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MYD handle
Solid forged carbon steel head and socket
Long lipped socket, riveted for added strength
Hammer finish powder coated head for improved
resistance to rust, scratches, humidity and
alkalis in the soil
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft for
greater durability
• Treaded for more comfortable digging
• Easily exceeds BS3388 load test
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Landscaping & Fencing
Root Breaker, Picks and Cultivating
Choose a Root Breaker to tackle tough root problems and protect your spades
and forks from the damage caused by excessive levering

Professional quality tools for reliable, sustained use.

2422NB Root Breaker

5000BT 7lb Chisel & Point

5002AE 5lb Grubbing Mattock

5020AP Pick Handle

8208ST Landscaping Rake

PHAUG Post Hole Auger

PHD-WH Post Hole Digger

PHR5 Post Hole Rammer

• 100mm (4”) wide, heavy
duty forged carbon steel
• Tubular steel shaft
• Tilted ergonomic hilt
for easier use

• Heat treated carbon steel
• Weight 3.2kg (7lbs)
• For use with pick handle 5020AP

•
•
•
•

• Hardwood for use with 5000BT
and 5002AE
• Length 910mm (36”)

• Carbon steel head for strength
• Metal brackets for increased
rigidity
• Epoxy painted head for rust
resistance
• Weatherproofed wood
handle for extended life
• 18 teeth steel

For digging fencing post holes
up to 6” (150mm) in diameter
• Long durable yet lightweight
tubular steel shaft for ease
of use
• Hardened blade
cuts through most
types of soil and clay
• Overall length - 44”
(1105mm)
• Wooden handle
provides a
firm grip

For producing deep, narrow,
vertical holes minimising the
need for backfill
• Steel shovel blades quickly
remove soil
• Hardened steel blades
• Ash wood handles
provide a firm grip
• Weatherproofed
hardwood
handles for
durability

For driving fencing posts up
to 6” (150mm) diameter into
heavy ground
• Two large handles for ease
of use
• Strong tubular steel body
with solid metal end cap for
maximum strength.

3540BT Dutch Hoe

3840EY Soil Rake

3805AS Edging Iron

3872HD - Heavy Duty
Flexo Lawn Rake

RMAUL Rubber Maul

FG-HD54 Fencing Grafter

• Long handle
• Carbon steel head and
socket
• Hammer finish epoxy
coated head for
resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity
and alkalis in soil
• Weatherproofed
hardwood shaft for
greater durability

• Long handle
• Solid forged carbon
steel head
• Hammer finish epoxy
coated head for
resistance to rust,
scratches, humidity
and alkalis in soil
• Weatherproofed
hardwood shaft for
greater durability
• 14 teeth

• T handle
• Solid forged carbon steel head
• Hammer finish epoxy coated
head for resistance to
rust, scratches, humidity
and alkalis in soil
• Weatherproofed
hardwood shaft for
greater durability

• Two handle sizes 48” & 54”
• Heat treated tines for strength,
maintaining shape and
flexibility
• 20 tines wrap around the
rivets at the back plate for
durability
• Weatherproofed hardwood
shaft for greater
durability

For laying and levelling paving stones
• Large cylindrical head made of high
grade rubber
• Comfortable wooden handle provides
a firm grip
• Weight - 6kg

For digging narrow, deep holes for
fencing posts
• Heavy duty tubular steel handle
for maximum strength and
efficiency
• Extra thick shovel blade
for durability

Heat treated carbon steel
Weight 2.3kg (5lbs)
For use with pick handle 5020AP
Ideal for breaking up heavy
ground

Overall length 1160mm (45 ½”)

3872HD - 48”
3872HDLH - 54”
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Agricultural
Tools
A wide range of manure forks and drags for every requirement

Agricultural Tools
Spear & Jackson also offers a
range of tough, hardwearing
tools specially designed for
the demands of farming and
agricultural use, including a
specialist range for plantation
use. Adapted to these arduous
environments, our tools take the
strain and make your work easier.
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1636DE - Manure Fork PY

1636AY - Manure Fork PT

1609CS - Manure Drag LK

For raking manure
• Handle Length: 810mm (32”)
• Head Size: 330mm (13”) x 230mm (9”)
• Powder coated square tines
• Tubular steel shaft

For raking manure
• Handle Length: 810mm (32”)
• Head Size: 330mm (13”) x 230mm (9”)
• Powder coated square tines
• Tubular steel shaft

For raking manure
• Handle Length: 1830mm (72”)
• Head Size: 130mm (5”) x 178mm
(7”) x 203mm (8”)
• Powder coated square tines
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft

1636CU - Tubular Manure Drag

1600HS - Manure Fork LK

1600FD - Manure Fork T

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Traditional tool for moving straw bales
and hay
• Handle Length: 810mm (32”)
• Head Size: 330mm (13”) x 240mm (9½”)
• Powder coated oval tines
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
• Round shoulders for ease of use

Handle Length: 1220mm (48”)
Head Size: 330mm (13”) x 230mm (9”)
Lightweight for general use
Powder coated oval tines
Tubular steel shaft

Handle Length: 1220mm (48”)
Head Size: 330mm (13”) x 240mm (9½”)
Powder coated oval tines
Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
Round shoulders for ease of use
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Agricultural
Tools
A wide range of short and long handled
brush cutting tools
4605BU Irish Slasher

4607CE Heavy Duty Brushing Slasher

Ideal for thinning, trimming and clearing
brush thickets
• Handle Length: 760mm (30”)
• Blade Size: 380mm (15”)
• Powder coated head
• Solid forged socket
• Weatherproofed handle

Ideal for thinning, trimming and clearing
brush thickets
• Handle Length: 910mm (36”)
• Blade Size: 380mm (15”)
• Powder coated head
• Solid forged socket
• Weatherproofed handle

4550AP Stafford Bill Hook

4501BZ Newton Bill Hook

4516AZ Southern Counties Bill Hook

4700BU Fussel Bristol Reap

2521WE Square Mouth No. 6

For hedgerow maintenance and hedge laying
• Handle Size: 150mm (6”)
• Blade Size: 255mm (10”)
• Handle: round grip
• Double edged blade
• Powder coated head
• Solid socket
• Weatherproofed handle

For hedgerow maintenance and hedge laying
• Handle Size: 150mm (6”)
• Blade Size: 255mm (10”)
• Handle: pistol grip
• Single edged blade
• Powder coated head
• Solid socket
• Weatherproofed handle

For hedgerow maintenance and hedge laying
• Handle Size: 150mm (6”)
• Blade Size: 255mm (10”)
• Handle: pistol grip
• Single edged blade
• Powder coated head
• Solid socket
• Weatherproofed handle

Used to cut through rough grass and weeds
• Handle Size: 150mm (6”)
• Blade Size: 380mm (15”)
• Handle: round grip
• Forged, flat blade with through tang
• Hardwood handle

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Handle Type: PYD
Blade Size: 370mm (14½”) x 305mm (12”)
Handle Length: 711mm (28”)
Open socket
Square mouth
Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
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Agricultural

Plantation

Tools

Tools

Forks, shovels and brush hooks for agricultural use

Specialised Shovels and forks ideal for plantation use

1602BA - Hay Fork

8206AH - Alloy Hay Rake

2750AG - Grain Shovel

2050AV - Fox Shovel PYD

2521EC - 12 ½” Shovel

Traditional tool for moving straw
bales and hay
• Handle Length: 1370mm (54”)
• Head Size:
242mm (9½”) x 140mm (5½”)
• Powder coated oval tines
• Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
• Round shoulders for ease of use

Ideal for collecting straw, hay and
grass cuttings
• Head Size: 120mm (4¾”) x 700mm (27½”)
• Handle Length: 1778mm (70”)
• Tooth Length: 85mm (33⁄8”)
• 18 teeth
• Lightweight for ease of use
• Extra long shaft

Mainly used by farmers or the food industry
for shovelling loose materials
• Handle Length: 810mm (32”)
• Head Size:
250mm (10”) x 420mm (16½”)
• Square mouth
• Lightweight and rust proof
• Can be sterilised

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

4604BY Heavy Duty Double Brush Hook

4601BT Heavy Duty Single Brush Hook

4655BM Staffs Brushing Hook

2521VC - Square Mouth No. 4

2521WE - Square Mouth No. 6

Ideal for thinning, trimming and
clearing brush thickets
• Handle Length: 755mm (30”)
• Blade Size: 240mm (9.5”)
• Powder coated head
• Solid forged socket
• Weatherproofed handle

Ideal for thinning, trimming and
clearing brush thickets
• Handle Length: 735mm (29”)
• Blade Size: 275mm (11”)
• Powder coated head
• Solid forged socket
• Weatherproofed handle

Ideal for thinning, trimming and
clearing brush thickets
• Handle Length: 790mm (31”)
• Blade Size: 390mm (15”)
• Powder coated head
• Solid forged socket
• Weatherproofed handle

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Handle Type: PYD
Handle Length: 711mm (28”)
Head Size: 305mm (12.5”) x 240mm (9.5”)
Round mouth, solid socket
Solid forged
Weatherproofed hardwood shaft

Handle Type: PYD
Blade Size: 345mm (13½”) x 280mm (11”)
Handle Length: 711mm (28”)
Open socket
Square mouth
Weatherproofed hardwood shaft

Handle Type: PYD
Handle Length: 810mm (32”)
Head Size: 320mm (12.5”) x 255mm (10”)
Open socket
Square mouth
Weatherproofed hardwood shaft

Handle Type: PYD
Blade Size: 370mm (14½”) x 305mm (12”)
Handle Length: 711mm (28”)
Open socket
Square mouth
Weatherproofed hardwood shaft
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Plantation

Plantation

Tools

Machetes
Our range of Machetes, all made from steel

Specialist plantation tools and Banjo Forks

3677BA - Yam Spade

3678AV - Tonga Field Hoe

4774BM - Cocoa Pruner

20/22” - Machete

20/22” - Machete

16/18/20/22” - Machete

• Blade Size: 190mm (7.5”)
• Self tanged, self colour
• Heads only

• Blade Size: 178mm (7”)
• Solid forged, powder coated
• Heads only

• Blade Size: 89mm (3.5”)
• Forged head, powder coated
• Heads only

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blade Size: 508mm (20”)
Blade Size: 559mm (22”)
Made from steel
Edge sharpened and tempered
2.5mm thick roll forged blade
Hardened for strength and reliability

Blade Size: 500mm (20”)
Blade Size: 565mm (22”)
Made from steel
Edge sharpened and tempered
2.5mm thick roll forged blade
Hardened for strength and reliability

Blade Size: 405mm (16”)
Blade Size: 455mm (18”)
Blade Size: 510mm (20”)
Blade Size: 559mm (22”)
Made from steel
Edge sharpened and tempered
2.5mm thick roll forged blade
Hardened for strength and reliability

SJ270220 - 20”
SJ270222 - 22”

SJ23220 - 20”
SJ23222 - 22”

SJ23016 - 16”
SJ23018 - 18”

SJ23020 - 20”
SJ23022 - 22”

1635AL - Banjo Plantation Fork

1702FLW - Banjo Fork

1631CP - Banjo Plantation Fork

SJ5180718 - 18” Machete

SJ120219 - 19” Machete

SJ2100615 - 15” Machete

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Handle Type: Wood MYD
Head Size: 336mm (13.2”) x 235mm (9.2”)
Handle Length: 820mm (32.3”)
Grey hammer powder coated head

Handle Type: Wood R.E.H.
Head Size: 340mm (13¼”) x 230mm (9”)
Strap Size: 530mm (21”)
Handle Length: 787mm (31”)
5 Rivets

Handle Type: Strapped
Handle Length: 785mm (31”)
Head Size: 336mm (13.2”) x 235mm (9.2”)
Black powder coated head
Lacquered Ash handle

Blade Size: 457mm (18”)
Made from steel
Edge sharpened and tempered
2.5mm thick roll forged blade
Hardened for strength and reliability

Blade Size: 490mm (19”)
Made from steel
Edge sharpened and tempered
2.5mm thick roll forged blade
Hardened for strength and reliability

Blade Size: 381mm (15”)
Made from steel
Edge sharpened and tempered
2.5mm thick roll forged blade
Hardened for strength and reliability
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Merchandising

Spear & Jackson

Options

Product Packaging

We offer a wide range of merchandising options and point of
sale materials to support our stockists.

Our packaging is designed to allow the consumer to handle the
product and explore its features and functionality before buying

We have a comprehensive
range of merchandisers to
suit all applications, from free
standing units to counter top
and wall mounted.

Try Me Packaging
We design our packaging to allow the customer to really
get a feel for the product.
We encourage the features and functionality to be explored
before buying, helping the user choose the right product,
whilst also delivering enhanced sales for the retailer.
Transparent sections of packaging allow the tool or blade to
be seen, making selection easier.

Colour Coding
Eye-catching colour coded packaging and products to reflect
product use helps customers make the right tool selection.
194
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Spear & Jackson
Terms & Conditions
Conditions of Sale (For orders within the United Kingdom and Overseas)
In these conditions ‘The Seller’ means Neill Tools Limited being the Company
by whom these goods are sold.
1. GENERAL
(a) The Seller’s quotations are not binding on the Seller and a contract (‘the
contract’) will only come into being: (i) in the case of orders to be delivered within
the United Kingdom,upon acceptance by the Seller of the Customer’s order; or (ii)
in the case of orders to be delivered outside the United Kingdom,upon whichever
shall be the later of acceptance in writing by the Seller of the Customer’s order
or notification to the Seller that any letter of Credit (which the Seller may have
requested prior to written acceptance of the order) has been opened and that
any necessary export or import licence or exchange permit has been granted
and the following conditions shall be deemed to be incorporated therein. (b) The
Contract will be subject to these conditions. All terms and conditions appearing
or referred to in the Customer’s order or otherwise stipulated by the Customer
shall have no effect. Any variation of the contract must be confirmed in writing
by the Seller.
2. PRICES
(a) Where the goods are sold by reference to the Seller’s published price list the
price payable for the goods shall be the ruling price as published in the price
list current at the date of despatch of the goods from the Seller’s premises (in
the case of orders to be delivered within the United Kingdom) or in the price
Iist current at the date of written acknowledgment of the Customer’s order by
the Seller (in the case of orders to be delivered outside the United Kingdom).
(b) In other cases the price stated in the contract is based on the cost to the
Seller of raw materials,fuel and power,transport and labour and all other costs
at the date of acceptance of the order or quotation (whichever is earlier).If at the
date of despatch of the goods from the Seller’s premises there has been any
increase in all or any of such costs the price payable for (the goods may at the
request of the Seller be increased accordingly. (c) Where the price for the goods
is varied in accordance with this condition the price as varied shall be binding
on both parties and shall not give either party any option of cancellation. (d)
Unless specifically agreed otherwise there shall be added to the price for the
goods any value added tax and any other tax or duty relating to the manufacture,
transportation,export,import sale or delivery of the goods (whether initially
charged on or payable by the Seller to the Customer).The price for the goods
includes delivery to the Customer’s works or in the case of orders from outside
the United Kingdom the price includes delivery F.O.B. UK port. Where expedited
delivery is required by the Customer,the extra cost for the expedition of the
delivery shall be borne by the Customer and added to the price for the goods. (e)
Quotations in a currency other than Sterling are based on the rate of exchange
fixed by the Seller at the time of acknowledging in writing the Customer’s order
and unless otherwise stated the price may be subject to revision by the Seller up
or down if any different rate of exchange is ruling at the date of invoice
3. TERMS OF PAYMENT
Prices quoted are net and are in Sterling unless otherwise agreed Subject to
credit being approved accounts are due for payment not later than the end of
the month following the month of invoice otherwise payment must be received
by the Seller before delivery. When deliveries are spread over a period each
consignment will be invoiced as dispatched and each month’s invoices will be
treated as a separate account and be payable accordingly. Failure to pay for any
goods or for any delivery or instalment shall entitle the Seller to suspend further
deliveries and work both on the same order and on any other order from the
Customer without prejudice to any other right the Seller may have. The Seller
also reserves the right to charge interest on overdue accounts at the rate of
2% per month. The Seller reserves the right where genuine doubts arise as to a
Customer’s financial position or in the case of failure to pay for any goods or any
delivery or instalment as aforesaid to suspend delivery of any order or any part
or instalment without liability until payment or satisfactory security for payment
has been provided. Where goods are to be delivered outside the United Kingdom
payment must be made against delivery of the goods or shipping documents
F.O.B. UK Port unless credit arrangements within the United Kingdom approved
by the Seller have been made.
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4. TITLE TO GOODS
(a) Legal and beneficial ownership of goods shall remain with the Seller until
payment in full has been received by the Seller. (i) for those goods (ii) for any other
goods supplied by the Seller (iii) of any other monies due from the Customer to
the Seller on any account. (b) Until property in the goods passes to the Customer
under paragraph (a) above the Customer Shall: (i) be bailee of the goods (ii) keep
the goods separately and readily identifiable as the property of the Seller (c) (i)
Notwithstanding paragraph (a) above the Customer may (as between it and its
customer only) as principal in the ordinary course of its business sell the goods
by bonafide sale at full market value or in the ordinary course of its business
use the goods. (ii) Goods shall be deemed sold or used in the order delivered to
the Customer. (iii) Without prejudice to (c)(ii) above,any resale by the Customer
of goods in which property has not passed to the customer shall (as between
the Seller and the Customer) be made by the Customer as agent for the Seller.
(d) (i) If goods in which property has not passed to the Customer are mixed with
or incorporated into other goods the property in those other goods shall be held
on trust by the Customer for the Seller to the full extent of the sums recoverable
by the Seller under paragraph (a) above. (ii) The proceeds of sale of any goods
and any other goods referred to in paragraph (d)(i) above shall be held by the
Customer in trust for the Seller to the extent of all sums recoverable by the Seller
under paragraph (a) above. (iii) The Customer shall keep any proceeds of sale
as referred to in paragraph (d) (ii) above in a separate account and the Seller
shall have the right to trace such proceeds. (iv) Upon accounting to the Seller
for the entire proceeds of sales made under paragraphs (c)(iii) and (d)(i) above
the Customer will pay to the Seller a commission equivalent to the difference
between the sums owed to the Seller and the value of such proceeds. (e) The
Customer assigns to he Seller all rights and claims the Customer may have
against it own customers and others in respect of goods specified in paragraphs
(c)( ii) and (d)(i) above. (f) At any time prior to property in goods passing to the
Customer (whether or not any payment to the Seller is then overdue or the
Customer’s otherwise in breach of any obligation to the Seller) the Seller may
without prejudice or any other of its rights: (i) retake possession of all or any
part of the goods and enter any premises for that purpose (or authorise others
to do so) which the Customer hereby authorises (ii) require delivery up to it of
all or any part of the goods (iii) terminate the Customer’s authority to resell or
use the goods forthwith by written notice to the Customer which authority shall
automatically terminate (without notice) upon any insolvency of the Customer
or it going into liquidation (as defined in the insolvency Act 1986) or it having
a receiver or administrative receiver appointed or it becoming subject to an
administration order or calling a meeting of its creditors or any execution or
distress being levied on goods in its possession. (g) The Seller may at any time
appropriate sums received from the Customer as it thinks fit notwithstanding
any purported appropriation of the Customer. (h) Each paragraph and subparagraph of this clause is separate severable and distinct.
5. WARRANTY - LIMIT OF RESPONSIBILITY;
(a) The Seller warrants that it will (at the Seller’s choice) either repair or replace
or refund the full purchase price of any goods which are found in relation
to the supply of goods within a period of 12 months from despatch of such
goods from the Seller’s premises (the warranty period) to be defective or not
in accordance with the contract or any express description or representation
given or made by or on behalf of the Seller in respect of the goods save that
this warranty shall not apply where the defect or fault is attributable to defective
materials supplied by third parties where the Customer’s only remedy will be
against that third party. The Customer’s remedies in respect of any claim under
the foregoing express warranty or any condition or warranty implied by law or
any other claim in respect of the goods or any workmanship in relation thereto
(whether or not involving negligence on the part of the Seller) shall in alI cases
be limited to repair,replacement or refund of the purchase price as aforesaid and
any condition or warranty implied by law shall cease to apply after the expiry of
the warranty period;and the Seller shall not in any circumstances be Iiable for
any damages, compensation, costs, expenses, losses or other liabilities,whether
direct or consequential,and any other remedy which would otherwise be
available in law is hereby excluded except to the extent that such exclusion
is prohibited by any rule of law. A claim in respect of any defect or failure to
comply with the specification or in respect of any delivery or instalment of any

order or any part thereof shall not entitle the Customer to cancel or refuse delivery
of or payment for any other order,delivery or instalment or any part of the same
order, delivery or instalment. (b) Any guarantee or warranty expressly given to the
end-user of any product made by the Seller is expressly excluded from these
conditions and shall not be for he benefit of the Customer.
6. DELIVERY AND COMPLETION DATES
(a) The delivery dates specified in the contract are approximate only and unless
otherwise expressly stated,time is not of the essence for delivery. The Seller will
not be liable in any circumstances for the consequences of any delay in delivery
or failure to deliver. (b) No delay shall entitle the Customer to reject any delivery or
any further instalment or part of the order or any other order from the Customer or
to repudiate the contract or the order.
7. DAMAGE - SHORTAGE OR LOSS IN TRANSIT
(a) In the case of sales to Customers within the United Kingdom risk in the goods
passes on despatch from the Seller’s works and the Seller accepts no responsibility
for any damage or loss in transit. Where relevant claims for damage or loss in
transit should be made on any carrier employed by the Seller and any conditions
imposed by such carrier in relation to claims for damage or loss in transit should
be complied with. (b) In the case of sales to Customers outside the United Kingdom
risk passes at the point specified in the contract and the Seller will entertain a
claim by the Customer in respect of loss or damage in transit only if the Customer:
(i) gives written notice to the Seller within 21 days of non-delivery or within 7
days of the delivery in any other case and; (ii) where the goods are transported
by an independent freight carrier,complies in all respects with the freight carrier’s
conditions of carriage for notifying claims for loss or damage in transit.
8. DELAYED ACCEPTANCE
If for any reason the Customer is unable to accept delivery of the goods when
the goods are due and ready for delivery the Seller may arrange storage of the
goods at the Customer’s risk and the Customer shall be liable to the Seller for
the, reasonable costs (including insurance) of such storage. This provision is
without prejudice to any other right which the Seller may have in respect of the
Customer’s failure to take delivery of the goods or pay for them in accordance with
the contract.
9. TERMINATION
If the Customer enters into a deed or arrangement or commits an act of bankruptcy
or compounds with his creditors or if a receiving order is made against him or
(being a company) it shall pass a resolution or the Court shall make an order that
the Customer shall be wound up (otherwise than for the purposes of amalgamation
or reconstruction) or shall become subject to an administration order or if a
receiver (including an administrative receiver) shall be appointed of any of the
assets or undertaking of the Customer or if circumstances shall arise which entitle
the Court or a Creditor to appoint a receiver (including an administrative receiver)
or a manager or which entitle the Court to make a winding up order or if the
Customer takes or suffers any similar action in consequence of debt or if the
financial responsibility of the Customer shall in the opinion of the Seller become
impaired or if the Customer shall commit any breach of any part of the contract the
Seller may without prejudice to its rights and remedies hereunder stop all goods
in transit and suspend further deliveries and by notice in writing to the Customer
may forthwith terminate the contract.
10. TOLERANCES AND TESTS
Unless otherwise specifically agreed all tests,test pieces and inspections
whatsoever required by the Customer will be charged extra. AlI tests and
inspections (whether or not being tests of chemical composition) shall take place
under the Seller’s standard testing arrangements,and such tests shall be final. All
tests are subject to analytical tolerances.
11. PATENTS
The Customer shall indemnify the Seller against all actions,costs (including the
cost of defending any legal proceedings) claims proceedings,accounts & damages
in respect of any infringement of alleged infringement of any patent, registered
design, unregistered design, design right, copyright, trademark or other industrial

or intellectual property rights resulting from compliance by the Seller with the
Customer’s instructions, whether express or implied.
12. INDEMNITY
The Customer agrees upon demand to indemnify the Seller against all
losses,damages,injury,costs and expenses of whatever nature suffered by
the Seller to the extent that the same are caused by or related to (i) designs,
drawings or specifications given to the Seller by the Customer in respect of
goods produced by the Seller for the Customer; or (ii) defective materials
or products supplied by the Customer to the Seller and incorporated by the
Seller in goods produced by the Seller for the Customer; or (ii) the improper
incorporation assembly, use, processing, storage or handling of goods by
the Customer.
13. NON-STANDARD ORDERS
Where the Customer orders goods or materials of a type, size or quality not
normally produced by the Seller will use all reasonable endeavours to execute
the order,but if it proves impossible, impracticable or uneconomical to carry
out or complete the order, the Seller reserves the right to cancel the contract
or the uncompleted balance thereof in which event the Customer will only be
liable to pay for the part thereof actually delivered.
14. PATTERNS,DIES,TOOLS, DRAWINGS & EQUIPMENT
(a) Where the Customer supplies patterns, dies, tools, drawings or equipment
the Seller shall be entitled to assume that the same are in good condition, true
to drawing and entirely suitable to the Seller’s methods of production,and for
the production of the goods ordered in the quantities required. (b) While the
Seller uses all reasonable endeavours to verify patterns, dies, tools, drawings
and equipment supplied by the Customer no responsibility is accepted by the
Seller for their accuracy. (c) All replacements,alterations and repairs to the
Customer’s patterns, dies, tools, drawing and equipment shall be paid for by
the Customer. (d) Where the patterns, dies, tools, drawings and equipment
are not supplied by the Customer only those which are specially made by
the Seller and separately charged to the Customer in full shall,when paid
for by the Customer become the property of the Customer. (e) Carriage on
patterns, dies, tools and equipment supplied by the Customer will be paid by
the Seller in one direction only. (f) The Seller will take alI reasonable care of the
Customer’s patterns, dies, tools, drawings and equipment while in the Seller’s
possession but does not accept liability for loss or damage thereto,howsoever
arising,except where neglect on the part of the Seller or its agents was the
direct cause of loss or damage and in those circumstances the Seller’s liability
shall be limited to the actual cost of replacement or repair to the exclusion of
all other expenses,consequential losses, loss of profits and other expenses,
liabilities and losses howsoever arising. (g) The Seller reserves the right to
destroy or otherwise dispose of patterns, dies, tools, drawings and equipment
in its possession of custody (whether or not the property of the Customer)
from which the Customer has not required goods to be made for a period
of 12 months or more in the case of patterns and three years or more in all
other cases.
15. PACKING
The Seller uses its best endeavours to ensure, where necessary suitability
of packing before despatch but no claim will be accepted by the Seller for
breakage or damage in transit on the ground of alleged unsuitability for
packing.
16. SUB-CONTRACTING
The Seller shall be entitled to sub-contract any work relating to the contract
without obtaining the consent of, or giving notice to, the customer.
17. APPLICABLE LAW
The contract shall in all respects be governed by and construed in accordance
with English Law and the Customer hereby submits to the non-exclusive
jurisdiction of the English Courts.
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CONTACT
US!
Spear & Jackson UK Ltd.
Atlas Way, Atlas North
Sheffield S4 7QQ
England
Tel: +44 (0)1142 814242
Fax: +44 (0)1142 814252
Email: sales@spear-and-jackson.com
www.spear-and-jackson.com

Spear & Jackson France
Le Coin, 42400 Saint Chamond
ZI BP 82, St Chamond, France
Spear & Jackson Australia
PO BOX 4400
Dandenong South, Victoria 3175
Australia
Spear & Jackson New Zealand
18 Barrhead Place
Avondale, Auckland
New Zealand

SPEAR & JACKSON products are guaranteed against
defects in manufacturing, subject to wear and tear and
the provision of reasonable care and maintenance.
This does not affect your statutory rights.
Due to continuous product development and improvement,
Spear & Jackson reserves the right to modify product design,
specifications and materials without prior notice.
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